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Abstract

Ecology in the laboratory: the molecules that shape the ecological relationship between D.
melanogaster and S. cerevisiae

by

Kelly Marie Schiabor

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular and Cell Biology

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Michael B. Eisen, Chair

Drosophila melanogaster and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, two model systems of molecular
biology, interact in the wild, but the chemical basis of this interaction is largely unknown.
This thesis details an effort to understand the molecular basis of the ecological co-localization.

Results: While screening a collection of wild and laboratory yeast strains for their
ability to attract adult D. melanogaster (Raleigh 437), I noticed a large difference in fly
preference for two nearly isogenic strains of S. cerevisiae, BY4741 and BY4742. Using
standard genetic analyses, I tracked the difference in preference to lack of mitochondria in
BY4742. I used gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to examine
the volatile compounds produced by BY4741 and the mitochondria-deficient BY4742, and
found that they differed in their production of many known fly attractants, including ethyl
hexanoate and ethyl octanoate, which were produced at much higher levels in yeast strains
with mitochondria during aerobic fermentation, a metabolic strategy that distinguishes S.
cerevisiae from most other microbes.

Through a detailed investigation of the volatile profiles and RNA expression patterns
produced by yeast under multiple nutritional scenarios, I determined that the production
of ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate during aerobic fermentation depends on the level
and type of nitrogen present in the substrate. Fermentative growth on nitrogen-limited
substrates requires mitochondrial engagement and the metabolic configuration employed by
S. cerevisiae to contend with this nutritional scenario results in the production of these
ester attractants. This nutritional scenario—high sugar but limited nitrogen—matches the
composition of fruit, the natural co-localization environment for flies and yeast, suggesting
that these volatiles are ecologically relevant cues for D. melanogaster.

D. melanogaster sense ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate via the odorant receptor
genes Or22a and Or22b. A single gene version of this locus, which is a chimera of the two
ancestral copies, is segregating in natural D. melanogaster populations. I found that D.
melanogaster lines harboring the chimeric locus (including Raleigh 437) show more robust
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preference for ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate-producing S. cerevisiae cultures. This
provides an ecological basis, and possibly selective advantage, for the maintenance of this
allele in D. melanogaster.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over a century ago, scientists captured individuals of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster from their complex natural habitats and brought
them into the controlled environment of the laboratory. Both species readily adapted to
this new milieu, becoming the premier model organisms first of genetics, then of molecular
biology and now of genomics. Much of what we now know about how genes function, how
genomes are organized, and how organismal form and behavior are encoded in DNA comes
from studying these two workhorses of modern experimental biology.

Remarkably, although these species are traditionally studied independently in “yeast
labs” and “fly labs”, they are virtually inseparable in the wild. Both inhabit the same
rotting fruit niche, and there is compelling evidence that they are not only found together,
but that they live in a close symbiosis. D. melanogaster larvae and adults depend on S.
cerevisiae as their primary food source, and, in turn, the flies provide the unicellular yeasts
with a way to travel from fruit to fruit [15, 17, 75].

The central hypotheses of my doctoral work is that, by studying these species in a un-
natural habitat where they are isolated from each other, we have missed important factors
that have shaped their physiology and molecular biology, and that the arsenal of tools devel-
oped to study these species in the laboratory provide a tremendous opportunity to explore
important questions in ecology and evolution.

1.1 Flies and yeasts are found together

Anyone who keeps fruit out in their kitchen will have noticed if it is not eaten in a timely
manner it begins to ferment, owing to the activity of S. cerevisiae and its close relatives,
and then attract flies, primarily D. melanogaster and D. simulans. Indeed the association
of these species with humans, and their prolific growth on readily available substrates, is the
main reason they were chosen as model organisms for experimental research.

S. cerevisiae’s path to the laboratory began in the late 19th century at the Carlsburg
brewery in Copehhagen, whose predictable interest in this microbe’s fermentative abilities
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led one of their microbiologists (Ojvind Winge) to begin experiments to describe its biology
in great detail[14]. At around the same, D. melanogaster was described as a common visitor
to rotting and fermenting fruits, earning it the moniker of “vinegar fly” and “pomace fly”
[78]. It was subsequently chosen as a laboratory model because it grew easily in media made
from rotting bananas [104].

While most microbes given abundant sugar and oxygen respire to maximize their yield
of ATP, S. cerevisiae and its ilk preferentially ferment the sugars in fruits into ethanol, even
in the presence of oxygen. It is thought that this “fermentation first” strategy provides
them with a advantage over other microbes that are seeking to occupy the same niche, as
S. cerevisiae has evolved the ability to live at ethanol concentrations that kill most of their
competitors [143, 77] (a lucky adaptation for humans, it turns out).

D. melanogaster have also evolved alcohol tolerance, and are one of the few species of
insect that can thrive at even modest levels of ethanol [130, 131] (indeed theD. melanogaster
alcohol dehydrogenase has long been a model system in molecular evolution and population
genetics [108, 128]. D. melanogaster are drawn to rotting fruit because they— especially their
larvae—feed on S. cerevisiae and related fungi. Drosophila researchers have long “known”
this—as it is routine to add a sprinkle of active yeast to new fly vials—but the value of yeast
to flies has received relatively little systematic attention.

Early work on the relationship between D. melanogaster and yeast was synthesized in a
classic 1919 paper by Baumberger [16]. While developing a new transparent banana agar
to track Drosophila egg laying, he noticed that while molds and bacteria on the surface of
the agar killed developing larvae, the larvae localized to and consumed colonies of yeasts
[16]. He subsequently used a combination of sterilized larvae, pupae, and adults, as well
as different nutritional medias, to show yeast to be both necessary and sufficient for proper
larval development. He concluded that yeast, and not fruit, was the natural food source
for D. melanogaster, and that their value came from their ability to transform the dilute
nitrogen found in fruits into a concentrated nitrogen source that could be readily consumed
by flies[16, 135].

These results were later corroborated by Sang who performed a quantitative inventory
of the nutritional requirements of D. melanogaster [168]. He devised a synthetic media,
composed mainly of nitrogen, protein, vitamins, and lipids that allowed for typical larval
development and survival, but concluded that nothing could fully substitute for yeast extract.
Sang also reported that larvae develop faster on yeast media supplemented with fructose
(which is found at high concentration in many fruits) over other sugars [88].

More recently, both Becher and Anagnostou have shown that D. melanogaster larvae
develop more rapidly on fruit when supplemented with yeast and that the resulting adults
are healthier [17, 3].

Collectively these results establish the importance of yeast to Drosophila, but, on the
surface at least, it would seem like a net negative for yeast. However, yeast do not appear
to act in any way to mask their presence from these predators. Quite the contrary yeast
produce a prominent bouquet of volatile compounds that are used by flies to zero in on their
location [15]. One possible explanation for this inconsistency is that yeast actually benefit
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from this interaction as well.
Indeed Saccharomyces have a problem: they are largely immobile and do not disperse

well by wind. And it has long been believed that insects help overcome this limitation by
vectoring them from fruit to fruit (c.f. Baumberger). Lending support to this hypothesis,
Gilbert placed rich medium plates in a forest next to covered bananas to bait Drosophila
towards the plates. Analyzing the microbial content of both the plates and drosophild
visitors, he found that the Drosophila that visited the plates left behind microbes they
carried on their bodies [75]. He found that D. melanogaster and D. affinis, another frugiphilic
species, vectored yeasts to the plates, while mycophilic species like D. tripunctata and D.
putrida primarily vectored bacteria[75].

Many other researchers have found yeasts in the crops and on the bristle-covered bodies
of adult Drosophila and within the digestive track of larvae collected from the environment
[43, 65, 34, 38]. Further, researchers have confirmed, using S. cerevisiae as a model, that
sporulated yeast cells can even survive passage through the adult digestive track and that
the consumption of strains from multiple substrates may aid in the outbreeding between
otherwise geographically isolated yeast populations[45, 155, 176].

In addition to vectoring, the burrowing activities of D. melanogaster larvae expose nutri-
tional sources to the yeast that would have been otherwise inaccessible [178]. Taken together,
there is considerable evidence that the interaction between D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae
is mutually beneficial.

1.2 Other Drosophila interactions with fungi

Despite their importance as model organisms, almost nothing is known about the ecology
of D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae before they entered into close association with humans
and spread around the planet. Biogeographic, population genetic and evolutionary stud-
ies strongly support a west-African origin for D. melanogaster, but its original food source
is unknown[110]. There is no convincing data pointing to the geographic origins S. cere-
visiae, and even less is known about its native habitat[118, 204]. Thus it is conceivable
that the association between these two species dates only to their dual emergence as human
commensals.

There is, however, abundant evidence for a close relationship between other Drosophila
species and fungi, especially among the various drosophilids associated with cacti. For ex-
ample, the lipolytic yeast Candida ingrens and the cactophylic Drosophila D. mojavensis are
found on Stenocereus thurberi cactus stems. C. ingrens is capable of metabolizing medium
chain fatty acids, which are found in the cactus host tissue. These acids are toxic to D.
mojevensis, yet by co-existing on the resource with C. ingrens, the larvae are able to survive
and develop in the environment [180].

Similarly, two common cactus yeasts, C. sonoresis and C. cereanus can tolerate and me-
tabolize 2-propanol, a bacterially produced volatile found in decaying cactus tissue, which
slows and stunts Drosophila growth [181]. C. sonoresis and C. cereanus are frequently re-
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covered from rotting cactus tissues populated by Drosophila larvae and in laboratory experi-
ments, increasing 2-propanol concentration in a synthetic larval medium results in increasing
adult size only when C. sonoresis and C. cereanus are present [181].

Matching these well-described examples of environmentally tuned associations, the nat-
ural habitats of different Drosophila species (tree sap, fruits, flowers, cacti, mushrooms and
trees) have different yeasts associated with them [180]. Yeasts present on the same breeding
site often share similar physiological characteristics, which are optimized for growth in that
habitat. For example, fruits and Clermontia stems contain yeasts that frequently ferment
glucose, which is abundant in these substrates [180]. This suggests that Drosophila asso-
ciate with yeast that can best use the nutritional resources present in the local breeding
environment.

1.3 How do Drosophila find yeasts?

Given the importance of yeast to Drosophila, it is unsurprising that they have tuned their
navigation systems to the identification of yeasty substrates. Drosophila adults locate sites
for mating, oviposition and feeding “on the wing”, taking advantage of their sophisticated
olfactory system to identify and track to desired targets [18, 32].

Yeasts produce a wide array of volatile compounds as they metabolize a substrate, and
both field and laboratory studies have shown that Drosophila are attracted to these bouquets.
This attraction is highly specific, with different Drosophila species showing preference for
different fungi.

For example, Da Cuhna and colleagues isolated different yeasts from the crops of four
tropical Drosophila species and found that each was most attracted to baits inoculated with
yeasts found in their crop [52]. Klasczo extended these results to the field, showing that
otherwise identical traps baited with different fungi capture different Drosophila species
[105].

The specific chemical basis for this interaction was investigated as early as 1907 by
Barrows, who, noting that D. melanogaster were generally found in fermenting substrates,
used trap assays to investigate the relative attractiveness of different volatiles produced
during fermentation [15].

Seven decades later, Fuyama repeated these experiments using an olfactometer instead
of traps, confirming that these compounds, as well as the fermentation-associated volatiles
ethyl acetate and buteraldehyde, were attractants until they reached high concentrations,
when they became repellants [69]. None of these compounds, however, was as attractive as
fermenting fruit itself.

Fuyama also discovered that there was significant variation in the response of different
D. melanogaster strains to the same compounds[69]. He went on to show that differences
in attractiveness to ethyl acetate segregated at least in part with regions of chromosome 2R
[70].
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A breakthough in our understanding of the emphDrosophila response to yeast odorants
came with the discovery of the D. melanogaster olfactory receptors [71, 203]. Drosophila
detect odors using olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs), which are located on both the antennae
and maxillary palp of adult insects. On these structures, the dendrites of the OSNs are
compartmentalized into porous sensory hairs called sensillum [175, 111]. These neurons
project from each sensillum to the antennal lobe of the brain, where higher processing occurs
[64]. The activation of each OSN is controlled by distinct olfactory receptors (ORs), which are
embedded in the dendritic membrane of the neurons and bind odorants from the environment
[85]. Each OSN expresses a single (or in a few cases two) OR along with a common co-
receptor, Orco [49, 113, 169].

Olfactory receptor genes are one of the largest and most diverse gene families across
both insects and between Drosophila species [83]. There are 62 distinct OR genes in the
D. melanogaster genome, many of which are quite divergent at the sequence level. Early
efforts to identify the specific ligands associated with each OR were based on electrophysi-
ological measurements of individual sensillum when flies were exposed to specific odorants.
De Bruyne examined the response of different classes of neurons to a panel of 47 odorants
[30], many of them byproducts of fermentation, identifying 16 OR classes based on their
responses to these compounds.

In an effort to identify additional ligands, Stensmyr recorded the electrochemical response
of several different sensillum to the volatiles present in the headspace of overripe fruit, which
they separated using gas chromotography. Each ripe fruit extract contained hundreds of
volatiles, yet ORN responses were only recorded for a small set of key compounds from each
extract[184]. Supporting the importance of yeast in Drosophila ecology, many of these key
compounds are known products of yeast metabolism including: acetoin, isoamyl alcohol,
isoamyl acetate, phenylethyl alcohol and ethyl hexanoate [198]. The OSNs were capable of
detecting these key ligands at very low concentrations and each compound was also shown
to be behaviorally attractive using a T-maze assay. D. melanogaster need to detect potential
breeding and feeding sites from a distance, and this need may explain the extreme sensitivity
for this set of microbially-produced compounds[32].

In the most comprehensive ligand receptor study to date, Hallem et al. tested the elec-
trochemical response of all antennal OSNs to a panel of 110 odorants covering a broad range
of chemical classes. Alcohols and esters, common yeast metabolites, elicited the most and
strongest electrochemical responses across the receptor repertoire. In addition, OSNs that
responded to several odors at high concentrations only responded to a small subset of the
compounds at lower concentrations again highlighting the short- and long- range differenti-
ation between odorants[86].

Orthologs of each D. melanogaster OR gene have been found in the genomes of the other
sequenced Drosophila species [83, 127]. While different D. melanogaster ORs have limited
sequence conservation, orthologous ORs are highly conserved among Drosophila species,
and show strong signals of purifying selection [195]. Several studies have demonstrated
experimentally that OSNs expression orthologous ORs from different Drosophila are sensitive
to the same odors [183, 31]. These results suggests that drosophilds share a common ability
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to detect a diverse set of core, often fermentation-derived, odorants [83, 195].
While the overall trend for OR genes across species is conservation, there are instances of

sequence divergence as well as signs of positive selection on specific OR genes along certain
species lineages [195]. In addition, for many ORs there is extensive lineage specific gene
duplication, diversification and loss across the genus [83]. Since olfaction represents a direct
connection between organism and environment, this genomic variation likely reflects species-
specific adaptations to new or unique volatiles in the environment.

Indeed, Drosophilia species that prefer to oviposit and feed on a particular substrate
often show a strong shifts in olfactory preference and sensitivity towards volatile cues that
distinguish their preferred niche from other potential breeding sites. For example, the island
specialist species D. sechellia exclusively oviposits on the fruit, Morinda citrofolia [94]. While
this fruit is toxic to other members of the melanogaster clade and is behaviorally avoided,
D. sechellia has evolved an attraction for morinda fruit volatiles and specifically for the
compound, methyl hexanoate [55]. Similarly, the forest dwelling D. erecta prefers to oviposit
on the ripe fruit of species in the genus Pandanas, and it is particularly sensitive to 3-methyl-
2-butenyl acetate, a characteristic Pandanas fruit volatile [116].

1.4 Origins of yeast volatiles

Despite the vast literature on S. cerevisiae biochemistry, and intense interest from the alco-
holic beverage industry in the effect of fermentation on the taste and smell of beer, wine and
spirits, relatively little is known about the metabolic origins of the compounds that charac-
terize yeast fermentations. In addition to the classical volatile byproducts of fermentation—
ethanol and carbon dioxide—yeasts produce and release a wide array of small, volatile
metabolites during fermentation. Two of the most commonly produced classes of compounds
are esters and higher alcohols. Acetate esters, like isoamyl acetate and 2-phenylethyl acetate,
are formed through a condensation reaction between various higher alcohols and acetyl-CoA
derived pyruvate from glycolysis [126]. ATF1 and ATF2 genes encode the acetyltransferase
enzymes responsible for acetate ester synthesis in S. cerevisiae. Medium chain ethyl esters,
such as ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate, are formed via the esterification of coenzyme
A activated aliphatic fatty acids released from the fatty acid synthase complex during the
early stages of lipid synthesis with ethanol [201, 13]. This synthesis reaction is performed by
at least two genes in S. cerevisiae, EEB1 and EHT1[165].

Finally, higher alcohols, like isoamyl alcohol and phenylethyl alcohol, are created through
the decarboxylation and reduction of alpha-keto acids produced during both amino acid
biosynthesis and catabolism [198]. Ehrlich first proposed that higher alcohol were formed
through amino acid catabolism, and this biochemical pathway is referred to as the Ehrlich
pathway. Briefly, branched and aromatic amino acids are transported into the cell through a
combination of general and specific amino acid transporters, are deaminated by the amino-
transferases, BAT1, BAT2, ARO8, and ARO9, decarboxylated by ARO10, PDC1, PDC5,
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and PDC6, and finally reduced by one of many alcohol dehydrogenases to form a higher
alcohols, which are released from the cell [91].

Many factors affect the expression of these genes and the formation of these fragrant
volatiles during an S. cerevisiae fermentation including the genetic background of the strain,
the nutritional composition of the media, such as its sugar and nitrogen content, and various
environmental factors including the availability of oxygen and temperature of the culture
[149, 201, 163].

Many researchers have demonstrated that the complete nutritional composition of a
growth substrate has a significant effect on the types and levels of volatiles produced by
S. cerevisiae during fermentation [92, 20, 93, 202, 11, 192, 12, 200]. For example, varying
the amino acid content of a growth medium affects the production of a wide range of these
secondary volatile metabolites including many of the above mentioned esters and alcohols.
While some of these volatile differences can be predicted from the presence or absence of
particular amino acids, for example the levels of phenylethyl alcohol is closely related to the
level of phenylalanine, many of the volatiles produced in a given culture, such as isoamyl
acetate and isoamyl alchohol are the result of complex interactions between concurrently
active biochemical pathways responding various amino acids [92].

D. melanogaster have odorant receptors tuned to detect many of these secondary metabo-
lites, but it is not yet well understood which or how many of these volatiles are used by D.
melanogaster to locate S. cerevisiae in nature. Different S. cerevisiae strains vary in their
attractiveness to D. melanogaster and this suggests that D. melanogaster evaluate the entire
collection of volatile compounds present in a S. cerevisiae culture to decide on its overall
attractiveness [138, 162].

A small pulse of ethyl butyrate is sufficient to keep a fly flying towards the source of
the odorant for twenty minutes without additional application of the odor, but this tracking
is much less pronounced for acetic acid, another attractive yeast-produced volatile [109].
Mixtures of volatile compounds, more akin to what D. melanogaster experience in nature,
produce even more complex, context-dependent responses. While carbon dioxide is typ-
ically a deterrent, production of carbon dioxide in conjunction with fermentation-derived
2,3-butanedione ameliorates this repulsion [196].

1.5 Contents of this thesis

The variability in response of D. melanogaster to different mixtures of fermentation-associated
compounds suggests that the flies are doing something more complex than just using these
aromas to local substrates with active yeast cultures. In a series of different experiments
over the past five years, I have sought to understand this aspect of the relationship between
D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae.

In particular, I have been interested in the interlinked questions of how genetic back-
ground and substrate affect yeast volatile compound production, what the “volatilome” of a
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yeast culture says about its metabolic state and environment, and how and why flies parse
this information to make decisions about where to feed, mate and oviposit.

Following this introductory chapter (Chapter 1), I describe work I did to develop as-
says to quantify fly olfactory behaviors (Chapter 2) and to characterize the yeast volatilome
(Chapter 3). Chapter 4 is previously published work which highlights the importance of the
yeast mitochondria in producing ecologically relevant D. melanogaster attractants. Chapter
5 explores the biochemical basis of the production of the ecologically relevant volatile at-
tractants described in Chapter 4. Finally Chapter 5 describes the how D.melanogaster may
sense these attractants at the molecular level.

The beauty of studying an ecological relationship is that understanding more about one
side of the interaction, should lends to insight towards the other. As the following chapters
illustrate, improving our understanding of the yeast volatilome has helped us understand the
logic of fly olfaction, and understanding olfactory-driven fly behaviors has shed light on new
aspects of yeast biology. This field is very much still in its infancy, but I hope that my efforts
have contributed to beginning to both understand and exploit the fascinating relationship
between D. melanogaster and its ecological partner S. cerevisiae.
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Chapter 2

Methods for characterizing D.
melanogaster attraction to S.
cerevisiae-produced volatiles

Among the likely biological factors in the D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae relationship
(See Chapter 1), I focused first on understanding how these organisms find each other in
nature. Co-localization is the essential first step for all subsequent interactions. Given
that both organisms are quite small, and that S. cerevisiae cells are largely immobile, the
co-localization between fruit flies and yeast is quite incredible. S. cerevisiae produce a
rich bouquet of volatile compounds as they metabolize a substrate, and it is likely that D.
melanogaster senses these volatile cues to pick out these metabolizing yeast cultures from
the larger surrounding environment.

From the perspective of D. melanogaster, sensation, and olfaction in particular, seemed
to be the ideal place to begin researching the molecular mechanics behind this co-localization
phenotype (See Section 7.1). While D. melanogaster consistently locate yeast cultures in
nature, this co-localization can happen on a wide range of substrates. In particular, D.
melanogaster and S. cerevisiae often co-localize on various types of fruit [183, 18, 87]. The
nutrient composition of the growth media during fermentation plays a vital role in deter-
mining the volatile profile produced by S. cerevisiae [161, 11, 72, 37]. Since fruits vary
in nutritional composition, the complete profile of yeast-produced volatiles will vary across
ecologically relevant breeding sites.

To determine if characteristic yeast volatiles within these profiles help attract D. melanogaster
to a wide range of yeast cultures in nature, I needed to develop a lab assay where I could
test the attractiveness of different yeast cultures in an environmentally relevant context. I
reasoned if I found S. cerevisiae cultures that differed in their attractiveness I could use the
arsenal of molecular biology tools and procedures developed for S. cerevisiae to characterize
the volatiles that distinguished these most attractive strains from the others and determine
the biology behind their production. The first step, though, was to find yeast strains or
culture conditions that varied in their attractiveness to D. melanogaster in an ecologically
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relevant scenario, and this required the development of an appropriate behavioral assay.

2.1 Olfaction-based assays often test olfactory

behaviors in confined environments

Before developing my own olfaction-based behavioral assay, I investigated existing olfactory
assays to understand how olfactory behaviors have been tested by others. I quickly realized
that most existing olfactory assays test preference toward one or two odors in small, enclosed
environments. As a result, even though many assays included olfactory signals, it was difficult
to determine if the behavioral response to these volatile signals could be extrapolated past
the confines of the assay and into natural contexts.

2.2 The Olfactory Magnetic Tether

In my research, one assay appeared promising for my purposes, the Olfactory Magnetic
Tether (OMT). In this contraption, a small metal pin is attached to the back of a fruit fly.
A magnet keeps the fly suspended in air in the middle of the contraption, above a camera
and a vacuum. The magnetic field holding the pin confines the fly to a controlled region, but
still allows the insect to fly and turn freely within the field [60]. Using this setup, an odorant
can be precisely applied and the vacuum can clear the odorant from the environment. The
fly’s flight response to the odorant is captured in real time on camera.

Using the OMT, Krishnan, Duistermars, and Frye [109] exposed D. melanogaster to con-
trolled pulses of three known attractants (vinegar, banana odor, and ethyl butyrate), and
then recorded the length of time a fly continued to orient in the direction of the applied
odorant after its removal. For vinegar and banana odor, D. melanogaster individuals would
only continue to track in the odorant’s direction with consistent, reinforcing odorant pulses.
On the other hand, after detecting and orientating towards a single pulse of ethyl butyrate,
D. melanogaster individuals continued to track in the direction of ethyl butyrate without ad-
ditional stimulation. This variation in dynamics demonstrates that, while many odorants are
attractive to D. melanogaster, these potential attractants can result in different behavioral
responses when parameters of the experiment change. Building on this idea, Wasserman,
Salomon, and Frye [207] used the OMT to demonstrate that while D. melanogaster are de-
terred by carbon dioxide in walking assays the compound is attractive in flight, indicating
that a single molecule can elicit different responses under different behavioral scenarios.

The OMT is an effective tool for studying olfactory-based behavioral choice. I considered
using this contraption for my experiments (and even built a prototype), but as a single fly
assay, I decided it would be difficult use the device for a high throughput behavioral screen
of multiple S. cerevisiae strains, culture conditions, and D. melanogaster lines.
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2.3 Assay Development

Taking inspiration from the advantages and setbacks of existing assays designed to measure
olfactory-based choice, I developed my own. The most important thing I learned from
studying previous assays was that the design largely dictates the scope and generalization
of the results. Therefore, to determine ecologically relevant D. melanogaster attractants,
I needed to create a scenario where only ecologically relevant volatiles would result in a
preference behavior. In addition, I needed the assay to be high throughput and produce
results that could be faithfully compared between trials as I expected to screen through
many yeast fermentations to find preference differences.

I needed to decide what “ecologically relevant” meant in this co-localization. To me, what
stood out about the natural relationship between D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae was its
strength. In environments teeming with odorants and other potential sensory distractions,
D. melanogaster faithfully locate and fly towards fermenting yeast substrates (A, Figure 2.1).
Therefore, what I really needed out of an assay was a way to quantify how many individual
flies, when placed in a large environment with various potential attractants, flew towards a
particular bait.

The result was an arena-based trap assay (B, Figure 2.1). Briefly, a population of flies
is released into a large arena baited with different actively growing yeast fermentations.
Yeast cultures were plated on solid agar plates to mimic growth on the surface of a fruit,
a common co-localization substrate. The yeast culture baits were constructed to trap the
flies that moved towards the bait, without giving the flies access to the fermentation, which
largely removed localized taste-based sensation variables from the assay. Importantly, the
flies were not forced to choose any particular bait and could simply remain in the large
surrounding space if none of the baits proved particularly appealing. The number of flies
trapped in each bait provide a direct quantification of behavioral preference for the odorants
produced by a particular culture.

I used this assay to quantify D. melanogaster preference for pairs of S. cerevisiae cultures.
To compare between trials, the same number of starting flies (120) were used in each assay
and the total percentage of flies trapped across all baits was recorded for each assay. Each
assay contained four baits: two traps baited with “option 1” and two traps baited with
“option 2”. Each pairwise comparison was tested at least three times. The orientation of
the four baits were changed in each of the three trials to control for any positional preference
effects in the free-flight arena. For each trial, a preference index was calculated by summing
the total number of flies caught in both traps baited with “option 1” and both traps baited
with “option 2” and then dividing these counts by the total number of flies caught across all
baits. These normalized preference indices can be compared across trials.

A detailed protocol for performing the above-described assay is available in Appendix A.
The protocol details both how to setup and quantify the assay as well as the Drosophila
husbandry required to produce consistently raised and properly aged flies for the assay.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of behavioral assay. Depiction of the environmental scenario
(A) and assay (B) to test it.
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Chapter 3

Using GC-MS to characterize and
quantify S. cerevisiae-produced
volatiles

To identify the molecules involved in the co-localization of D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae
in nature, I knew I would need a way to catalogue, quantify, and compare the volatile profiles
produced by different S. cerevisiae cultures. Gas Chromatography coupled to Mass Spec-
trometry (GC-MS) is a powerful tool for identifying and quantifying the organic compounds
present in a culture, but this technique has rarely been used for exploratory and comparative
analyses[193, 125] . I spent a lot of time developing an effective volatile sampling technique,
a successful GC-MS method to separate these volatiles, as well as a complete data analysis
pipeline to compare the results between sample cultures.

3.1 Description of GC-MS

In GC-MS, a collected sample is first injected into a chemically coated capillary column,
which is housed within an oven. Inert gas, most often helium, constantly flows through
the column, and as the oven heats according to a user defined program, components of
the injected sample will volatilize and begin to travel through the column with the helium
stream. The temperature of the oven and chemical composition of the interior surface of the
column will influence the rate of movement of each compound within the complex sample
and serve to separate out the sample into the individual components. At the end of the
column, ideally pure compounds will sequentially enter into the mass spectrometer, which
facilitates the identification and quantification of each separated component (Figure 3.1).

When a compound enters an electron impact (EI) mass spectrometer, it is first bombarded
with a stream of electrons. The energy from these electrons causes the compound to fragment
into pieces of the original molecule. By applying a consistent electron stream, a compound
will consistently produce the same fragmentation pattern time and time again. Therefore,
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C) Mass Spectrometer

Figure 3.1: Eisen Lab GC-MS. An Agilent 7980A GC/ 5975C VL MSD system topped
with a Gerstel MPS autosampler, thermal desportion unit (TDU), and CIS-4 inlet was used
to collect all volatile GC-MS data in this thesis

this pattern can be thought of as a molecular fingerprint for the original compound. Many
of these molecular fragments will be charged ions, and unlike the original molecule, the
movement and trajectory of these ions can be controlled by magnetic fields. These ions
are first accelerated into a focused beam and then deflected in their trajectory by a second
magnetic field.

The amount of deflection for a given ion largely depends on two factors, the mass of
the ion, and its charge, or the mass to charge ratio (m/z). Most of the ions will carry a
charge of +1, so the m/z ratio for a given ion is often the same as the mass of the ion. A
detector is situated at a given deflection angle downstream of the electron beam path. By
quickly tuning the strength of the magnetic field overtime (referred to as a “scan”), ions
with different m/z ratios will reach the detector when the magnetic field deflects them at
the “right” angle, and an intensity value for each m/z value can be sequentially recorded.

The resulting GC-MS data file is a matrix of intensity values for every m/z ion, or a
“mass spectrum” for each scan performed over the duration of the GC separation program.
This file can be exported from Agilent’s ChemStation software as a netCDF file. Many
programing languages including Matlab, Python, and Perl have software packages that can
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read netCDF files.
The ratios of the individual m/z intensity values are used to identify the molecular

identity of the compound by matching the m/z pattern of a scan to a library of known
fragmentation patterns, such as the NIST08 library. (Figure 3.2) While the mass profiles are
needed for compound identification, a simplified version of this large matrix can be used to
compare the components detected in various samples. The total ion chromatogram (TIC) is
a two-dimensional representation of this matrix and is the sum of the intensity values across
all m/z ions for each scan. The TIC gives you a sense of the total amount of a compound as
well as an overall profile of all compounds separated and detected during the course of the
GC-MS run (Figure 3.3)1.
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Figure 3.2: Identification of a GC-separated compound using its mass spectra
and the NIST08 library. In this example the mass spectrum of the selected scan most
closely matches the mass spectrum for ethyl acetate.

3.2 Sampling

One of the most important variables in determining the quality and relevance of the resulting
data is the often-underappreciated aspect of sampling. Sampling is an intrinsically biased
process,as it is impossible to capture all compounds. It is important to develop a sampling

1I would like to thank Dr. Susan Ebeler and Dr. Ed Pfannkoch for teaching me the concepts of GC-MS
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Figure 3.3: Total Ion Chromatogram (TIC) and peak mass profiles in raw GC-MS
data. The large, raw data matrix of mass profiles at every scan can be collapsed to create
a Total Ion Chromatogram(TIC) for the sample. The TIC shows the profile and amount of
compounds separated from a given starting sample. The mass profiles across each “peak”
are needed to determine the molecular identity of the eluted compound.
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technique that fits the scope, sensitivity, and selectivity needed for any given experiment.
Historically, GC-MS has been used to positively identify target compounds in a sample.
Only very recently have researchers started to use this tool to survey the constituents of a
culture [139, 193, 10, 194, 122, 98].

Modern SPME: Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction

I decided to sample yeast volatiles for subsequent GC-MS analysis using stir bar sorptive
extraction (SBSE), a recently developed technique similar to solid-phase microextraction
(SPME)[9]. Like SPME, in SBSE organic compounds are extracted and concentrated from
aqueous or gaseous samples using polymeric phases, which act as immobilized solvents. In
SPME, a thin layer of a chosen phase is applied to the surface of a needle, and small molecules
are absorbed onto the matrix [5]. SPME is a reliable, simple, and effective technique, but it
does have practical limitations. The thin layer of sorbant can only extract so much analyte,
making it difficult to fully sample complex and highly concentrated cultures [22, 193, 39].
Further, SPME needles are fragile and must be carefully injected through silicon septa for
sampling. These characteristics make it difficult to use SPME fibers for creative, offline and
large-scale experiments.

Gerstel “Twisters”

In response to this, Gerstel developed the “Twister” SBSE technique.Twisters are small
magnetic stir bars, sealed in glass and coated with a relatively thick layer of the sorbent
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)(Figure 3.4) [167]. The durable, reusable stir bars can be used
in all kinds of sampling scenarios, and multiple samples can be collected in parallel on differ-
ent stir bars. PDMS is an extremely inert phase that acts as a molecular sponge, especially
for non-polar compounds. Essentially an equilibrium technique, extraction is based on diffu-
sion of the analytes into the polymeric phase from the sampling matrix [8]. The large volume
of PDMS phase coating bonded to the stir bar provides extra sampling capacity compared
to SPME, which dramatically increases analyte recovery and lowers analyte detection limits
[90, 2]. This high sorptive capacity also make SBSE less selective than SPME as the extrac-
tion of any particular compound will be less dependent of the recovery rates of the other
compounds present in the matrix [140].

These advantages are particularly relevant when extracting analytes from complex mix-
tures, such as the volatile bouquet produced during yeast fermentation. Yeast produce
varying concentrations, from mg/L to ng/L, of many chemically distinct volatiles such as
esters, alcohols, and acids as they metabolize a substrate[144, 198, 66]. The overall sen-
sory contribution of any particular volatile is dependent not only on its concentration in a
sample, but also on the odor threshold of the compound. Some of the most characteristic
fermentation byproducts are actually present at very low concentrations [134, 144, 90]. This
relationship extends to D. melanogaster olfaction. Using both electrophysiology and behav-
ior, researchers have shown D. melanogaster show varying sensitivities to particular odorants
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[138, 86, 109]. Overall, the large volume of PDMS phase provides the capacity necessary
to globally extract compounds at all concentrations from a complex sample such as a yeast
fermentation culture.

Glass

Magnet

PDMS Coating

Figure 3.4: Gerstel “Twister” Stirbar.Twisters are small magnetic stir bars, sealed in
glass and coated with a relatively thick layer of the sorbent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).

Twister sampling considerations

While Twisters provide unparalleled sensitivity and capacity, like any chemical extraction
technique, analyte recovery into the PDMS phase varies between compounds and this will
bias the distribution of detected components. While the PDMS-water and PDMS-headspace
partition coefficients are unknown, extensive comparisons have shown that extraction rates
for a given compound can be predicted using its octanol-water partition coefficient (Kow)
[167]. These Kow values have been described for many compounds and, in general, hy-
drophobic solutes, with higher Kow values are recovered at much higher rates than more
polar solutes on PDMS phases [8, 140]. PDMS is not an ideal phase for all analytes and
when screening complex mixtures using Twisters the size of a given peak may not reflect the
true concentration of the analyte in the sample, but instead reflect the compatibility of the
analyte with the PDMS phase [146]. Fortunately, the high sensitivity of Twisters mean that
even analytes with poor theoretical recoveries using a PDMS phase can still be detected.
Well-planned sampling strategies will produce consistent results with reproducibility stan-
dard deviations (RSD) values averaging below 10% [41, 166, 136, 22]. This means that when
Twisters used within a defined sampling environment will produce comparable extraction
results.

Adding complexity, PDMS partitioning coefficients are not static values and partitioning
ratios will change in different sampling environments. For example, changing the pH of the
sampling medium will affect the recovery rate of ionizable compounds like phenols, acids, and
amines as the neutral and salt forms of these compounds have very different Kow coefficients
[146, 140]. As a result, many researchers intentionally alter the chemical composition of the
sampling matrix to bias recovery towards classes of compounds that are theoretically more
difficult to extract using PDMS [212, 35]. The addition of the inert salt, NaCl to the
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sampling medium generally increases the recovery of hydrophilic solutes by reducing their
water solubility and encouraging sorption into the PDMS phase [136, 208].

Controlling many sampling conditions, like pH and ionic strength, is often not possible
when screening environmental samples, where differences in chemical composition may con-
tribute the character of the culture [35, 40]. These chemical matrix differences are likely
to bias analyte recovery, making it difficult to compare results between cultures. Yeast
volatile compound production is a biochemical transformation. Therefore, I knew collecting
the volatile metabolites associated with this process and producing an unbiased comparison
across conditions, time points, and strains would be difficult. I spent a lot of time determin-
ing the most reproducible and representative sampling technique for measuring the volatile
profile of yeast cultures using Twister stir bars.

Using Twister to extract ecologically-relevant S. cerevisiae
fermentation volatiles

The process of fermentation results a general acidification of the growth media, mainly
through the accumulation of ethanol [41, 140]. This means there are inevitable changes in
pH over the course of fermentation. These differences could affect the Twister recovery rate
of acidic and basic compounds across the life of the culture, and produce a purely sample-
condition-based differences at different time points. Past these temporal considerations,
I was also interested in determining how changing the starting nutritional composition of
the media affected volatile production. By definition these media are chemically different
from each other, and therefore could intrinsically bias Twister sampling through the biased
recovery of particular compounds. One common method for dealing with matrix effects
between samples is to heavily dilute samples until most matrix sampling effects become
negligible [193, 2, 61, 166, 56]. This dilution also decreases overall extraction by reducing
the phase to sample ratio and adequate detection may require very long extraction times.

As I was focused on studying long-range attraction, I knew the molecules guiding D.
melanogaster towards the culture should all be volatile at the temperature range experienced
by these species in their natural environment. While yeast cultures produce a large array
of molecules as they metabolize a substrate, only some of these metabolites are volatile at
these temperatures. To mimic this, the behavioral assay I designed only allowed the flies
to smell, and not taste or touch each yeast cultures presented in the assay (See Chapter 2).
Additionally, to match the natural scenario of yeast growing on a fruit, the “cultures” in the
behavior assay were actually yeast plated onto a solid agar substrate.

While Twisters were originally designed to spin, as stir bars, in liquid cultures for sam-
pling, this scenario would not work for my agar plates. Both SPME and SBSE have also
been used to extract volatiles from the headspace above a culture [39, 22, 208]. Sampling
the headspace of the culture instead of the culture itself would allow me to directly sample
above the yeast agar plates I was presenting in my behavioral assay. Further, this technique
eliminates non-volatile metabolites from the analysis and also avoids the potential extraction
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biases associated with chemical differences between medias, or pH changes that accumulate
the course of yeast metabolism. Therefore, headspace sampling should both select for the
ecologically relevant volatiles and make it possible to compare the profiles between different
cultures without worrying about matrix condition differences.

Since the Twister bars are magnetic, the easiest way to sample above the yeast culture
plates was to use an additional magnet to suspend the Twister from the lid of the plate
and then cover the plate with the lid, creating a dense and defined sampling headspace
(Figure 3.5). In this method the Twister never comes into direct contact with the yeast
culture largely eliminating matrix effects. The small, contained headspace above the plate
makes for a rich sampling environment with a high phase to matrix ratio. As expected, these
headspace cultures are cleaner and more robust versions of liquid cultures. The headspace
GC-MS chromatograms specifically show increased recovery for known volatiles, like ethyl
acetate and isoamyl alcohol, compared to liquid cultures grown with the same yeast strain
for the same amount of time (Figure 3.6).

Twister sampling procedure

With an efficient volatile extraction technique, I next optimized the sampling time and
temperature. Since each volatile compound will have a unique extraction efficiency based
on its chemical character, I wanted to make sure I was sampling the culture headspace long
enough to allow for sufficient diffusion of these compounds from the headspace into PDMS
phase. On these other hand, long extraction times of the headspace of a closed environment
can change the local pressure and force compounds that are typically not volatile into the
headspace [208]. I sampled the same culture for various amounts of time, from fifteen
minutes to four hours, and compared the chromatograms of each culture to determine the
shortest sampling time I could use to faithfully extract just the volatile headspace. Through
this analysis, I decided on a forty minutes sampling time. Finally, sampling temperature
will also influence compound volatility and ultimately the composition of the headspace
of each culture. The cultures plates were incubated at 30C overnight, but were brought
back to room temperature before both GC-MS sampling and behavioral analysis to ensure
consistency between plates.

3.3 GC-MS method parameters

With both a sampling method and procedure set, the next challenge became transferring
these extracted volatiles from the Twister and onto the GC column for separation. Volatile
compounds have low molecular weights and are structurally simple, and because of this, are
hard to trap and transfer onto the column. In the context of Twister, small polar molecules
may even begin to desorb from the PDMS phase while waiting to be analyzed. To complicate
things further, yeast can produce vastly different amounts of these small molecules. Highly
concentrated attractants can easily drown out volatiles present at much lower concentrations,
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Twister

Magnet

Lid

Figure 3.5: GC-MS sampling technique. I attached a Twister stir bar to the lid of
a culture plate using magnet and placed the lid over the culture to specifically sample the
volatile headspace.

as they move through the column and into the mass spectrometer. Faithfully collecting the
headspace of a culture means nothing if I could not effectively analyze its contents. In
addition to the sampling procedure, I needed to develop a GC program that was optimized
to separate both large and small quantities of light analytes.

Background on GC analyte separation using Twister

Analytes are transferred from the Twister bars and onto the column using a combination of
airflow, heating, and cooling. After sampling, each Twister bar is stored in a glass adaptor
vial with a fitted cap. These vials fit into a thermal desorption unit (TDU), which is
mounted directly above a programmable temperature vaporization inlet called the Gerstel
Cooled Injection System (CIS 4). The CIS is connected to the GC column. To seamlessly
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the GC-MS TIC profiles of headspace and liquid
yeast cultures. The TIC profile of the headspace culture (red) includes known S. cerevisiae
volatiles like ethyl acetate (peak around RT 500) and isoamyl alcohol (peak around RT 1000)
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transfer the extracted analytes onto the column, the TDU unit is first heated following a
user-designed program. Heating the Twister at the TDU changes its composition, reversing
the equilibrium and effectively forcing the analytes off of the phase, a process called thermal
desorption[167]. Using a high gas flow rate, the volatiles are completely swept from the
adapter tube into the CIS. To specifically capture and concentrate light analytes, the CIS
is kept extremely cold which freezes and trap the extracted analytes at the inlet. After this
transfer, the CIS is heated, and the re-vaporized analytes can move onto the column for
separation. This transfer step can be accompanied with a dilution, known as a split. A split
sends a portion of the captured analytes onto the column by venting off a user-determined
portion of the total flow. Once on the column, a heating program and physiochemical
interactions including dispersion, dipole, and hydrogen bonding between each analyte and
the stationary phase will largely determine how each particular compound will move through
the column. Ideally the heating program and column composition will affect each analyte
differently and effectively separate the compound mixture by slight variations in the time it
takes for each compound to travel the length of the column.

Protocol for comparative GC-MS analysis of ecologically-relevant
S. cerevisiae-volatiles collected on Twister stir bars

Using the TDU and the CIS cooled to -100C, I was able to effectively trap and transfer
the volatiles from my headspace samples onto the GC column. While it would have been
possible to test columns with different stationary phases, each column type is specific to
certain classes of analytes, making no single column an ideal choice for my chemically diverse
yeast headspace samples. DB-5 and DB-Wax columns are both commonly used in fragrance
and volatile analysis [82, 10, 36].

I decided to stick with the more general-purpose, non-polar DB-5 column. I found that
introducing a small 5:1 split at the inlet helped prevent overloading the column with the
most dominating analytes, like ethanol and isoamyl alcohol, without fully losing our ability
to detect the less abundant volatiles like esters. While molecular differences in yeast volatile
profiles can be driven by the production of unique metabolites, variations in cultures are
often associated with quantitative differences in a common set of metabolites [202, 92, 37,
98]. Therefore, to accurately assess and compare fermentations, it is important that there
is as little holdover on the column as possible from the previous sample. A small split has
the added advantage of keeping the column cleaner by reducing the total amount of analyte
loaded onto the column with every run.

Overall, to help control for any residual column holdover and account to for the real-
ity that polar volatiles can dissociate from the PDMS phase before thermal desorption, I
routinely randomized the order of samples, ran only a reasonable number of samples in an
experimental group, and ran biological replicates within each GC-MS experiment. Com-
paring the biological replicates within an experiment helped ensure there were no major
sampling or running biases within the dataset. Additionally, I found that the first run of
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a GC-MS experiment produces a chromatogram with slightly shifted peak retention times
and inconsistent peak heights when compared biological replicates run later in the dataset.
Therefore, I started every sequence of samples by running a blank Twister bar. In addition to
kick-starting the machine into typical functioning order, these blank runs provide a snapshot
of the current baseline signal of GC-MS. Each baseline chromatogram is a representation of
the current running status of the machine and reflects many variables including the cleanli-
ness of the column, inlet, and reconditioned Twisters as well as any small air leaks into the
system.

Volatile headspace samples that were run using the same sampling method, GC-MS
method, and on days with similar blank run baselines, can be accurately compared.

3.4 Perspective on using GC-MS as a global

metabolic sampling technique

Overall, GC-MS is a powerful tool for capturing, identifying, and quantifying molecular com-
ponents in a biological sample. Using this system to globally assess the molecular character
of a sample, though, is more complicated than using other comprehensive surveying tech-
niques, like genome-wide RNA expression to profile a sample. While different RNA molecules
will have similar chemical properties, the small molecules present in a culture often possess a
wide range of chemical characters, making the chemical profile much more difficult to extract
than a pool of total RNA. As a result, the entire GC-MS data collection pipeline should be
carefully optimized for each experiment to ensure valid comparisons between cultures.

While these chemical profiles can be difficult to obtain, GC-MS profiles illuminate the
biological output of metabolism, which is much more difficult to study at the level of gene
expression because the process involves both cellular metabolism and the input molecules
themselves. While we have a good sense of how a cell or organism reacts at the expression
level to a particular environment and stress, we know much less about the output or result
of these changes [158, 124, 74]. Profiling the small molecules associated with particular
these environmental conditions, such as the evolving headspace of a yeast fermentation cul-
ture, may help connect cellular expression to molecular output [160, 159]. Further, these
molecular outputs represent the building blocks for inter-organismal interactions, such as the
co-localization of S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster. Identifying these outputs might assign
ecological significance to well-described gene expression programs.

3.5 GC-MS data analysis pipeline

In addition to developing a method for collecting and quantifying the volatiles produced
by S. cerevisiae cultures by GC-MS, I also developed a suite of computational scripts to
compare these GC-MS results across cultures. Below is a description of each script in this
analysis pipeline.
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GC-MS Average Replicates

Full code available in: Appendix B.1

Purpose:This script takes in netCDF files, which can be exported from Agilent’s Chem-
station program, and extracts the Total Intensity Chromatogram (TIC) from each data file.
The script then averages the TICs from all data files in the folder to produce an average
TIC for the given condition. To control for any sampling and acquisition biases in individual
data files, I collect at least 3 GC-MS replicates for every condition.

GC-MS Baseline Correction

Full code available in: Appendix B.2

Purpose: This script takes in the matrix of averaged TIC chromatograms and deter-
mines a baseline signal for each sample. It is important to find a baseline for each TIC to
distinguish potential peaks from background noise. The baseline can vary across TICs and
changes with the complexity of the sample, the cleanliness of the GC inlet liner as well as
the mass spectrometer, among other things. This script determines a reasonable baseline
cutoff for the entire group of TICs.

Step 1: Sort the TIC values for each chromatogram from smallest to largest. The smallest
values should represent the baseline values in each sample. To get a reasonable baseline
cutoff intensity value, I find the intensity values associated with every 0.1% of the sorted
lists. Next, I calculate multiple correlation coefficients for the values at each percentile rank,
which produces a matrix of correlation coefficients from 0 to 1 (Figure 3.7). The correlation
between intensity values start to break down at increasing percentile ranks because the higher
values represent actual peaks, which should vary across the dataset. The point where the
correlation between binned values begins to fall below 1 represents a good starting baseline
intensity value cutoff for the samples. I usually set the starting baseline cutoff value to the
intensity value at which the correlation between samples falls below 0.98, but this value can
be changed depending on the dataset.

Step 2: The next step is to refine this baseline cutoff value through pairwise comparisons
of each TIC. The direct, percentile rank comparison between the intensity values of two sorted
TICs usually has two slopes. At the lower values this slope will be close to 1, representing the
shared baseline across samples. At some point, these values will start to decouple and the
slope will trend towards one sample or the other, which represents the start of distinguishing
data points. This pattern makes sense from the correlation matrix, where there are two
major “blocks” of correlation levels. Seeded with the starting baseline cutoff value found
from the correlation matrix, I fit the each pairwise set of sorted TICs to a non-linear function
with two slopes, where the slope changes at a given value, beta. Beta represents the fitted
baseline to peak transition value for each pair of samples (Figure 3.7). To best compare all
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Figure 3.7: GC-MS baseline correction: steps. To get a starting baseline intensity
threshold, sorted TIC intensity values are compared via correlation. Using a starting value
selected from the correlation matrix, the transition intensity value(beta) between baseline
values and peak values is more closely fitted for each pair of TICs in the analysis. The
lowest beta across pairwise comparisons is selected as the baseline cutoff intensity value.
The baseline is not consistent across the TIC so the baseline value is corrected based on a
trend line of the “local” baseline.
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samples, and not miss peaks, I choose the lowest beta value across all comparisons for my
baseline cutoff value.

Step 3:With a baseline cutoff set, the next step is to apply this baseline cutoff to each
TIC. To make matters more complicated, the baseline across a chromatogram is generally
not consistent. The air and abundant low molecular compounds that move through the
column with the each sample generally amplify the baseline at earlier scans. This trend can
be seen by plotting the lowest intensity value within 150-scan windows (something wider
then a peak) along a chromatogram (Figure 3.7). To account for this, I fit a trend line to
this data and apply a correction based on this normalized trend line. Briefly, this means that
where the baseline is higher, a slightly higher baseline value will be applied. The “correction
value” applied along the baseline trend line can be manually changed for proper fitting.

Step 4: With a spatially corrected baseline cutoff determined, each chromatogram is
finally “corrected” setting each value along the chromatogram that falls below the baseline
threshold to zero. The script outputs an overlay of each original average chromatogram with
its baseline corrected version for the user to manually inspect(Figure 3.8). If the correlation
is too harsh or too weak, above-mentioned settings can be tweaked to improve results.

GC-MS Peak Finder

Full code available in: Appendix B.3

Purpose: This script positionally defines the start, center, and end points of peaks in
each TIC, quantifies each peak, and then applies an optional signal to noise ratio cutoff to
the peaks. The result is a matrix of the position and intensity values for each peak in each
TIC.

Step 1: The first step to roughly define regions of the chromatograms with peaks. I
accomplish this by defining contiguous regions of the chromatogram where all intensity values
in the region are above baseline (Figure 3.9).

Step 2: With peak regions defined, I next apply a loess smoothing filter to each peak
region. Smoothing helps to better define individual peaks within every region and gives each
peak a more predictable shape. The loess smoothing filter is essentially a very localized
regression which fits a linear model through small, sequential bins of data points. The size
the bin can be adjusted to change the resolution of the filter. To apply the filter equally
across all peak regions, I typically set the bin size to be 5% of the length of peak region.
This percentage can be adjusted to best accommodate the overall peak landscape of any
particular dataset. This smoothing has the added advantage of removing any small“blips”
along the chromatogram that passed the baseline correction but do not represent real peaks.

Step 3: With a smoothed matrix, the position of each individual peak can be much more
precisely defined by taking the first derivate across each peak window. A transition from
zero to a positive value represents the start of a peak, the inflection point (where values shift
from positive to negative) represent to top a peak, and finally, a transition from a negative
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Figure 3.8: GC-MS baseline correction: results. Baseline correction (blue) sets
each TIC value below the spatially-corrected baseline threshold value to zero. This process
eliminates baseline noise and better defines peaks in comparison to the average TIC (red).
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Figure 3.9: GC-MS Peak Finder script: defining peak regions. Red positions in the
heatmap represent TIC values above zero (i.e. above baseline). Continuous segments of TIC
values above baseline represent peaks or groups of peaks within each chromatogram. The
start and stop positions of these regions are marked by green and red dots along the x-axis
the TIC in the lower panel.
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value to zero, or a second inflection point represents the end of a peak. Using this logic, I
determine the start, stop and top of each peak within the peak window (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: GC-MS Peak Finder: start, stop, and top of peaks in each peak
region. The first derivative values along smoothed peak regions (red) help define the start
(green), top (blue), and end (green) of each peak.

Step 4: To quantify these results, I calculate an abundance value for each peak by
summing the intensity values from the TIC for the scans between the start and stop position
of each defined peak. I next store the start position, stop position, top position, and intensity
value for all peaks along each TIC in a matrix. Finally, I also calculate a signal to noise ratio
for each peak. To calculate this ratio, I divide the TIC value from the scan corresponding to
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the top of each peak by the baseline correction value. Peaks with low signal to noise ratios
can be filtered out of the dataset.

GC-MS Combine Peaks and Parse Double Calls

Full code available in: Appendix B.4 and Appendix B.5

Purpose: With matrices of called peaks for each TIC, the next step is to relate these
peaks to each other. The peak start, top, and end positions may be slightly shifted across
samples for several reasons. Sample complexity, abundance levels, and co-elution can all
influence the width, shape and retention time of a given peak. This script tries to align
peaks across samples given these potential variables. This script uses either the entire peak
matrix for each sample, or the signal-to-noise-filtered versions of the matrices.

Step 1: The first step in this process is to get a list of all unique peak positions across
all TICs, using top position of each peak as its retention time. With this peak list, I cycle
through each unique peak position and determine which TICs contain each peak. Peaks
that share the same retention times across samples are considered to be the same peak. To
determine which groups of unique peaks are all actually retention time-shifted versions the
same peak, I examine the samples that contain each unique peak and identify the earliest
start point and latest end point associated with the called peak in these samples. Then,
using these bounds, I determine which additional unique peak calls from the other TICs fall
within this range. If a sample has more than one peak call that falls within the bounds of
the current unique peak, I choose the peak with the closest top position for that sample.
Unique peaks that do not overlap from start or end range with the top of any other unique
peak calls are kept as independent, singleton peak calls.

Step 2: With all potential overlapping peaks calls described, the next step is to combine
overlapping peak groups into single peak calls. Essentially I collapse all groups of overlapping
peaks onto a single line, with a peak position for each TIC and assign a reference peak
position for the group. Therefore, this combined matrix represents all aligned peak calls
across samples. Using this positional matrix, I make an accompanying abundance value
matrix, which can be used to quantitatively compare the levels and types of volatiles in each
sample.

Step 3: Given the rules for assigning individual peaks to peak groups, sometimes a peak
call in a given sample will be assigned to two peak groups. Double calls happen in two
situations. Sometimes the start and stop range of unique peak will not quite overlap with
the peak tops of the next closely eluting peak group in other TICs, but that same unique
peak will fall within the start and stop range of the similarly eluting peak group (Scenario1,
Figure 3.11). This situation results in two peak groups in the final peak matrix, one that
contains only the single peak and one that contains the same single peak as well as the closely
eluting peaks in other samples. In this case, the singleton peak group should be eliminated.
Additionally, the same peak will sometimes be called in two unique peak groups when there
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are two co-eluting peaks and a sample only contains one of these two peaks (Scenario 2,
Figure 3.11). In these cases, the single peak should be assigned to the peak group with the
closest reference peak top position.
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Figure 3.11: GC-MS combine peaks: situations that lead to double peak calls.
Scenario 1: the top value of a peak group (green) does not fall within the stop and stop
position of single, unique peak (red), but the top value of the single peak (red) falls within
the start and stop position of the peak group (green). Scenario 2: A single unique peak (red)
is assigned to two independent but co-eluting peak groups (green).

After accounting for these potential double calls, the script produces updated peak po-
sition matrix and peak abundance matrix. This aligned peak abundance matrix can be
normalized (between samples or across peaks), clustered, or even simply visualized to com-
pare the metabolites produced both within and across strains (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: GC-MS combine peaks: output matrix. A heatmap visualization of the
aligned peak intensity matrix for four TICs.
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Chapter 4

Saccharomyces cerevisiae
mitochondria are required for optimal
attractiveness to D. melanogaster

This research also appears in the published manuscript: Schiabor KM, Quan AS, Eisen
MB (2014) Saccharomyces cerevisiae mitochondria are required for optimal attractiveness
to Drosophila melanogaster. PLoS ONE 9(12): e113899.

4.1 Abstract

While screening a large collection of wild and laboratory yeast isolates for their ability to
attract Drosophila melanogaster adults, we noticed a large difference in fly preference for two
nearly isogenic strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, BY4741 and BY4742. Using standard
genetic analyses, we tracked the preference difference to the lack of functional mitochondria
in the stock of BY4742 used in the initial experiment. We used gas chromatography coupled
with mass spectroscopy to examine the volatile compounds produced by BY4741 and the
mitochondria-deficient BY4742, and found they differed significantly. We found that several
ethyl esters are present at much higher levels in strains with functional mitochondria, even
in fermentative conditions. We confirmed the role of these ethyl esters in attraction by
examining an EEB1 deletion strain which reduces ethyl ester production. We found that
nitrogen levels in the substrate affect the production of these compounds, and that they
are produced at high levels by strains with functional mitochondria in the fermentation of
natural substrates. Collectively these observations demonstrate the effect core metabolic
processes have in mediating the interaction between yeasts and insect vectors, and highlight
the importance of non-respirative mitochondrial functions in yeast ecology.
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4.2 Two nearly isogeneic lab strains vary in their

attractiveness to D. melanogaster

We used a simple preference assay (see Methods) to screen a large panel of S. cerevisiae
strains, collected from diverse environments with varied histories of laboratory use and prop-
agation, for their attractiveness to a wild-caught, un-starved D. melanogaster line (Raleigh
437). We found considerable variation in the attractiveness across the strains (corroborat-
ing the results of [138]. As we were ultimately interested in exploring the genetic basis (in
yeast) for this varied D. melanogaster attractiveness, we also included the two nearly iso-
geneic haploid S. cerevisiae strains, BY4741 and BY4742, which had been used to generate
the systematic yeast deletion collection [209]. We were astonished to find that traps baited
with BY4741, the MAT a parent, consistently attracted more flies when directly competing
against traps baited with BY4742, the MAT alpha parent (Figure 4.1). The remainder of
this paper is focused on understanding the origins of this preference difference.

4.3 Attraction difference between BY4741 and

BY4742 is associated with functional

mitochondria

Outside of the mating type locus, these strains ostensibly differed at two metabolic marker
loci: MET17 (deleted in BY4741) and LEU2 (deleted in BY4742). Given the known re-
lationship between amino acid metabolism and volatile compound production [92, 188, 93,
102, 72, 11, 150, 187], we suspected that the difference in behavioral response to these two
strains could be traced to their respective auxotrophies. We therefore crossed BY4741 and
BY4742 and dissected several tetrads to obtain haploid strains with all eight possible geno-
types at the three variable loci (MAT, LEU2 and MET15). However, when we tested these
strains using our choice assay against BY4742, we found that strains representing all eight
genotypes were strongly preferred to BY4742, including the MAT alpha; MET17; leu2 strain,
which has the identical three-locus genotype as BY4742 (A, Figure 4.2). We tested a subset
of these strains against BY4741, and found that the flies preferred each strain equally (B,
Figure 4.2). Statistics were performed by pooling trial results for each genotype, adding
additional trials to achieve adequate sample sizes for statistical analysis. All genotypes are
significantly preferred over BY4742, while no significant preference difference was detected
for haploid strains tested against BY4741 (Supplemental Table 1).

This non-autosomal inheritance pattern immediately suggested mitochondrial linkage. To
confirm a mitochondrial difference in the parental strains we sequenced both strains as well
as an independent BY4742 isolate and mapped the sequence reads back to the S. cerevisiae
reference genome. Sequence reads from both BY4741 and the independent BY4742 isolate
mapped across the entire mitochondrial genome, while virtually no reads from the BY4742
parent strain mapped to the mitochondrial genome (Table 4.1). Additionally, we tested both
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Figure 4.1: D. melanogaster are preferentially attracted to BY4741 over nearly
isogenic BY4742. We compared D. melanogaster preference for different yeast strains
using an open-flight preference assay. Each black dot represents the results of a single open-
flight preference trial between lab stocks of BY4741 and BY4742. The preference index (PI)
for each trial is defined as: PI= (A-B)/(A+B/2), where A = total flies caught in BY4741
baits and B= total flies caught in BY4742 baits. This value represents the direction of the
preference (positive for A, negative for B) as well as the normalized degree of preference
by the percentage over the expected. Red dashed lines represent the two-tailed standard
deviation and the red “+” represents the mean of all trials.
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Figure 4.2: Genetic analysis of D. melanogaster preference for BY4741 over
BY4742 suggests mitochondrial inheritance. To test if behavioral preference is asso-
ciated with genotype, BY4741 and BY4742 were crossed and sporulated and the resulting
haploid segregants genotyped at the MAT, MET17, and LYS2 loci. Segregants from five
tetrads, collectively covering spores of every genotype, were tested against BY4742 in our
behavioral assay. The red “+”represents the mean preference index of three trials. A)
Tetrad spores of all genotypes phenocopy the BY4741 parent, suggesting a mitochondrial
inheritance pattern. B) Two tetrads were tested against both BY4741 (blue “+”s), with the
“+” representing the mean preference index of five behavioral trials. We found no prefer-
ence between each tetrad spore and BY4741, all of which possess functional mitochondria.
As shown in (A), all spores were preferred over BY4742, which does not possess functional
mitochondria.
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parental strains and all progeny for growth on glycerol, a non-fermentable carbon source, and
found that all of the strains grew normally, except for BY4742 (Data not shown). Together
these results confirm that our BY4742 parent lacks a mitochondrial genome and subsequently
cannot respire. We will refer to this parental strain hereon as BY4742p, for petite.

Table 4.1: Proportion of sequence reads that map to the mitochondrial genome

To corroborate that the absence of a functional mitochondria reduces the attractiveness
of yeast strains to D. melanogaster, we tested the independent BY4742 isolate (BY4742g,
for grande), with a functional mitochondria (MATalpha;his3;leu2;lys2;ura3), as well the
MRPL16 deletion strain (MATalpha;his3;leu2;lys2;ura3;mrpl16) from the same deletion col-
lection. MRPL16 encodes for the large subunit of the mitochondrial ribosomal protein, the
deletion of which results in a respiration deficiency. We found that the independent BY4742g
was equally as attractive as BY4741, while MRPL16 deletion strain was less attractive than
BY4741. Following the trend found with BY4741, we found BY4742g was also more attrac-
tive than both BY4742p and the MRPL16 deletion strain (Figure 4.3). Finally, BY4742p and
MRPL16 deletion strain, both with respiration deficiencies, were equally preferred (Shown
at bottom of, Figure 4.3). These series of results further confirms that D. melanogaster are
more attracted to S. cerevisiae strains possessing functional mitochondria.

4.4 BY4741 and BY4742p strains produce different

volatile bouquets, influenced by their

mitochondrial status

In the choice assay used here, D. melanogaster are selecting between different yeast strains
based primarily on how they smell. Thus, the absence of functional mitochondria must
be affecting the volatile compounds produced by the yeast strains. We used GC-MS to
characterize and quantify the volatile compounds associated with both BY4741 and BY4742p
grown on YPD plates, and, as expected, found significant differences (A, Figure 4.4).

To determine if these volatile changes vary with mitochondrial engagement, we next
examined the volatile profiles of BY4741 and BY4742p in liquid YPD cultures under both
anaerobic and aerobic conditions. The anaerobic and aerobic BY4742p cultures produced
nearly identical chromatograms (Figure 4.5). In contrast, the anaerobic and aerobic BY4741
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Figure 4.3: Mitochondrial status of S. cerevisiae affects D. melanogaster prefer-
ence. Pairwise behavioral results between BY4741 and various BY4742 strains, each with
a different mitochondrial status confirm role of mitochondria in D. melanogaster preference.
BY4742p is the original isolate, BY4742g is an independent BY4742 strain with functional
mitochondria, and BY4742 MRPL16del is a strain from the deletion collection known to
genetically disrupt mitochondrial function. Each black dot represents the preference index
for each trial (see Figure 4.1). Red dashed lines represent the two-tailed standard deviation
and the red “+” represents the mean of all trials.
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Figure 4.4: GC-MS identifies volatile compounds that likely underlie D.
melanogaster preference for S. cerevisiae strains with functional mitochondria.
A) To evaluate the effect of mitochondrial status on volatile compound production, we per-
formed GC-MS on one day old BY4741 and BY4742p cultures. The average total ion chro-
matograms (TIC) for BY4741 is plotted on the positive y-axis, while the TIC for BY4742p
is plotted on the negative y-axis. The preference data from Figure 3 for these two strains
is shown to the left of the panel. Peaks marked with stars represent compounds at higher
abundance in BY4741 and represent potential attractants. Compound names are given for
all starred peaks. B) To evaluate if the differences were due to the respiration defect in
BY4742p, we used GC-MS to compare the volatile profiles of one-day-old BY4741 cultures
and respiration-dominated, three day old BY4741 cultures; D. melanogaster exhibits a strong
preference for the one-day-old cultures. The one day BY4741 TIC is plotted on the positive
y-axis, and the three-day-old BY4741 TIC on the negative y-axis. One day BY4741 cultures
produce higher levels of a subset of the attractants (red stars), while the others grow in the
three-day cultures (blue stars).
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cultures differed, with the anaerobic BY4741 culture resembling the BY4742p culture, and
the aerobic BY4741 culture showing a marked increase in the same set of compounds found
at higher levels in BY4741 compared to BY4742p plates (Figure 4.5; see also Figure 4.6
which shows a similar comparison for one of the sporulated strains with identical genotype
to BY4741). These potential attractants include: ethyl acetate, isoamyl alcohol, isoamyl
acetate, ethyl hexanoate, phenylethyl alcohol, and ethyl octanoate (Table 4.2). We verified
the identity of these attractants by comparing our chromatogram to the GC-MS profile of
pure standards (Figure 4.7).

Table 4.2: Identified volatile attractants

The affect of mitochondria on the volatile profile of a strain is, at least superficially, an
unexpected result. S. cerevisiae exhibit a phenomenon known as the Crabtree effect, in
which they preferentially ferment glucose to ethanol, even in the presence of oxygen [50, 54].
Thus, we would not expect the absence of a functional mitochondria to have a significant
effect until available glucose has been depleted and the yeast are forced to respire. However,
our data clearly indicate that the mitochondria are having a significant phenotypic effect
during both fermentation and respiration.

One possibility is that there is a low level of respiration in cultures that are primarily
fermenting. If respiration alone is driving attraction, then we would expect older cultures,
which should have higher rates of respiration, to be more attractive. However, we found
exactly the opposite: younger cultures of BY4741 are more attractive than older cultures,
suggesting that attractiveness is not entirely respiration dependent (B, Figure 4.4).When
we compared the volatile compounds produced by the older and younger cultures using
GC-MS we found that several of the potential attractants (isoamyl alcohol, phenylethyl
alcohol) continued to grow in concentration in the older, respiring cultures, while the rest
(isoamyl acetate, and the ethyl esters) disappeared (B, Figure 4.4). These results suggest
that individual metabolites vary in levels of attractiveness. We classified the esters: ethyl
acetate, isoamyl acetate, ethyl hexanoate, and ethyl octanoate, which are highest in the
younger plates, as primary attractants. We classified isoamyl alcohol and phenylethyl alcohol
as secondary attractants, as our results suggest these compounds are not as attractive as the
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BY4741 Aerobic

BY4742p Aerobic

BY4742p Anaerobic

BY4741 Anaerobic

Figure 4.5: Comparison of GC-MS profiles of aerobically and anaerobically grown
BY4741 and BY4742p cultures. Averaged TICs for: A) BY4741 grown both aerobically
and anaerobically and B) BY4742p grown aerobically and anaerobically in 5% YPD. TICs
in each panel were normalized together so that the maximum value across both experiments
was set to one. In each comparison, aerobic cultures are plotted on the positive y-axis and
the anaerobic cultures plotted on the negative y-axis.

esters. Additionally, knocking out EEB1, a gene known to affect ethyl ester production, in a
BY4741 background decreases the production of our identified attractants and subsequently
fly behavior (Figure 4.8) [163, 164].

Overall, these observations suggested that high levels of esters produced by BY4741
during our early time point are primarily driving attraction, and that they are not strictly
associated with respiration. Instead, they appear to arise from a separate mitochondria-
linked process.
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Figure 4.6: Tetrad produces GC-MS profile similar to BY4741 at identified
attractants. Averaged TICs for BY4741, BY4742p and a selected tetrad (MAT al-
pha;MET15;lys2). BY4741 and BY4742p are plotted on the positive y-axis and the tetrad
on the negative y-axis in each panel. TICs in each panel were normalized together so that
the maximum value across both experiments was set to one.

4.5 Nitrogen source affects both the production of

identified attractants and fly preference

Although it is not widely appreciated, the mitochondria is also required for nitrogen metabolism
[23]. For example, both proline catabolism and branched chain amino acid anabolism have
biochemical steps that occur within the mitochondria [205, 107]. Traditional laboratory
growth media, YPD, is limited in sugar and rich nitrogen. Fruits, the primary natural
substrate of S. cerevisiae, are nutritionally opposite. On fruit substrates yeast strains are
fermenting the high levels of sugar in while concurrently facing nitrogen starvation (See
Chapter 5) . Taking this ecological perspective, we hypothesized that the importance of the
mitochondria in the production of our attractants may be linked to nitrogen metabolism
instead of respiration. Consequently, varying the nitrogen composition of the media may
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Figure 4.7: Verification of identified attractants using pure chemical stan-
dards.The retention times and mass spectra of pure standards for all attractants match
the attractants detected in BY4741cultures

induce the production of our behaviorally relevant compounds.
To test this we grew a prototropic, wild caught S. cerevisiae strain, T73, on media

containing equivalent carbon source (5% glucose) and varying types and levels of nitrogen
(Table 4.3). We collected GC-MS data for each condition and tested all pairwise comparisons
between these media in our behavioral assay. We found that varying the nitrogen source
had a dramatic effect on the types and levels of volatile compounds produced by the culture,
including the identified attractants from our BY4741 strain (Figure 4.9). We confirmed the
same trends in a panel of wild strains isolated from various environments (Figure 4.10).
Further, the level of the attractive compounds produced matched with behavior: the culture
that produced higher combined levels of attractive compounds in each pairwise comparison
was always more attractive to D. melanogaster (Figure 4.9).

Interestingly, across all pairwise comparisons, the most attractive medium tested was
the synthetic complete medium (SC), which most closely matched the nutrient composition
of a fruit, the natural substrate of S. cerevisiae. Like fruit, SC media contained a mixed
pool of amino acids as a nitrogen source and high levels of sugar (5% glucose) (Table 4.3).
This nutritional composition makes sense for ester production. The high levels of sugar
allow for uninhibited fermentation, while the amino acid based nitrogen supply can be more
efficiently consumed when the mitochondria are functioning. Ethyl esters are formed from
the fermentation byproducts, ethanol and aliphatic acids, largely via EEB1 activity. The
reaction requires ATP, which will be far more abundant in fermenting cells with functional
mitochondria [163, 164]. We propose that D. melanogaster have evolved to sense these esters
specifically and use them as a signal of S. cerevisiae fermenting a sugar-rich fruit substrate,
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Figure 4.8: Deletion of EEB1 decreases ethyl ester production and affects D.
melanogaster preference. Results of preference assay comparing BY4741 and BY4741
EEB1 deletion strains (left), along with averaged TICs for GC-MS analysis of for BY4741
(positive y-axis) and BY4741 EEB1 deletion (negative y-axis). Both TICs were normalized
together so that the maximum value across both experiments was set to 1.

Table 4.3: Nitrogen and glucose composition of media used in this study
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EtAc: Ethyl Acetate
IsAc: Isoamyl Acetate
EtHx: Ethyl Hexanoate
EtOc: Ethyl Octanoate
IsAo: Isoamyl Alcohol
PAo: Phenylethyl Alcohol

Figure 4.9: Nitrogen source affects levels of identified attractants and fly be-
havioral preference in a prototrophic S. cerevisiae strain. We performed pairwise
preference assays and GC-MS on a prototrophic strain of S. cerevisiae (T73) grown on
yeast extract, peptone, dextrose media (YPD), yeast nitrogen base media (YNB) and syn-
thetic complete media (SC) which vary in types and levels of nitrogen. The pairwise D.
melanogaster behavioral results have been added to each side of the triangle representing
the three pairwise comparisons. GC-MS data is plotted using triangular Barycentric coor-
dinates (the point for a given compound is placed at the center of mass if the vertices are
assigned a mass corresponding to the GC-MS signal for that compound in the corresponding
sample). The variation in each attractant for every pairwise comparison can be read by
looking at how the compounds segregate across the midpoint of the relevant side (drawn on
figure as dashed line for emphasis). Primary attractants are plotted in red and secondary
attractants are plotted in blue. Attractants, in combination, track with observed behavioral
preferences, but no single attractant can explain all behavioral results.
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Figure 4.10: Nitrogen-related volatile trends across wild S. cerevisiae isolates.
While varying in levels, each wild strain produces the same volatile patterns when the levels
of volatile attractants produced on YPD and YNB by each strain are compared.

an ideal oviposition site for D. melanogaster females.

4.6 The prototrophic strain, T73, grown on a natural

fruit substrate produces the highest levels of

identified attractants

Based on the results of our nitrogen experiments, we collected GC-MS profiles of T73 grown
on pureed grape agar. The GC-MS profiles for these cultures were dominated by our iden-
tified attractants. These cultures contained the highest level of ethyl esters and isoamyl
acetate seen in this study. These grape-based fermentations were extremely attractive to D.
melanogaster and reliably attracted more flies than the most attractive media from previous
comparisons (5% SC) (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Primary attractants are detected at extremely high levels when
T73 is grown on its natural substrate, grape. Behavioral results comparing the
prototrophic strain T73 grown on grape media and synthetic complete media (SC) (left).
Average TIC for GC-MS data of T73 grown on grape media (positive y-axis) and on synthetic
complete media (SC) (negative y-axis). Both TICs were normalized together so that the
maximum value across both experiments was set to one.

4.7 Discussion

S. cerevisiae is a versatile microbe that can survive and propagate on many nutritional
sources. Different combinations of substrate and genotype impose unique metabolic de-
mands on the yeast, leading to the production of distinct volatile profiles. These character-
istic volatile fingerprints can, in turn, signal to other organisms, such as D. melanogaster,
information about the substrate, and, potentially, its suitability for their purposes. In this
work, we have identified a piece of the volatile vocabulary that helps bring together S.
cerevisiae and D. melanogaster in nature.

Our research shows that mitochondria affect S. cerevisiae metabolism even during periods
of fermentation, and that these metabolic alterations dramatically influence the volatile small
molecules produced and released by S. cerevisiae. In this way, S. cerevisiae cells with and
without functional mitochondria, grown on the same substrate, produce different volatile
profiles. We have shown that D. melanogaster are able to sense the differences in the volatiles
produced by these strains and prefer the volatile “fingerprint”produced by yeast strains with
mitochondria. Using GC-MS, we identified the molecular compounds produced at higher
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levels in the attractive cultures and tagged these compounds as mitochondrially-associated
attractants.

We also found that varying the type of nitrogen provided to a culture changes the levels
and varieties of volatiles it produces, including our mitochondrially-associated attractants.
This makes sense, as metabolism of many nitrogen sources are known to be associated
with mitochondria. We found the highest levels of our attractants when the wild-caught S.
cerevisiae strain was grown on a media substrate with a nutritional composition similar to
that of fruit. Like fruit, the media contained high levels of fermentable sugars and a mixture
of amino acids as a nitrogen source—a nutritional scenario lending towards a combination
of fermentation and mitochondrial activity.

Together these results suggest that D. melanogaster ’s preference towards mitochondrially-
associated metabolites may have an ecological basis. We hypothesize that D. melanogaster
have tuned their senses towards these mitochondria-associated attractants, as these com-
pounds are produced when S. cerevisiae are actively fermenting a fruit, where the combina-
tion of yeast and ethanol produce an ideal environment for D. melanogaster larvae to develop
and remain protected from other microbial threats.

4.8 Methods

Behavioral setup:

A custom-crafted behavior arena and assay protocol was developed for these experiments.
Five behavior assays were conducted in parallel. Twenty-two hours (4pm) prior to starting
a trial, the specific yeast strains to be tested were streaked from stock plates (stored at 4C
and re-streaked from freezer stock (-80C) every two weeks) onto freshly prepared 60x15mm
Petri dish plates (see “Media Preparation” for details). Plates were then transferred to 30C
incubator and grown overnight. Twenty-two hours later (2pm, following day) plates were
removed from incubator and behavioral traps were assembled for the assay.

To construct the traps, the cultures were topped with a custom-designed and 3D printed
lid (uPrint Plus), which was then secured into place with Parafilm. The custom lid allowed
for the attachment of a 50 mL Falcon tube (bottom sawed off to create a long, open tube)
above the plate. A small piece of metal mesh was secured between the adapter and falcon
tube to allow for the volatiles emitted from the culture to dissipate up through the Falcon
tube, while physically separating the plate from the Falcon tube chamber. The Falcon tube
chamber was finally topped with a funnel fashioned out of Whatman Grade 1 Filter paper
(15.0cm diameter). The funnel was secured in place by a small piece of lab tape (Figure S4).

The constructed traps were next transferred into the behavior chambers: 24’ high, 12’
diameter clear, open-ended, acrylic cylinders (TAP plastics) fitted with closable sleeve that
allowed for placement and removal of both the traps and flies (Figure S4). Behavior chambers
were kept in a large room with over-head, diffuse lighting that remained on for the entirety
of the trial. The chambers were vacuumed and cleaned with water and ethanol before each
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trail. Four traps were placed in each cleaned arena, two for each yeast strain under analysis.
Each strain pair was tested in three different orientations: 2X2 (with the same strain next
to each other) in each orientation and a diamond orientation (with the same stain across
from the other). One hundred and twenty 4-10 day old D. melanogaster were added into
the behavioral chamber between 3 and 3:30 pm (see “Fly Husbandry and Handling” section
for details). The traps were removed from the chambers 18h later, between 10 and 10:30
am. Before removal the orientation of each trap in each arena was recorded. Flies in each
trap were then sexed, counted, and recorded. These raw counts were used to determine the
preference for each strain in each arena. The raw data can be found in Spreadsheet 1.

Calculation of Fly Preference (Preference Index):

To quantify and compare independent behavioral trials, we used a simple preference index:
Every behavioral trial contained four traps. Two baited with yeast strain “A” and two baited
with strain “B”. One hundred and twenty 4-10 day old D. melanogaster were added into
each behavioral trial:

A= Total D. melanogaster caught in both traps baited yeast strain “A”in the trial
B= Total D. melanogaster caught in both traps baited yeast strain “B” in the trial

Preference Index (PI)= A-B/(A+B)/2

Fly Husbandry and Handling:

D. melanogaster line Raleigh 437 was obtained from Bloomington Stock Center for use in
these experiments. All D. melanogaster used in behavioral assays were raised using the same
regimen. A “time course” for each line was maintained for the duration of the experiments.
The time course consisted of pushing 3 vials of 25 flies into fresh media (CSM formula)
topped with dried yeast pellets (Red Star) daily. The 25 flies were refreshed with 4-day-old
flies from a stock population every 10 days. The time course of vials was kept at 18C and the
eggs laid in each vial were allowed to develop (18 day generation time). After 18 days, each
seeded vial was checked daily for newly eclosed flies. All flies hatching off of on a given day
were transferred into fresh vials and stored in a 25C incubator for at least 4 days to ensure
full development and maturation to adulthood. The entire process was repeated daily to
maintain each strain.

To prepare flies for a behavioral trial, aged 4-10 day old flies were removed from the
25C incubator and anaesthetized using CO2 and counted into groups of 120. The groups
were visually inspected to insure roughly equal numbers of males and females. The flies
were transferred into a vial of fresh food and allowed to recover and eat for 2-4 hours before
being added into the behavior chamber. A stock of Raleigh 437 was maintained at 18C and
transferred to fresh media monthly.
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Media Preparation:

5% YPD for behavioral assays and strain storage was prepared weekly using the follow-
ing recipe (for 1L): 20g Peptone (BD Bacto Peptone), 10g Yeast Extract (Amresco Yeast
Extract, Bacteriological, Ultra Pure Grade), 50g Dextrose (Fisher Scientific Dextrose Anhy-
drous), 20g Agar (BD Bacto Agar), Water to 1L. Solution was mixed and heated to boiling
on a magnetic stir plate. Liquid YPD was prepared using (for 1L): 20g Peptone, 10g Yeast
Extract, 50g Dextrose, Water to 1L. The solution was stirred for five minutes and filter
sterilized using Nalgene vacuum filtration system (0.22 micron).

The following additional recipes were used in this experiment:

• 5% SC (for 1L): 1.7g YNB without amino acids and ammonium sulfate (BD Difco),
2.0g SC Amino acid mixture (MP Biomedicals), 50g Dextrose, 20g Agar, Water to 1L.

• 5%YNB (for 1L): 6.7g YNB without amino acids (BD Difco), 50g Dextrose, 20g Agar,
Water to 1L.

• Grape Agar (for 1L): 1.7g YNB without amino acids and ammonium sulfate, 1L organic
grapes (v/v) (thoroughly washed and pureed in food processor), 20g Agar, Water to
1L.

Tetrad Experiment:

Twenty tetrads were obtained using a standard sporulation protocol (Methods in Yeast
Genetics, 2005). Briefly, BY4741 and BY4742p were mixed on a YPD agar plate to encourage
mating. Diploid colonies were selected by replica plating onto a selective media (Met(-);Lys(-
)) transferred to liquid “YPA” media for 1 day, spun down and resuspended in “Minimal
Spo” for at least 3 days. Ascii were dissolved and tetrads dissected. After incubation,
tetrads were genotyped by replica plating onto selective media for MAT, LYS, and MET
loci. Genotyped tetrads were grown in YPD and prepared as freezer stocks using standard
protocol (Methods in Yeast Genetics, 2005). Freezer stocks of each stain were used to start
cultures for all behavior experiments.

GC-MS protocol:

Sample analysis was performed on Agilent 7890A/5975C GC-MS equipped with a HP-5MS
(30m x 0.25mm, i.d., 0.25micrometers film thickness) column.

To sample the headspace of a plate culture, a conditioned, Twister stir bar (10 mm in
length, 0.5mm film thickness, 24microliters polydimethylsiloxane volume) was suspended
from the lid of the Petri dish using rare earth magnets for 40 minutes at room temperature.
The Twister was then dried using a Kimwipe, placed in a Gerstel thermal desorption sample
tube, topped with a transport adapter, and loaded into sampling tray.
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Automated sampling and analysis was performed using the Gerstel MPS system and
MAESTRO integrated into Chemstation software.

Samples were thermally desorbed using the Gerstel Thermal Desorption Unit (TDU),
followed by injection into the column with a Gerstel Cooled Injection System (CIS-4). Tem-
perature program for desorption was 30C (.40 min), then 60C/min to 250C(hold for 5 mins).
Temperature of the transfer line was set at 275C. The injection was cooled with liquid ni-
trogen to -100C with a hold time (.60min). The injector inlet was operated in the Solvent
Vent mode, with a vent pressure of 9.1473 psi, a vent flow of 30mls/min, and a purge flow
of 6mls/min (for .01 min).

The following GC-MS method parameters was used for each sample: The GC temperature
program was 40C (2 mins), then 4C/min to 140C (hold 0 mins), then 15C/min to 195C (hold
for 0 min). The carrier gas head pressure was 9.1473 psi for a flow rate of 1.2mL/min. The
GC was operated in the constant flow mode. The MS was operated in EI mode with the
electron voltage set at autotune values. The detector was set to scan from 30 to 300amu at a
threshold of 150 with 3 samples for a scanning rate of 2.69 scans/second. The MSD transfer
line temperature was set at 280C. The ion source and quadrupole temperatures were set at
230C and 150C, respectively.

GC-MS data files were visually inspected using Chemstation. TIC peaks were identi-
fied using the NIST O8 database via Chemstation. Datafiles were transferred, parsed, and
analyzed using custom written Matlab scripts (see, Chapter 3).

Aerobic and anaerobic yeast cultures:

Pairs of 100mL 5% YPD cultures were inoculated with BY4741 or BY4742p cells (stored on
a solid 5% YPD plate at 4C) and topped with either a loose foil cap or fermentation bung
(Ferm-Rite) to create aerobic and anaerobic growth conditions for each strain. Cultures
were grown for 21h shaking at room temperature. After this growth period, cultures were
removed from shaker, and an O.D. reading was taken to ensure similar cell densities across
each aerobic and anaerobic culture pair. 50mL of each culture was transferred to a .22
micron vacuum filter (MilliQ Steri-Flip) to remove yeast from the culture medium. 20mL of
the culture medium was then transferred into 20mL amber glass vials (Sigma), a conditioned
Twister stir bar (Gerstel) was added, and the vial was capped with a silica-lined screw cap
(Sigma). The Twister stir bars were spun in the medium at 300rpm for 40min, rinsed
with MilliQ water, dried with a Kimwipe, and transferred onto the GC-MS for analysis (see
“GC-MS protocol” for details).

Glycerol plate growth:

BY4741 and BY472p and tetrads representing each genotype were streaked from 5% YPD
stock plates onto 5% glycerol plates. Plates were incubated at 30C for 48h and visually
inspected for growth.
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Chapter 5

Biochemical origins of the yeast
volatilome

As yeast metabolize a substrate, they produce and release a bouquet of volatile compounds.
Drosophila melanogaster use olfaction to sense these compounds and use them as cues to
locate yeast-inoculated fruit substrates in their local environment [18, 44]. This robust and
consistent attraction faithfully brings D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae together in nature,
a relationship that seems to benefit both organisms (See Chapter 1). The attraction be-
tween D. melanogaster and S. cerevisiae is specific because D. melanogaster consistently
find and associate with fermentative yeast species like S. cerevisiae. It is general because
this co-localization is not tied to a certain substrate. Instead D. melanogaster find S. cere-
visiae on many types of fruits and even on other sugary substrates, like tree sap[63]. This
suggests that, on the molecular level, S. cerevisiae (and its close relatives) may produce a
combination of characteristic and distinct compounds as they metabolize substrates. Even
in the presence of substrate-specific volatiles, D. melanogaster can use the characteristic
compounds to faithfully locate these fermenting yeasts in nature.

Fruits, the most common co-localization substrate, vary considerably in the amounts
and types of nitrogen and vitamins, but they all contain high levels of fermentable sugars.
Therefore, in yeast metabolism, each fruit presents a comparable nutritional scenario where
the amount of nitrogen or vitamins are much more likely to be growth-limiting than sugar,
even if a particular limiting nutrient for each fruit is different.

I was interested in determining how this larger nutritional trend (high sugar and lim-
ited nitrogen) and the subtler differences between fruits come together to influence yeast
metabolism and volatile compound production. I reasoned that the easiest way to start to
understand these nutritional parameters was to assay the volatile profiles and general attrac-
tiveness of the same S. cerevisiae strain grown on different fruit substrates. By comparing
the GC-MS profiles of these cultures, I could determine if there are common yeast volatiles
produced across fruit substrates or if the volatile profiles were largely substrate-specific. By
pairing these results with behavioral data, I could examine the component or components
of these volatile profiles that make these cultures attractive to D. melanogaster.
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5.1 The S. cerevisiae strain YPS 163 produces a

common “volatile signature” while metabolizing

various fruit substrates

To do this, I made seven different types of agar fruit plates: grape, banana, strawberry,
mango, apple, orange, and pear. I inoculated all fruit plates with equal amounts of the
wild yeast strain, YPS 163, which was isolated from an oak tree in Pennsylvania and was
not directly associated with any of the fruit substrates in the test panel [63, 171]. YPS
163 grew fairly well on all substrates except apple.1To produce the most complete profile
and account for any temporal dynamics in volatile production or any subtle growth rate
differences between substrates, I collected the volatile profiles of each fruit culture at two time
points matching the “start” and “end” points of my behavioral assay (See Chapter 2). To
help determine which volatiles were products of yeast metabolism and which were associated
with each fruit plate, I also collected GC-MS profiles from the uninoculated fruit starting
plates.

Inoculating the fruit plates with YPS 163 changed the volatile profiles of all fruit sub-
strates by the first GC-MS time point. The GC-MS chromatograms between the inoculated
and uninoculated fruit plates highlight the changes in volatile profiles caused by YPS 163
innoculation (Figure 5.1). As expected, YPS 163 growth on each fruit substrate results in
the production of a mixture of types and levels of volatile metabolites (A, Figure 5.2). Fur-
ther, the volatile profiles are dynamic and evolve over time, mostly in the amounts of certain
volatiles produced at each time point (B, Figure 5.2).

To quantify these differences, I used my suite of custom computational scripts (See Chap-
ter 3) to identify the volatiles present across all samples. I then measured the level of each
of these volatiles in three time points: uninnoculated, inoculated start, and inoculated end
point for each fruit. This analysis produced a matrix populated with an abundance value for
each volatile in every fruit sample. Studying this matrix, I found a group of volatiles that,
while variable in their abundance between samples, appeared to be present in all of the YPS
163-innoculated samples across fruit substrates (A, Figure 5.3).

To confirm this general trend, I first controlled for the large substrate-specific concen-
tration differences across the dataset by independently normalizing the levels of volatiles
present at the three time points (uninnoculated, start, and end fermentation) for each fruit.
I then used hierarchical clustering to identify groups of compounds that had the same relative
dynamics across each fruit time course.

Through my analysis, I identified four groups of volatile compounds (B, Figure 5.3). The
first group of volatile compounds was detected across all fruits and all time points. The
second group contained the majority of the volatile compounds, which were specifically as-
sociated with one or a small subset of the fruit substrates. The third and fourth groups of
volatiles showed distinct temporal patterns across all fruits. The third group of compounds

1 I removed apple from subsequent analyses.
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Figure 5.1: YPS 163 growth transforms the volatile profile of various fruits. TICs
in each panel were normalized together so that the maximum value across both experiments
was set to one. In each comparison, YPS163 inoculated cultures are plotted on the positive
y-axis and the uninocculated fruit cultures plotted on the negative y-axis.

was most abundant on the uninnoculated plates, and dissipated as YPS 163 metabolized
each substrate. I classified these compounds as fruit-specific volatiles, or the “fruit volatile
signature.” The fourth group of compounds spiked in their abundance on YPS 163 innocu-
lated fruit substrates (the inoculated “start” and “end” time points). Therefore, in addition
to a fruit volatile signature, YPS 163 also appeared to have its own “yeast volatile signa-
ture.” My identification of the fruit and yeast volatile signatures suggests that while there
are differences in the types and even levels of volatiles produced on each substrate, there also
appears to be an underlying yeast-specific metabolic pattern across these cultures. Given
their ecology, I reasoned that the compounds present in the yeast signature were good candi-
dates for D. melanogaster attractants, and may contribute to the robust association between
S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster in natural environments (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.2: YPS 163-produced volatiles vary across fruit substrates and time.
A) TIC comparison of YPS 163 grown on two fruits to the “start” time point. B) TIC
comparison of YPS 163 inoculated banana plates grown to the “start” and “end” time
points. TICs in each panel were normalized together so that the maximum value across both
experiments was set to one.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the volatiles across fruits. Heatmaps showing the abun-
dance of all GC-MS identified volatiles, normalized by volatile compound (A) and normalized
within each fruit time course and then clustered (B).
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Figure 5.4: The yeast volatile signature. Heatmap normalized within each fruit time
course for the volatiles of the proposed “yeast volatile signature.” These volatiles increase in
their abundance in YPS 163 inoculated cultures across all fruit substrates.

5.2 The yeast volatile signature is attractive to D.

melanogaster

To confirm that the yeast volatile signature contributes to D. melanogaster behavioral at-
traction and movement, I paired this volatile analysis with simple D. melanogaster preference
assays. In the preference assay, I presented equivalent populations of D. melanogaster with
traps baited with either uninnoculated fruit plates or YPS 163-inoculated fruit plates grown
to the “start” time point (Figure 5.5). After a set amount of time, I collected the traps from
each assay and counted the number of flies associated with each trap to determine if any of
the fruits in either trial type were more attractive to D. melanogaster over the others (See
Chapter 2 for detailed description of the behavioral assay).

Generally, all of the fruits become more attractive after being inoculated with YPS 163.
As a group, the inoculated fruit plates consistently trapped a larger portion of the flies in
each assay (Figure 5.5). At the same time, there was less variance in the percentage of
flies trapped by any particular fruit in the inoculated trials compared to the across-fruit
variance in the uninnoculated trials (Figure 5.5). This result suggests that the addition of
yeast makes a culture more appealing to D. melanogaster and that the yeast volatile signa-
ture contains potent attractants that dampen the importance of substrate specific volatiles.
Combining these behavioral results with the GC-MS profiles of these cultures, I hypothesized
this improved overall attractiveness was molecularly associated with the production of the
yeast-specific volatile signature across all fruit cultures.
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Figure 5.5: D. melanogaster prefer YPS 163 inoculated cultures over uninnoc-
ulated fruits. The top panel describes the behavioral setup. The second panel shows the
cumulative number of flies trapped in each assay (open dots), the mean (red cross) and
standard deviation. The third panel shows the percentage of flies trapped in each bait (open
dot), the mean (red cross), and standard deviation. The grey dotted lines emphasize the
result the standard deviation in percentage of flies caught per trap is smaller in trials with
inoculated baits.
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5.3 Quantitative differences in the yeast volatile

signature affect D. melanogaster behavioral

preference

While the yeast-associated baits were generally more attractive and less individually dif-
ferent than the starting fruit substrates, there were still subtle differences in the average
attractiveness of each fruit culture. I wondered if these differences could be explained by
variation in the absolute levels of the yeast-specific volatiles produced by YPS 163 on each
fruit substrate. To answer this, I performed pairwise behavioral comparisons between three
YPS 163-inoculated fruit plates—grape, banana, and strawberry—that differed from one
another in the absolute levels of the individual volatiles of the yeast volatile signature(A,
Figure 5.6). Specifically, I compared YPS 163-innoculated grape plates, which produced
the overall highest level of all identified yeast-specific attractants, to YPS 163-inoculated
banana plates, which produced a more intermediate cumulative amount of attractants, and
YPS 163- inoculated strawberry plates, which produced relatively low levels of these at-
tractants (B, Figure 5.6). Matching these volatile trends, D. melanogaster strongly and
consistently preferred YPS 163-innoculated grape plates to YPS 163-inoculated strawberry
plates, and showed a less distinct and consistent preference for YPS 163-innoculated grape
plates over YPS 163-innoculated banana plates (C, Figure 5.6). These results suggest that
the individual compounds of these common yeast-associated volatiles affect attraction, and
D. melanogaster seem to be sensitive to quantitative differences in their production. As all
of the fruit plates were inoculated with YPS 163, it is likely that subtle differences in the
nutritional composition of these plates drive these quantitative volatile differences.

Overall, through these experiments I identified a substrate-invariant yeast volatile signa-
ture. Based on behavioral analysis, the presence and abundance of the compounds of this
signature are correlated with attractiveness and help make yeast-inoculated cultures more
attractive over their uninoculated precursors. How do yeast produce these compounds? Are
all of these compounds individually attractive, or are they only attractive in combination?
Does it make biological sense that there is a S. cerevisiae-specific volatile metabolic profile?
I reasoned that answering these questions might help to improve both our molecular and
ecological understanding as to how and why S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster consistently
co-localize on fruit and other similarly sugary substrates.

5.4 The yeast volatile signature in S. cerevisiae and

D. melanogaster ecology

While considered a model eukaryote, S. cerevisiae is quite an exceptional microbe. Most
microbes use mitochondrial respiration in the presence of both oxygen and sugar to fully
oxidize glucose to carbon dioxide and water. This process produces maximal energy and
biochemical intermediates for growth from the sugar substrate. In these same oxygen and
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Figure 5.6: D.melanogaster prefer YPS 163 fruit fermentations that produce high
levels of the volatiles of the yeast volatile signature. A) Heatmap of the volatiles
of the yeast volatile signature normalized by volatile across all fruit plates. B) Comparison
of the yeast volatile signature normalized across banana, grape, and strawberry fruit time
courses. C) Behavioral preference indices for trials comparing grape and banana and grape
and strawberry, with and without YPS 163. Each black dot represents the results of a single
open-flight preference trial between the given pair of cultures. The preference index (PI)
for each trial is defined as: PI= (A-B)/(A+B/2), where A = total flies caught in the first
type of bait and B= total flies caught in the second type of bait. This value represents the
direction of the preference (positive for A, negative for B) as well as the normalized degree
of preference by the percentage over the expected. Red dashed lines represent the two-tailed
standard deviation and the red “+” represents the mean of all trials.
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glucose rich environments, S. cerevisiae instead prefers to ferment glucose into ethanol,
a much less energetically and biochemically efficient process[117, 143, 57, 67, 79]. This
phenomenon is known as the Crabtree Effect, or aerobic fermentation, and differentiates S.
cerevisiae and its closest relatives from most other microbes[53].

Even though aerobic fermentation is less efficient than respiration, this unique metabolic
configuration appears to be beneficial in certain environments. In nature, S. cerevisiae are
often associated with sugary, carbon-rich substrates, where they are able to effectively out-
compete other respiratory microbes for the resources. Aerobic fermentation of these dense
sugar substrates by S. cerevisiae results in a rapid loss of glucose and quick accumulation of
ethanol, which together stunt the growth of any competing microbes [154, 112, 77]. Since S.
cerevisiae have also evolved to tolerate the high ethanol environments they create via fermen-
tation, this process effectively sterilizes a substrate of any competitors (See, Section 7.4).
Once glucose is depleted, S. cerevisiae survive by adjusting to a more typical respiratory
metabolism to use the remaining non-fermentable carbon sources, like ethanol. This major
metabolic transition from a fermentation-driven to a respiration-driven carbon metabolism
is often referred to as the diauxic shift [57, 152].

I wondered if aerobic fermentation of these sugary substrates, a metabolic strategy specific
to S. cerevisiae and its closest relatives, produced any part of the yeast volatile signature
I detected across the different YPS 163-inoculated fruit substrates. I reasoned that if the
yeast volatile signature was produced during aerobic fermentation, in addition to sterilizing
sugar-rich substrates of any competing microbes, employing this metabolic regime might
also facilitate communication between S. cerevisiae and surrounding D. melanogaster.

S. cerevisiae is a complete food source for developing D. melanogaster larvae [59, 168].
As a result, these yeast-ridden substrates are ideal breeding sites for gravid D. melanogaster
females to lay their eggs. Like S. cerevisiae, D. melanogaster larvae also have an extraor-
dinarily high ethanol tolerance, and can thrive in the presence of the high levels of the
substance typically produced by S. cerevisiae [6, 42, 68, 123, 131, 129]. The existence of not
only a S. cerevisiae volatile signature but a fermentation-specific volatile cue would allow D.
melanogaster to track towards these sugary substrates only once they have been adequately
fermented and populated by S. cerevisiae. While this volatile signal has clear advantages for
D. melanogaster, what might S. cerevisiae (and other aerobic fermenters) gain from baiting
D. melanogaster to these environments?

Over the years, researchers have suggested various potential yeast-specific benefits to
interacting with D. melanogaster. Generally speaking, D. melanogaster help transport these
largely immobile cells expose new natural resources. For example, yeast cells are ingested
and also stick to bristle-covered bodies of visiting adult D. melanogaster, and through this
physical interaction the insects help to vector these microbes to fresh substrates [155, 141].
In addition, locally feeding larvae have been shown to help till fruit substrates, exposing
additional sugars and nutrients for surviving yeast cells to metabolize [178].
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5.5 The yeast volatile signal is associated with

aerobic fermentation

Given the ecological advantages associated with D. melanogaster specifically detecting fer-
menting S. cerevisiae in nature, I wanted to test if the classic S. cerevisiae diauxic shift
from fermentative to respiration-based metabolism was associated with an equally dramatic
shift in volatile compound production. Particularly, I wanted to determine how the com-
pounds of the yeast volatile signature I detected across fruit cultures distributed between
these metabolic states.

Unlike fruits, traditional lab media, called YPD, is limited by sugar and not by other
nutrients like nitrogen and vitamins. This means that in YPD, the diauxic transition coin-
cides with the depletion of glucose from the media. Therefore, changing the initial amount
of sugar in the same base medium shifts the timing of this metabolic transition from aerobic
fermentation to respiration. If the diauxic shift is associated with a shift in volatile com-
pound production, I would expect to see differences in the timing of this volatile transition
in cultures with different starting, but still limiting, glucose concentrations.

To test this I used GC-MS to track the volatile profiles at 16, 24, and 72 hours of two
commonly used lab yeast strains , BY4716 and RM 11-1a, grown on both 0.5% glucose YPD
and the more traditional 2% glucose YPD. I controlled for starting cell density across each
plate by growing up overnight cultures of each strain from a single colony, back diluting, and
then inoculating each media with equal numbers of cells.

The time course of GC-MS profiles for both BY4716 and RM11-1a at each sugar concen-
tration (0.5% and 2%) change over time. The extent of these volatile changes can be seen
in a comparison of the GC-MS profiles of the earliest (16 hour) and latest (72 hour) time
points from the 2% glucose YPD cultures for both strains (Figure 5.7).

Interestingly, both yeast strains, BY4716 and RM11-1a, cycle through similar patterns of
volatile profiles on each media(0.5% and 2%) across the time course. By comparing the time
points, I identified a generalized set of “early” and “late” associated volatile compounds. I
next compared the dynamics and levels of these “early” and “late” compounds in the GC-MS
profiles of the YPD cultures at the two sugar concentrations. The shift from “early” to “late”
volatiles happened much earlier in the 0.5% glucose YPD cultures (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9).
The earliest 16h time point for the 0.5% YPD cultures are more similar to the 24 hour time
point and 72 hour time point in the 2% YPD media for BY4716 and RM11-1a, respectively
(Figure 5.10).

The shift in timing of this volatile transition between sugar concentrations strongly sug-
gests that there are specific volatiles associated with aerobic fermentation and respiration.
The“late” compounds phenylethyl alcohol and isoamyl alcohol, which grew in abundance
over the life of a culture, likely signal respiration. The “early” compounds, including ethanol
isoamyl acetate, ethyl acetate, ethyl hexanoate, and ethyl octanoate, which peak earlier and
exist longer in the 2% glucose cultures, likely signal aerobic fermentation. Finally, all of
these compounds were also part of the original yeast volatile signature I detected in the
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Figure 5.7: The volatile profile of an S. cerevisiae culture changes over time.TICs
in each panel were normalized together so that the maximum value across both experiments
was set to one. In each comparison, 16 hour 2% YPD cultures are plotted on the positive
y-axis and the 72 hour 2% YPD cultures plotted on the negative y-axis. Compounds from
the yeast volatile signature that are higher at the 16h time point are marked with red stars,
while compounds from the yeast volatile signature that are higher at the 72 hour time point
are marked with blue stars.
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Figure 5.8: The volatile transition from “early” to “late” volatiles happens ear-
lier in 0.5% glucose cultures(RM11-1a). Each panel is TIC comparison of 0.5% and
2% glucose YPD cultures at each time point (16h, 24h, and 72h). TICs in each panel
were normalized together so that the maximum value across both experiments was set to
one. “Late” associated compounds are marked with blue stars, while “early” compounds
are marked with red stars. The 2% glucose cultures produce higher levels of the “early”
compounds for a longer period of time. With higher initial sugar concentration, 2% cul-
tures should be able to aerobically ferment for a longer amount of time than the 0.5% sugar
cultures.
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Figure 5.9: The volatile transition from “early” to “late” volatiles happens earlier
in 0.5% glucose cultures(BY4716).Each panel is TIC comparison of 0.5% and 2% glucose
YPD cultures at each time point (16h, 24h, and 72h). TICs in each panel were normalized
together so that the maximum value across both experiments was set to one. “Late” asso-
ciated compounds are marked with blue stars, while “early” compounds are marked with
red stars. The 2% glucose cultures produce higher levels of the “early” compounds for a
longer period of time. With higher initial sugar concentration, 2% cultures should be able
to aerobically ferment for a longer amount of time than the 0.5% sugar cultures.
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Figure 5.10: Timing of the transition from “early” to “late” volatiles is dependent
on glucose concentration in YPD. 2% glucose cultures take longer to transition towards
producing “late” volatiles. TICs in each panel were normalized together so that the maximum
value across both experiments was set to one. In BY4716 cultures, the transition to “late”
volatiles in 0.5% glucose media happens by 16h and not until 24h in 2% glucose YPD. In
RM11-1a cultures, the transition to “late” volatiles in 0.5% glucose media happens by 16h
and not until 72h in 2% glucose YPD.
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YPS 163-inoculated fruit cultures. Therefore, not only does S. cerevisiae produce a distinct
volatile signature as it metabolizes sugar-based substrates, but part of this signature appears
to be specific to aerobic fermentation.

5.6 Evolution of aerobic fermentation in S. cerevisiae

through whole genome duplication

How did S. cerevisiae evolve its unique metabolic strategy of aerobic fermentation? The com-
plete evolution of aerobic fermentation seen in modern species was most likely a complicated
process involving many coordinated genetic changes and adaptations. To date, most research
has focused on describing the prominent piece of this change—the shift to fermentation as
both a preferred and sufficient route for energy production in the presence of glucose.

By studying the homology between several yeast genomes, researchers discovered the
presence of a whole genome duplication “WGD” event in the phylogenetic clade that includes
S. cerevisiae [210]. Reproductive isolation and metabolic costs associated with a WGD event
are rarely paired with an immediate selective advantage. Most organisms that experience
a WGD event are easily outcompeted by their peers [46, 47]. Unlike most situations, this
yeast WGD event is thought to have coincided with the emergence of a new environmental
niche and the possibility of adaptation.

Researchers date the WGD event in yeast to 100 million years ago, matching the rapid
expansion of fruit bearing angiosperm plants in the Cretaceous period [210, 143]. Given
this timing and the unique metabolic tendencies of modern S. cerevisiae, many researchers
believe that the WGD event enhanced the ability of these organisms to rapidly metabolize
high levels of glucose in fruits via fermentation, and this ability proved to be a selective
advantage for these microbes to compete for new environmental substrates.

The WGD event led to an increase in paralogous genes involved in the glycolytic path-
way. Following the yeast WGD event, most paralogous gene copies were immediately lost
from the genome. Only a small subset, 551 gene duplicates, survived the event [170]. How-
ever, half of genes encoding the reactions of the glycolytic pathway maintained their WGD
duplicate. Therefore, one of the net results of the WGD event was an effective increase in
the concentration of glycolytic enzymes in comparison to the components of other biological
processes, including mitochondrial processes.

Further, the increase in the concentration of many of the glycolytic enzymes in the
pathway at once produced a substantial increase in potential glycolytic capacity that could
not have been reached with any single gene duplication [46]. Interestingly, the rate-limiting
step in glycolysis is the speed at which hexose sugar substrate can be transported into the
cell [148, 114]. Matching the post-WGD event increase in glycolytic genes and overall flux
capacity, all sequenced post-WGD yeast species, including S. cerevisiae, also have at least
twice as many hexose transport genes as their closest pre-WGD relatives [46].

The increase in glycolytic flux and hexose transport could theoretically increase flux
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through either fermentation or respiration. The last biochemical step of glycolysis produces
pyruvate, and fermentation and respiration compete for this substrate. In S. cerevisiae,
pyruvate decarboxylase (PDC), which catalyzes the first step of fermentation, and pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH), which catalyzes the first steps respiration, differ in their kinetics. The
Km for PDC is an order of magnitude higher than the Km for PDH, and the activity of PDC
scales cooperatively with pyruvate production [152]. Given these reaction characteristics,
rapid glucose consumption paired with high glycolyic flux will produce high concentrations
of pyruvate, favor PDC kinetics and rout the majority of the pyruvate towards fermentation.

Overall, these results suggest that the WGD event facilitated an increase in concentration
of glycolytic enzymes, which in modern S. cerevisiae drives rapid glucose consumption and
fermentation on substrates with high glucose concentrations. It is tempting to speculate
that S. cerevisiae’s acquired preference for fermentation provided a selective advantage to
post-WGD yeasts, and was at least partially responsible for their survival, expansion, and
preference to ferment glucose, aerobically and anaerobically. Supporting this idea, in a survey
of forty modern yeast strains, most species that experienced the WGD event, including S.
cerevisiae, can ferment glucose both aerobically and anaerobically, while species that did not
undergo the WGD event rely on respiration and cannot grow anaerobically [132].

These post-WGD metabolic changes in S. cerevisiae were also coupled with a shift in gene
regulation. Crabtree-positive and Crabtree-negative yeast express different combinations of
gene modules, especially in the presence of glucose. In C. ablicans and other pre-WGD
yeasts that primarily grow aerobically, the expression of mitochondrial ribosomal proteins,
which are necessary for mitochondrial biogenesis, are closely coordinated in expression with
the cytosolic ribosomal proteins that facilitate exponential growth and biomass production.
On the other hand, in S. cerevisiae and other post-WGD species, expression of the mito-
chondrial ribosomal module and cytoplasmic ribosomal module are not strongly correlated.
Instead, expression of the mitochondrial gene cluster is loosely correlated with genes induced
under environmental stress. This environmental stress cluster includes genes expressed in
response to non-fermentable carbon sources, like ethanol, where mitochondrial respiration is
imperative even for S. cerevisiae [100].

Therefore, in addition to the glycolytic-based biochemical changes, a shift to aerobic fer-
mentation was reinforced by transcriptional rewiring that decoupled mitochondrial biogen-
esis with exponential growth in post-WGD species. This regulatory change in post-WGD
species, often referred to as glucose repression, suppresses the expansion of mitochondria
when glucose is abundant, as these strains can produce adequate energy for growth though
fermentation alone [100].

5.7 The role of mitochondria in aerobic fermentation

With a strong, regulated shift towards fermentation for energy production and the repression
of mitochondrial ribosomal genes during growth on glucose, it is hard to imagine a need for
mitochondria during aerobic fermentation. Indeed, S. cerevisiae can actually survive in
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glucose and nutrient rich media without functioning mitochondria. Referred to as petite
mutants, these strains, often form spontaneously in the laboratory, and either completely
lack a mitochondrial genome or harbor mutations in essential nuclear encoded mitochondrial
protein.[54, 132]. Given these realities, researchers often ignore the role of the mitochondria
in post-WGD yeast, as the organelle is commonly thought to be unimportant for aerobic
fermentation.

Surprisingly, I found that while a petite mutant of the lab strain BY4742 (BY4742p)
grew rapidly on nutrient-rich YPD, the strain produced compromised levels of not only
respiration-related volatiles but also aerobic fermentation-related compounds compared to
its grande equivalent, BY4742g, and its MATa equivalent BY4741. Additionally, the reduced
production of aerobic fermentation volatiles in BY4742p has a phenotypic effect—the strain
is much less attractive to D. melanogaster compared to both BY4741 and BY4742g (See,
Chapter 4). These results suggest that there is a role for the mitochondria during aerobic
fermentation and that mitochondrial engagement during this time affects volatile compound
production. Therefore, I next set out to determine the role of mitochondria during aerobic
fermentation and in the production of the associated volatiles.

To successfully grow, divide, and conquer a resource through rapid, fermentation-driven
carbon usage means that all other necessary nutrients for growth like nitrogen, lipids, co-
factors, vitamins, nucleotides must also scale with carbon turnover[24, 213, 177]. Petite
strains like BY4742p exist in the lab because all of these additional nutrients are available in
YPD. In nature, though, resources are often not as nutritionally balanced or complete. While
fruits are most famously known for their high levels of sugar that can support aerobic fermen-
tation, these substrates have much more limiting amounts and types of other key metabolites,
especially nitrogen [19, 106]. Even during fermentation, growth on these natural substrates
will require the use of non-ideal nitrogen sources and the engagement of anabolic biochemical
pathways to synthesize the amino acids and other nitrogen-containing compounds missing
from the substrate[157, 26, 81, 76]. Many of these amino acid biosynthetic pathways take
place in the mitochondria, or require TCA cycle intermediate precursors, especially alpha-
ketoglutarate [205, 107, 99]. Therefore, while the mitochondrion is traditionally thought of
in the context of carbon metabolism and respiration, this organelle is also intimately asso-
ciated with nitrogen metabolism, and these functions will be particularly relevant when S.
cerevisiae grows on natural substrates [121].

Upon closer inspection of mitochondrial function, there is actually a divergence in the
expression patterns between respiration-based and anabolic-based expression during aerobic
fermentation. Recently, Lin and colleagues compared the expression levels of 82 transcrip-
tional modules of several pre- and post-WGD species during growth on a nutritionally and
glucose-rich medium similar to YPD. In this experiment, only the mitochondrial genes in-
volved in energy generation and oxidative phosphorylation were significantly down-regulated
in the fermentative yeast [115]. Pulling this together, the evolution of aerobic fermentation
seems to be associated with a specific decrease in the carbon and energy related functions of
the mitochondrion in the presence of glucose. This glucose repression, though, does not ex-
tend to other mitochondrial genes and functions, including the genes encoding the enzymes
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of the TCA cycle [7, 119, 28].

5.8 Amino acid auxotophies, nitrogen metabolism,

and the mitochondria during aerobic fermentation

Taken together, aerobic fermentation is not necessarily associated with a complete depar-
ture in mitochondrial function. Instead, there appears to be a decoupling between major
mitochondrial functions. While carbon and energy metabolism are shifted away from mito-
chondrial respiration and towards fermentation in the cytosol, the mitochondrion’s role in
the biosynthesis and inter-conversion of nitrogen sources needed for growth remains intact.
Further, the mitochondrion’s role in nitrogen metabolism may be particularly important in
natural scenarios encountered by S. cerevisiae, as S. cerevisiae’s typical substrates, fruits
and tree sap, are rich in glucose but poor in levels and types of nitrogen. Thus, I hypothe-
sized that the attractive yeast volatile signature produced by yeast while metabolizing fruit
substrates may be the integrated metabolic output of fermentative carbon metabolism and
concurrent mitochondrial-related nitrogen metabolism, such as amino acid biosynthesis.

If my hypothesis holds, why would I see this phenotype in lab strains grown on nutrient
rich media? Lab S. cerevisiae strains, like BY4741 and BY472p, are quite distinct from
natural S. cerevisiae populations [118, 206]. Not only have these lab strains been propa-
gated in sterile laboratories for many generations, these strains have also been genetically
engineered for ease of use in the lab. For example, BY4741 and BY4742p are marked by
various auxotrophies, including several amino acid auxotrophies.

In nature, S. cerevisiae possess biochemical pathways to synthesize all 20 amino acids
[76]. To help “phenotype” yeast strains in the lab, researchers often knock out genes from
these amino acid biosynthetic pathways, making different strains auxotrophic for different
amino acids. While all of these engineered strains can grow on nitrogen-rich YPD, the
strains can be distinguished from each other by transferring them to a growth medium
missing distinguishing amino acids.

Even though BY4741, BY4742, and other lab strains are able to sustain reasonable growth
rates on nutrient-rich media, few consider how these genetic perturbations might be affect-
ing overall cellular metabolism in any media[89]. While nutritional complementation may
reasonably supplement an auxotrophy, supplementation might not mitigate the physiologi-
cal affects of the gene disruption [151]. For example, a leucine auxotroph will always need
to import leucine into the cell, even in environmental scenarios where biosynthesis of the
amino acid may be metabolically preferred. In addition, constant starvation for particular
metabolites may artificially induce metabolic programs in unusual scenarios. Finally, the
exact demand for a particular amino acid will vary in different environmental situations and
across different genetic backgrounds, making it difficult to determine the concentration of a
particular amino acid that will be needed to supplement an auxotrophy [25].

Therefore, although rarely considered in the lab, it is likely that the auxotrophies in both
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BY4741 and BY4742 affect nitrogen demand, metabolism, or regulation to some level, even
in YPD. If any of these nutritional scenarios engage the mitochondrion during fermentative
growth, BY4742p would not be able to fully adapt to deal with its metabolic demands as an
auxotroph. BY4742p’s stunted nitrogen metabolism may explain the compromised levels of
aerobic fermentation volatiles produced by the petite mutant.

5.9 Methionine addition influences yeast volatile

signature in the methionine auxotroph, BY4741

I ran experiments to test wheter amino acid auxotrophies, and by extension the particular
nitrogen demands of BY4741, were influencing the levels and types of volatiles produced by
the strain during fermentation. BY4741 is a methionine auxotroph, and many yeast biologists
believe methionine is limiting in YPD. Therefore, supplementing YPD with different levels of
methionine might alleviate this starvation, lessen mitochondrial engagement in BY471, and
potentially diminish the volatile and preference differences between BY4741 and BY4742p.

To test this, I grew both BY4741 and BY4742p on the original YPD media, as well
as YPD supplemented with two increasing concentrations of methionine. BY4741 cultures
supplemented with the highest levels of methionine produced a large amount of methionol,
a volatile derivation of the carbon and sulfur side chain of methionine, presumably as the
metabolic byproduct of the Ehrlich pathway (See Section 7.5)[91]. The presence of methionol
indicates that in the highly supplemented media, methionine is in excess of what is needed
for growth and the additional methionine is being used as a source of molecular nitrogen.
As such, the metabolic demand for methionine was completely supplemented at the high
methionine concentration.

Methionine addition at both levels did very little to diminish the differences in aerobic-
fermentation-associated volatiles between BY4741 and BY4742p, and did not change the
strong attraction of BY4741 over BY4742p. D. melanogaster preferred BY4741 over BY4742p
on both methionine-supplemented media just as strongly as on un-supplemented YPD (Fig-
ure 5.11). This suggests that even complete methionine supplementation is not sufficient
to fully alleviate nitrogen starvation and the associated metabolic programs in BY4741.
A permanent regulatory shift, driven by the auxotrophy may explain why BY4741 contin-
uously imports methionine in the highly supplemented media. Further, BY4741 harbors
additional amino acid auxotrophies, which could also be contributing to nitrogen starvation
and mitochondrial engagement on methionine-supplemented YPD.

Even though methionine addition did not reduce the large preference and volatile differ-
ences between BY4741 and BY4742p, the amino acid supplementation did seem to have a
subtle effect on BY4741. The methionine-supplemented BY4741 cultures were slightly less
attractive to D. melanogaster when tested against BY4741 grown on YPD without the me-
thionine addition. There were also small differences in the levels of the aerobic-fermentation
volatiles produced by BY4741 on the YPD, low methionine, and high methionine cultures
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(Figure 5.11). The unsupplemented YPD cultures produced the highest levels of the aerobic
fermentation volatiles by the early time point, suggesting that the methionine auxotrophy
was influencing mitochondrial engagement in BY4741, and that this engagement is in re-
sponse to nitrogen starvation during fermentation. Supporting this idea, BY4741 grown
on YPD with the lower methionine supplementation produced the highest levels of aerobic
fermentation volatiles across BY4741 cultures at the later time point, suggesting a delay the
volatile phenotype(Figure 5.11).

The strong volatile and preference differences between BY4741 and BY4742p and ef-
fect of methionine supplementation on the level of volatiles and attractiveness of BY4741
suggest that mitochondrially-associated nitrogen metabolism contributes to the aerobic fer-
mentation phenotype. This means that D. melanogaster are not just attracted to fermenting
cultures, instead they are most attracted to fermenting, nitrogen limited cultures and that
mitochondria play a role in this metabolic scenario.

5.10 Nitrogen limitation during aerobic fermentation

in wild S. cerevisiae

While studying lab auxotrophs helps illuminate the importance of nitrogen metabolism and
demand during aerobic fermentation, it was difficult to determine if the association between
nitrogen and aerobic fermentation volatiles was contingent on the genetic mutations in these
strains. To investigate if the connection between nitrogen metabolism and volatile compound
production extended to more natural scenarios, I next grew a panel of prototrophic yeast
strains of various natural origins, T73, YPS163, PW5 and I14, on media with the same
level of sugar and different types and levels of nitrogen. In addition to YPD, I grew strains
on a medium with limited levels of each amino acid (synthetic complete, or “SC”), and
a medium with molecular nitrogen and no amino acids (Yeast Nitrogen Base, or “YNB”).
While SC and YNB are both more nitrogen limited than YPD, each imposes a different
nitrogen demand on the strains. As SC contains each amino acid, the nitrogen content of
the medium can initially support high growth rates without any additional metabolism. As
each amino acid is only supplied in limited quantity, to maintain exponential growth over
time the strain will eventually have to metabolize and synthesize limiting amino acids from
those that remain in excess. In contrast, with only ammonium sulfate as a nitrogen source,
growth on YNB requires the de novo biosynthesis of all amino acids (See, Section 7.2). The
different metabolic demands of SC and YNB is reflected in the growth rates of the wild
strains on each medium. While wild strains grow with similar dynamics on YPD and SC,
growth on YNB is much slower and more constant.

Despite the differences in growth rates between YNB and SC, wild strains grown on both
nitrogen-poor media produced higher levels of two of the aerobic fermentation attractants,
ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate, compared to YPD (Figure 5.12). Since production of
these ethyl esters seems to be particularly associated with fermentation and not respiration,
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Figure 5.11: Methionine addition to YPD has a subtle effect on the metabolism
of BY4741. Volatiles: heatmap of the abundance of yeast volatile signature compounds
and methionol produced by BY4741 grown on YPD, low methionine YPD (MetL) and high
methionine (MetH) YPD at two time points. At the early time point, BY4741 on unsupple-
mented YPD produces the highest levels of the compounds of the yeast volatile signature.
At the late time point, BY4741 on low methionine YPD produces the highest levels of these
compounds. Methionine addition does not affect the volatile profile produced by BY4742p
at either time point. Behavior: methionine supplementation does not affect D. melanogaster
preference for BY4741 over BY4742p. BY4741 cultures grown on unsupplemented YPD are
slightly more attractive than BY4741 cultures grown on methionine supplemented YPD. See
Figure 5.6 for detailed description of behavior data.
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and the strains grow most rapidly on YPD, I reasoned it is possible that production of ethyl
esters may peak earlier in the nutrient-rich YPD cultures. To confirm that the difference in
ester production was not directly associated with growth rate differences between YPD and
the more nitrogen limited cultures, I assayed the volatile profiles of YPD and SC cultures
across a range of time points. While the production of ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate
does peak earlier in the nitrogen-rich YPD cultures, the level of these volatiles were higher in
the SC cultures at every time point in every strain( Figure 5.13). Therefore, I hypothesized
that the high level of ethyl esters in nitrogen-limited cultures is likely the metabolic result of
mitochondrially-associated nitrogen metabolism during aerobic fermentation. Further, since
natural yeast substrates, like fruits, are similar in composition to the nitrogen-limited SC
and YNB media, ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate are also likely produced at high levels
on these natural substrates and are ecologically relevant volatile attractants. Fittingly, the
wild yeast strain T73 grown grapes produces extremely high levels of both ethyl hexanoate
and ethyl octanoate (See, Chapter 4, Figure 4.11).

Figure 5.12: Wild S. cerevisiae strains produce high levels of ethyl hexanoate
and ethyl octanoate while metabolizing nitrogen-limited media. Heatmap showing
the relative abundance of the yeast volatile signature compounds produced by I14, YPS 163
and I14 grown on YPD, SC, and YNB media for the same amount of time. Growth on the
nitrogen-limited media, SC and YNB, is associated with the production of high levels on
ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate (result emphasized by yellow box).

Are quantitative differences in the production of these volatiles ecologically relevant? To
answer this question I returned to fly behavior. While the ethyl ester production is always
higher on SC over YPD, the absolute levels of these compounds, and therefore the extent
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of these differences, varies by yeast strain (Figure 5.13). These quantitative differences in
volatiles likely reflect evolved, metabolic tendencies of the natural strains. I took advantage
of this natural variation in S. cerevisiae metabolism across substrates to assess the over-
all importance of these esters as D. melanogaster attractants in the context of the other
prominent yeast-specific volatiles: isoamyl alcohol, phenylethyl alcohol, and isoamyl acetate.
While the production of these additional compounds across pairwise comparisons does in-
fluence overall attraction, when a culture produces high levels of these esters, the culture is
always attractive (Figure 5.14). The specificity of the S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster co-
localization seems to be anchored to the production of these esters and production of these
volatiles are tied not only to aerobic fermentation, but aerobic fermentation under nitrogen
constraint.
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Figure 5.13: Ethyl esters are produced at higher levels during growth on SC
media compared YPD despite differences in growth rates.These line graphs show
the relative abundances for ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate (top panel) and isoamyl
acetate (bottom panel) across the life of T73, I14, and YPS 163 cultures grown on SC (blue)
or YPD (red). Ethyl hexanaote and ethyl hexanoate are produced at the highest level early
in the life of a culture and at much higher levels in SC cultures. There is variation in the
amount of these volatiles produced by each strain (T73, I14, and YPS 163).
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5.11 Molecular basis of ethyl ester production under

nitrogen limitation

From a global perspective, yeast metabolism can be thought of as a toolkit of intercon-
nected biological response units. Different yeast metabolic pathways produce different types,
amounts, and combinations of volatile compounds [198]. The combination of small volatiles
produced by a given yeast strain provides a snapshot of the cumulative output of the un-
derlying metabolic units at play in a given nutritional scenario. In other words, the small
molecules released by yeast are a tangible and measurable result of both the starting nutri-
ents and the specific metabolic pathways applied to them. These small molecules provide a
proxy to assess overall metabolism of a given culture and can be compared between cultures.

By tracking these metabolites in coordination with D. melanogaster preference behav-
ior, I discovered that D. melanogaster are most attracted to ethyl hexanoate and ethyl
octanoate, and the production of these ethyl esters is highest in fermenting, nitrogen-starved
S. cerevisiae cultures. This condition is ecologically relevant because fruits, a common co-
localization substrate for S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster, are similarly rich in sugar but
lacking in nitrogen.

In my experiments, growth on both SC and YNB media produced high levels of the
attractive ethyl esters. Both SC and YNB media are nitrogen-limited compared to YPD,
but differ between themselves in terms of nitrogen composition (See, Section 7.2). One
observable consequence of these differences in nitrogen composition is differing growth rates.
Even though S. cerevisiae strains grew much more slowly on YNB, the production of ethyl
esters across all three media was independent of these growth rate differences. Therefore
the high production of the ethyl ester compounds on YNB and SC, despite the growth
rate differences, suggests that YNB and SC media provide S. cerevisiae with a common
metabolic constraint, which is most likely related to nitrogen metabolism. To confirm that
nutrient composition of both YNB and SC media drives nitrogen metabolism in S. cerevisiae
differently than YPD and to better understand how differences in nitrogen metabolism affect
ethyl ester production, I collected the RNA expression profiles of wild S. cerevisiae strains
YPS 163, T73, and I14, fermenting YPD, YNB, and SC media.

5.12 RNA expression analysis

Analyzing this RNA expression data allowed me to characterize the metabolic differences in
associated with each media at the level of gene expression. I considered a gene to be differ-
entially expressed if both the mean and standard deviation in expression level of that gene in
one condition was at least two times higher or lower than the mean and standard deviation
in expression of the second condition. I first compared each nitrogen-limited media to YPD.
I found 125 genes and 55 genes to be more highly expressed on YNB and SC respectively, in
comparison to growth on YPD (Figure 5.15, Appendix C.2, Appendix C.3). Genes in each
of these groups were involved in many different biological processes and pathways, includ-
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Figure 5.14: Ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate levels largely predict D. mel-
onogaster preference behavior. Growing the same S. cerevisiae strain on different media
(top) panel or comparing different S. cerevisiae strains on the same media (bottom panel)
results in different relative combinations of the yeast volatile signature. When a culture
produces higher levels of ethyl hexanaote and ethyl octanoate, D. melanogaster prefers it.
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ing, but not limited to nitrogen metabolism, and it was difficult to distill which differences
specifically related to ethyl ester production using these comparisons. These broad expres-
sion differences confirm that growth on each medium is intrinsically different. However, the
many media-specific metabolic differences unrelated to ethyl ester production made it dif-
ficult to learn anything specific about ethyl ester production using just pairwise expression
comparisons.

As discussed above, based on ethyl ester production, these three distinct media form two
phenotypic groups: one where ethyl ester production is high (SC and YNB samples), and
one where ethyl ester production is low (YPD). By averaging across both YNB and SC gene
expression profiles, the genes that are highly expressed in relation to media-specific metabolic
demands should largely cancel themselves out in the joined dataset. The remaining genes,
which will be coordinately highly expressed during growth on both these media in comparison
to growth on nitrogen-rich YPD, will likely relate specifically to ethyl ester production.

Comparing gene expression of the nitrogen-limited SC and YNB together to nitrogen-rich
YPD produced a list of 74 differentially expressed genes (Figure 5.16, Appendix C.1). Only
18 of these genes were expressed more highly in the YNB and SC grouped samples. Strik-
ingly, six out of the eighteen genes were involved in biotin biosynthesis and transport. This
overrepresentation of biotin genes suggests that biotin usage is different in these nitrogen-
starved strains and this shared metabolic change in relation to YPD may explain ethyl ester
phenotype.

5.13 Biotin usage in S. cerevisiae metabolism

Biotin is a vitamin co-factor for enzymes that preform carboxylation and transcarboxylation
reactions in lipid, carbon, and nitrogen metabolism[84]. Most S. cerevisiae strains are missing
the first gene in the biotin biosynthesis pathway and require an exogenous biotin source to
sustain growth (Hall and Dietrich, 2007). The remaining genes of the biotin biosynthesis
pathway (BIO2, BIO3, BIO4, and BIO5) as well as the high affinity biotin permease (VHT1)
are regulated at the level of transcription and are induced in response to biotin depletion
and amino acid starvation [185, 142].

The induction of this full suite of genes on both YNB and SC suggests that fermenting S.
cerevisiae have a high requirement for biotin while metabolizing these media, especially in
comparison to growth on YPD. The differential expression of this same biotin gene cluster
(BIO2, BIO3, BIO4, and BIO5) was also observed in an RNA gene expression analysis of
a wine S. cerevisiae strain grown on nutrient-sufficient and nitrogen-limited synthetic grape
media. Following the trend I observe across SC, YNB, and YPD, biotin genes were more
highly expressed in the nitrogen-limited cultures [7]. In addition, an investigation of the
RNA expression pattern of S. cerevisiae grown in a nutrient-limited enological environment
found that genes involved in biotin metabolism were upregulated during the early stages
of the fermentation, suggesting a high demand for this vitamin during exponential growth
in nutrient-limited scenarios [158]. Taken together, biotin demand appears to be linked
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Figure 5.15: Gene expression: pairwise media comparisons. Scatter plots of the
mean RNA expression values for each pairwise media comparison. Genes where the mean
and standard deviation are at least two times higher(ore lower) than the mean and standard
deviation in expression in the other condition are highlighted in pink, and the standard
deviation is plotted in blue. There are many significant gene expression changes in the
pairwise comparisons between YPS 163, I14, and T73 growth on each media (YPD, SC, and
YNB).
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Figure 5.16: Gene expression: media grouped by ethyl ester production. Scatter
plot of the mean expression values for YNB and SC grouped samples compared to YPD.
Genes where the mean and standard deviation are at least two times higher(ore lower) than
the mean and standard deviation in expression in the other condition are highlighted in
pink, and the standard deviation is plotted in blue. 18 genes (labelled on the scatter plot
and listed below) are expressed at significantly higher levels in the SC and YNB samples.
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to nitrogen demand during fermentation and suggests that the enzymes that use biotin
as a co-factor are especially active in situations of nitrogen limitation. I reasoned that
understanding the roles of biotin-requiring enzymes in metabolism might reveal how the co-
factor is connected to nitrogen metabolism and why this nutritional scenario leads to ethyl
ester production.

5.14 Biotin usage during nitrogen starvation

Biotin acts as a co-factor for three groups of enzymes and through these interactions is
implicated in lipid, nitrogen, and carbon metabolism. In relation to lipid metabolism, biotin
activates the cytosolic, ACC1, and mitochondrial, HFA1, acetyl-COA caroboxylases via the
biotin:apoprotein ligase, BPL1. These enzymes catalyze the production of malonyl-COA
from acetyl-COA, the initiating step of de novo fatty acid synthesis and lipid synthesis[189,
97].

In terms of nitrogen metabolism, biotin is required by in two reactions, one involving
the enzyme complex urea caroboxylase (encoded by DUR1, DUR2) and another concerning
pyruvate caroboxylase (S. cerevisiae harbor two copies this gene, PYC1 and PYC2). The
urea caroboxylase enzyme complex is part of the allotonin degradation pathway and results in
the release of ammonium from arginine for use in other nitrogen biosynthesis reactions.2[174]
Pyruvate decarboxylase works at the junction of nitrogen and carbon metabolism. The
enzyme catalyzes the transformation of pyruvate, the metabolic output of glycolysis, to
oxaloacetate, precursor for both alpha-ketoglutarate and aspartic acid. Alpha-ketoglutarate
and aspartic acid act as intermediates for biosynthesis reactions that produce all other amino
acids, and adequate concentrations of these compounds is critical to maintain cellular nitro-
gen homeostasis[121, 99]. Given the nitrogen demand in both YNB and SC media, I decided
to investigate the role of PYC1 and PYC2 more closely.

Supporting the relationship between activity of pyruvate decarboxylase and nitrogen de-
mand, the expression of PYC1 has been shown to be responsive to nitrogen source, with
the expression of the gene inversely correlated with the intercellular concentration of alpha-
ketoglutarate [99]. The integration of carbon and nitrogen metabolism through PYC1 sug-
gests that to sustain exponential growth, carbon and nitrogen metabolism scale together
[156]. Metabolizing glycolytically-produced pyruvate into oxaloacetate through PYC1 rep-
resents a way to accomplish this nutrient homeostasis when glucose availability is in excess of
nitrogen. The increased demand for biotin when S. cerevisiae is grown on either amino acid-
limited SC and ammonium-based YNB supports the hypothesis that S. cerevisiae respond
to nitrogen starvation by increasing pyruvate caroboxylase activity.

2Arginine is often the most abundant amino acid in grapes[7]
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5.15 Connection to mitochondria

The biotin-dependent conversion of pyruvate to oxaloacetate is only the first step in the for-
mation of alpha-ketoglutarate, the indispensible nitrogen intermediate. Alpha-ketoglutarate
is a direct precursor for the synthesis of glutamate[96]. Glutamate serves as the amino donor
for the anabolism of other amino acids and nitrogen-containing compounds. The conversion
of oxaloacetate derived from pyruvate carboxylase into alpha-ketoglutarate is accomplished
by the first three steps of the mitochondrial-based TCA cycle. Interestingly, PYC1, as well
as the genes encoding the first three reactions of the TCA cycle (CIT1, ACO1, IDH1, IDH2,
and DLD3), are co-regulated by the transcription factor complex of RTG1 and RTG3[119,
33]. Referred to as the retrograde response gene cluster, the joint regulation of these genes by
RTG1/RTG3 makes the production of alpha-ketoglutarate from pyruvate an independently
controlled biochemical process[191]. Cellular glutamate, ammonia, and glutamine levels reg-
ulate this retrograde response Tate:2003ih. When these nutrients become limiting, RTG1/3
drives the expression of this gene cluster. Thus, the production of alpha-ketoglutarate is
ensured in response to nitrogen starvation, even in metabolic situations, like aerobic fer-
mentation, when the mitochondria and TCA cycle are inactive. Activation of this pathway
during fermentation offers an explanation for the role of the mitochondria in aerobic fer-
mentation and may explain the low levels of ethyl ester production in the petite mutant,
BY4742p (See, Chapter 4).

5.16 Connection ethyl ester production

In addition to biotin, both pyruvate carboxylase activity and initiation of the TCA cy-
cle require acetyl-CoA [186, 211]. During exponential growth, most acetyl-CoA is used in
biotin-dependent de novo fatty acid synthesis, where through a series of repeated reactions,
acetyl-CoA is extended into a long chain fatty acid. These fully formed fatty acids are
important components of lipids, the building blocks of membranes, which must scale with
growth[190, 192, 200, 62]. During fermentation, co-enzyme-A-activated fatty acids are occa-
sionally released from the fatty acid synthase complex before they are fully extended. The
reason for this release is not well understood, but results in a well-documented accumulation
of short- and medium-chain fatty acids during exponential growth Bardi:1999fs.3

Activated medium-chain fatty acids (hexanoyl- CoA and octanoyl-CoA) react with ethanol
in a condensation reaction (catalyzed by EEB1 and EHT1), to produce ethyl hexanoate and
ethyl octanoate [165]. This reaction is energetically costly and the resulting ethyl esters
are immediately transported out of the cell [126]. Given the energetic cost of this reaction,
one would expect it to play a physiological role in S. cerevisiae; however, the reaction’s role
remains unknown [164].

3As mentioned, the first step of de novo lipid synthesis is catalyzed by ACC1, which like PYC1 requires
biotin. It is easy to speculate that when both enzymes are active, fluctuations in biotin availability might
contribute to the premature release of these medium-chain fatty acids from the fatty acid synthase complex.
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In addition to producing ethyl esters, the EEB1 and EHT1 catalyzed condensation reac-
tion also produces free coenzyme-A. I propose that the biological function of medium chain
ethyl ester formation during fermentation is to recycle coenzyme-A originally committed to
lipids for use in other biochemical reactions. This recycling reaction may be particularly
important during nitrogen starvation, where both pyruvate decarboxylase and the activa-
tion of the TCA cycle demand this metabolite (Figure 5.17). If true, this connects nitrogen
demand during glucose consumption to both biotin demand, through PYC1 activity, and to
ethyl ester production. Supporting this idea, Bohlscheid and collegues demonstrated that
the production of ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate was positively correlated by biotin
availability, especially in low-nitrogen fermentations[27]. Finally, normalizing across strains,
I find that the summed expression of EEB1 and EHT1 is always higher in the YNB and SC
grown samples compared to YPD (Figure 5.18).

5.17 Predictions and future directions

In summary, nitrogen starvation during fermentation produces a demand for ammonia and
alpha-ketoglutarate. The biochemical pathways that produce these compounds require bi-
otin, acetyl-CoA, and the TCA cycle. To meet these nitrogen demands during fermentative
growth, biotin and acetyl-CoA must be sequestered from lipid metabolism. Acetyl-CoA is
recycled via ethyl ester formation, which releases free coenzyme-A from activated fatty acids
and results in the production of ethyl esters during nitrogen-limited fermentative growth.

I can image many ways to follow up on this hypothesis for ethyl ester production. An
easy first experiment would be to grow S. cerevisiae in a glucose-rich medium with glutamate
as the nitrogen source. An abundance of glutamate should suppress the metabolic need for
alpha-ketoglutarate, keep RTG cluster largely inactive, and decrease the demand for acetyl-
CoA. If this demand is linked to ethyl ester production from medium chain fatty acids, we
would expect a to see a decrease in the production of these compounds on this medium.
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Figure 5.17: Model for ethyl ester production during nitrogen-limited aerobic
fermentation. Genes that use biotin as a co-facor are colored red.
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Figure 5.18: EEB1 and EHT1 expression of wild S. cerevisiae strains grown on
SC, YNB, and YPD.
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Chapter 6

Genetic dasis of D. melanogaster
volatile preference behavior

6.1 Variation in behavioral preference across D.

melanogaster

I performed the majority of the behavioral experiments for my thesis using a single D.
melanogaster line, Raleigh 437. Raleigh 437 is part of a larger collection of close to 200 fully
sequenced inbred lines, originally captured at a farmer’s market in Raleigh, North Carolina
[120]. I decided to use this line in my experiments because Raleigh 437 showed a strong and
consistent preference for BY4741 over the nearly isogeneic S. cerevisiae strain, BY4742p
(Chapter 3).

While I used the behavioral response of Raleigh 437 to determine the volatile and molec-
ular basis for this preference difference in S. cerevisiae, I was also interested in understanding
how this signal was received and processed by D. melanogaster. To understand the molecular
basis of this behavior in D. melanogaster, I started by assaying the behavioral preference
of additional D. melanogaster lines for BY4741 in comparison to BY472p. As a first pass
analysis, I tested three additional Raleigh lines: 705, 303, and 324 as well as our resident lab
D. melanogaster strain, Oregon-R. The Raleigh lines showed quantitative variation in the
strength and consistency of their preference for BY4741 over BY4742p, suggesting that the
natural genetic variation between the strains may contribute to this behavioral phenotype.
While each Raleigh line showed some degree of preference for BY4741 over BY4742p, this
preference was largely lost in the lab strain, Oregon-R. Instead, Oregon-R chose BY4741
baits just as often as B4742p-baited traps (Figure 6.1). To confirm that this lack of pref-
erence was not due to the inability of Oregon-R to detect S. cerevisiae, I tested BY4742p
inoculated traps against unninoculated media. Oregon-R strongly preferred the BY4742p-
baited traps to the uninnoculated ones confirming that the strain can still sense S. cerevisiae
volatiles, but does not discern between BY4741 and BY4742p (Figure 6.2).

Next, I determined if the large behavioral difference between the wild-caught Raleigh
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Figure 6.1: Preference for BY4741 over BY4742p varies between D. melanogaster
lines. Each black dot represents the results of a single open-flight preference trial between
lab stocks of BY4741 and BY4742. The preference index (PI) for each trial is defined as: PI=
(A-B)/(A+B/2), where A = total flies caught in BY4741 baits and B= total flies caught in
BY4742p baits. This value represents the direction of the preference (positive for A, negative
for B) as well as the normalized degree of preference by the percentage over the expected.
Red dashed lines represent the two-tailed standard deviation and the red “+” represents the
mean of all trials. Overall, wild-caught Raleigh lines show varying degrees of prefernce for
BY4741 over BY4742p, while the lab line, Oregon-R does not show a preference for either
strain
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Figure 6.2: Oregon-R can detect S. cerevisiae volatiles. Oregon-R strongly prefer
BY4742p-inoculated YPD to uninoculated YPD media. See Figure 6.1 for assay and figure
description

lines, especially Raleigh 437 and the lab strain, Ore-R, was heritable. To do this, I crossed
Raleigh 437 to Oregon-R and tested the behavior of the hybrid F1 progeny. All the re-
combinant progeny showed a behavioral preference for BY4741 over BY4742, phenocopying
the Raleigh 437 parental progeny (Figure 6.3). This trend suggests that the difference in
behavior between Raleigh 437 and Oregon-R is genetic and driven by a single gene locus for
which the Raleigh 437 allele is dominant.

While this behavioral trait appeared to be genetic in origin, Raleigh 437 and Oregon-R
are too divergent at the sequence level to identify the specific genetic change associated with
the behavioral preference. However, I returned to these results after I determined that the
volatiles, ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate, were largely responsible for guiding Raleigh
437 towards BY4741 baits and that these volatiles were produced in ecologically relevant
scenarios (See Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). Previous research on the odorant receptor that
detects these compounds provided a candidate locus.
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Figure 6.3: D. melanogaster preference for BY4741 over BY4742p is genetically
tractable. While the progeny of parental F1 crosses show the same preference trends as
their parent line, recombinant progeny display preference behavior similar to Ral 437. See
Figure 6.1 for assay and figure description.
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6.2 Or22 locus

D. melanogaster sense ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate via a pair of duplicated odorants
receptors, Or22a and Or22b. These ORs are expressed in the same olfactory sensory neuron,
which is housed within the Ab3A sensillia [58]. Or22 shows a high level of copy number
variation across species, as well as signs of lineage specific positive selection [195]. In addi-
tion, the electrophysiological odorant response profile of the Ab3A neuron across Drosophila
species is highly variable [31]. For example, the Ab3A olfactory sensory neuron in D. sechel-
lia and D. erecta elicit strong responses to their niche specific volatiles, methyl hexanoate
and 3-methyl-2-butenyl acetate (See Section 7.1). D. melanogaster Ab3A neurons exhibit
the strongest electrochemical response to ethyl hexanoate of any species and this response
differentiates D. melanogaster from even its the closest relative, D. simulans. Therefore
the increased sensitivity for ethyl hexanote and ethyl octanoate in D. melanogaster may
represent a species-specific adaptation.

6.3 Or22 locus in D. melanogaster

D. melanogaster Or22a and Or22b exist as a tandem array in the genome and are believed
to be rather young gene duplicates. Only D. melanogaster, D. simulans, and D. sechellia
harbor both copies, although Or22b has become a pseudogene in the specialist species, D.
sechellia [1, 127]. The Or22 locus is genetically polymorphic both between and within D.
melanogaster populations. Many D. melanogaster lines carry a single, chimeric version of
the ancestral two-gene locus [1]. This chimera, referred to as Or22ab, is believed to be the
result of an unequal crossing over event between the 5’ regions of the two gene copies [197].
The chimeric allele harbors all exons and is theoretically functional. At the sequence level,
the chimera is most similar to Or22a in the 5’ region and first exon, while the rest of the
chimeric gene more closely matches the sequence of Or22b [1].

The two-copy locus and the chimeric Or22ab allele are easily distinguished from each
other using PCR. Amplification of the locus using primers complementary to the non-
duplicated flanking 5’ and 3’ regions of the locus produces a long and short PCR product,
corresponding the two copy and chimeric alleles, respectively1. Or22ab segregates in nat-
ural D. melanogaster populations, including the Raleigh lines [1, 214, 145, 197]. Within
populations, the chimeric allele shows little sequence variation. This reduced variation is
indicative of positive selection at the locus and a rapid increase of frequency of the allele
in the population [1, 145]. In Australia, the frequency of the allele varies clinally. While
Or22ab was absent across individuals from a southern D. melanogaster population, the al-
lele was nearly fixed across individuals from a northern population. This strong, spatial
differentiation in allele frequency suggests the locus may be under spatially varying selec-

1 The “long” Or22a and Or22b locus is actually very difficult to amplify using PCR. I think this has
todo with the high level of homology between the gene copies
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tion(See Section 7.3)[197]. Despite the strong signals of selection associated with Or22ab,
the functional advantage associated with this allele has not been identified.

I propose that Or22ab increases D. melanogaster ’s ability to detect the S. cerevisiae-
produced volatiles, ethyl hexaonate and ethyl octanoate. As a result of this increased sensi-
tivity, individuals that harbor the allele are able to locate S. cerevisiae-fermented substrates
more effectively in nature. I hypothesized that variation at this locus might explain the
quantitative differences in preference for ethyl-ester-producing BY4741 over BY4742p that
I detected across Raleigh lines and Oregon-R.

6.4 Or22ab allele guides D. melanogaster towards

ecologically relevant baits

To confirm the association between Or22ab and ethyl esters, I gathered a diverse panel of
wild-caught and lab D. melanogaster lines, genotyped them for the Or22ab, and then tested
their preference for cultures inoculated with the same wild strain I14 grown on two different
media, SC and YPD. SC media is nutritionally similar to fruits. Like BY4741 in comparison
to BY4742p, growth on SC produces high levels of ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate
in comparison to growth on YPD (Chapter 4). I found a strong correlation between Or22
genotype and preference for SC cultures (Figure 6.4). D. melanogaster strains harboring the
Or22ab allele, including Raleigh 437, preferred the ethyl-ester producing SC cultures over
YPD cultures. Most strains without the allele, including Oregon-R, were less discriminative
between the baits, although there were exceptions (Ral 324, RW 1011).

These results are exciting and support the notion that Or22ab allele is functional and
may provide an important ecological advantage- a heightened ability to find fermenting S.
cerevisiae cultures in nature. Current members of the Eisen Lab are following up with
additional genotyping and functional analyses.
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Figure 6.4: D. melanogaster preference for ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate
tracks with Or22 genotype. The S. cerevisiae strain I14 produces higher levels of the ethyl
esters, ethyl hexanoate and ethyl octanoate when grown on fruit-like SC media compared
to growth on YPD. This heatmap is colored by the average preference index in free-flight
behavioral preference trials between each culture type across a wide range of wild and lab
D.melanogaster lines. D. melanogaster lines are ordered by the strength of their preference
for SC cultures. Below the heatmap are the PCR-genotype results for each line at the Or22
locus. Check mark means the population harbors the chimeric Or22ab locus.
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Chapter 7

Considerations

7.1 The evolution of olfaction in Drosophila

Drosophila species rely on their sense of smell to locate suitable breeding and feeding sites in
their environment. Finding these sites is so critical to the survival and propagation of future
generations that breeding site preference is one of the most distinguishing life history traits
between drosophilids and may even drive speciation. Drosophila species associate with a
wide range of environmental niches, including various fruits, flowers, catci, and mushrooms.
The olfactory preferences and receptor sensitivities of each drosopholid likely helps each
species find its preferred site.

Drosophila detect odors using olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs), which are located on
both the antennae and maxillary palp of adult insects. On these structures, the dendrites
of the OSNs are compartmentalized into porous sensory hairs called sensillum[175, 111].
These neurons project from each sensillum to the antennal lobe of the brain, where higher
processing occurs [64]. The activation of each OSN is controlled by olfactory receptors (ORs),
which are embedded in the dendritic membrane of the neurons and bind odorants from the
environment [85]. Each OSN expresses a single (or in a few cases two) OR along with a
common co-receptor, Orco [49, 113, 169].

Olfactory receptor genes are one of the largest and most diverse gene families across
both insects and between Drosophila species [83]. There are 62 distinct OR genes in the
D. melanogaster genome, many of which are quite divergent at the sequence level [203, 71].
Using electrophysiology, researchers have shown that OSNs expressing different ORs respond
to varying types and numbers of odorants, and this specificity likely explains the sequence
divergence between receptors [86].

Orthologs of each D. melanogaster OR gene have been found in the genomes of the
other sequenced drosophilid species [83, 127]. Unlike the ORs within emphD. melanogaster,
orthologous ORs often show high sequence-level conservation and these similarities helped
to define general OR gene structure [195]. Calculated Ds/Dn ratios for orthologous OR
groups suggest these genes are broadly under purifying selection, indicating some level of
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functional constraint on these receptors. Taken together, sequence divergence between ORs
within the same genome but conservation across orthologs suggests that drosophilds share
a common ability to detect a diverse set of core odorants [83, 195]. Matching this sequence
analysis, using electrophysiology, researchers have shown that OSNs expressing orthologous
ORs across drosophilid are sensitive to the same odors [184, 31].

While the overall trend for OR genes across species is conservation, there are instances of
sequence divergence as well as signs of positive selection on specific OR genes along certain
species lineages [195]. In addition, for many ORs there is extensive lineage specific gene
duplication, diversification and loss across the genus [83]. Since olfaction represents a direct
connection between organism and environment, this genomic variation likely reflects species-
specific adaptations to new or unique volatiles in the environment.

Indeed, Drosophilia species that prefer to oviposit and feed on a particular substrate
often show a strong shifts in olfactory preference and sensitivity towards volatile cues that
distinguish the niche from other potential breeding sites. For example, the island specialist
species D. sechellia exclusively oviposits on the fruit, Morinda citrofolia [94]. While this fruit
is toxic to other members of the melanogaster clade and is behaviorally avoided, D. sechellia
has evolved an attraction for morinda fruit volatiles and specifically for the compound,
methyl hexanoate [55]. Similarly, distinguishing it from its sympatric Drosophilarelatives,
the forest dwelling D. erecta prefers to oviposit on the ripe fruit of the Pandanas tree and is
particularly sensitive to 3-methyl-2-butenyl acetate, a characteristic Pandanas fruit volatile
Linz:2013bh.

7.2 Regulation of nitrogen metabolism in S.

cerevisiae

S. cerevisiae can use almost thirty distinct nitrogen sources for growth including all amino
acids, urea, ammonia, and nitrogen bases[76]. This ability is anchored by the production
and subsequent inter-conversion of a core set of nitrogen donors; glutamate, glutamine, and
ammonia, which act as precursors to all other essential nitrogen substrates. If a nitrogen
substrate is not immediately used as a building block in a biosynthesis reaction or stored in
a vacuole, it is catabolized to release ammonia, glutamate, or both [121, 96].

While yeast can make and use many types of nitrogen, the energetic demands, co-factors,
and intermediates associated with production and use of each source is dramatically different.
To support efficient growth and metabolism in a given scenario, the transport, anabolism, and
catabolism all nitrogen sources, including each amino acid, is tightly controlled according to
the overall nitrogen content of the environment [19, 26, 103]. Nitrogen catabolite repression
(NCR) is the name given to a network of transcription factors (Gln3, Gat1, Dal80, and Gzf3)
that control the repression and induction of genes involved in nitrogen uptake and catabolism
[96, 121, 172]. Generally speaking, NCR suppresses the expression of the genes necessary
to inter-convert between glutamate, glutamine, and ammonia when these nitrogen sources
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are abundantly available from the environment [21, 121]. Additionally, when glutamate,
glutamine, and ammonia become limited, NCR also induces the expression of high affinity
permeases to scavenge for remaining usable nitrogen sources in the environment such as
GAP1, MEP1, MEP2, and MEP3 [80, 101, 48]. Past NCR, several nitrogen compounds,
including many amino acids, specifically induce the transcription of the genes required for
their catabolism [76, 26]. Combined, these regulated gene expression changes control the
order in which the nitrogen present in the media is metabolized moving from ‘preferred”
nitrogen compounds to less usable or more energy demanding sources [51, 76, 19, 199].

The biosynthesis of each amino acid is transcriptionally controlled by a combination of
pathway specific regulation and a global anabolic response pathway referred to as the general
control of amino acid biosynthesis “GAAC” [95, 182, 177]. The GAAC is mediated by the
transcription factor Gcn4p, which serves as an activator for the transcription of a large suite
of genes, including enzymes involved in every amino acid biosynthesis pathway, in response
to amino acid starvation [95, 29, 19]. In addition to amino acid biosynthetic enzymes,
Gcn4p actives a large number of genes that are necessary to support the production of these
compounds including vitamin and co-factors[133]. Recent research suggests the GAAC also
integrates with the TOR nutrient-sensing pathway to fine tine the transcriptional response
to nitrogen starvation based on the overall nutritional status of the cell Staschke:2012gu,
Usaite:2006jb.

In the context of my experiments, S. cerevisiae growth on YNB medium, which only
contains ammonium, will lead to a de-repression NCR controlled genes to produce glutamate
and glutamine, as well as the induction of the GAAC to synthesize all additional amino acids.
S. cerevisiae growth on SC, with only limited amounts of each amino acids, will also lead
to a de-repression of NCR-regulated genes and potentially also require the biosynthesis of
particular amino acids as they become limiting. YPD contains high levels of all amino acids,
including glutamate and glutamine, as well as ammonium. Prototrophic S. cerevisiae should
not be nitrogen limited during growth on this medium.

7.3 Positive selection—hard vs. soft sweeps

In the classical view of selection, an advantageous allele will rapidly spread to fixation in
a population, bringing the local variation surrounding the allele along with it, reducing
haplotype variation and extending linkage disequilibrium around the advantageous allele.
This concept is referred to in population genetics as a “hard sweep”. In depth population
studies of genomic changes associated with three recent and strong adaptations, though, do
not match this classical model. Instead, in each case, multiple alleles derived from either
standing neutral genetic variation or multiple de novo mutations all increased in frequency
simultaneously to produce the same phenotypic adaptation [73]. These results, paired with
the overall lack common haplotypes explaining phenotypic variation in GWAS, indicate that
“softer” sweeps, or multiple, alternative genetic changes can simultaneously drive adaptive
change. The existence of alternatively good alleles will maintain polymorphism within the
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population, even in the face of selection. Further, this concept expands past just having
multiple independent alleles in the same gene. We may also expect to see soft sweeps for
complex traits that are influenced by multiple genes, or for genetic changes that confer
contextual advantages to specific environments or during specific seasons [147, 197, 137].
For example, phenotypes, like development time and diapause incidence, and haplotypes
have been shown to segregate across geographical clines neutral genomic markers do not
correlate along the cline suggesting that the clinal variation is adaptive[173]. This spatially
varying selection suggests that the D. melanogaster genome is influenced by local adaption
and that biology changes by environment.

7.4 Ethanol stress in S. cerevisiae

The accumulation of ethanol in a culture poses as significant stress to an actively fermenting
culture. Even at low concentrations, ethanol can impair cell viability and influence overall
growth and metabolism. For example, exposure to ethanol induces the production of heat-
shock proteins, a process which demands a shift the allocation of cellular resources away
from growth and replication[124]. Further, the osmotic stress associated with ethanol ac-
cumulation can inhibit and denature key glycolytic enzymes and slow energy production[4].
Ethanol disproportionally affects the structure and function of cellular membranes, causing
increased membrane fluidity and decrease in structure integrity[153] Therefore, to tolerate
these conditions, yeast must adapt their membranes to maintain subcellular pH and elec-
trochemical homeostasis as well as general subcellular localization of metabolites, co-factors
and proteins.

We still lack a complete understanding of the mechanisms involved in ethanol stress
response and tolerance in S. cerevisiae. Various large-scale expression and gene knockout
studies have been performed to understand genetic response to ethanol. While these studies
used varying ethanol concentrations, exposure times, and even yeast strains, and are not
directly comparable all studies found aspects amino acid biosynthesis and transport, vacuole
function, and mitochondrial function and are responsive to ethanol levels and are important
for ethanol tolerance[179].

7.5 Ehrlich Pathway

Many volatile compounds produced by S. cerevisiae are derivations of the side chains of
amino acids. This is especially true for branched chain acids (leucine, isoleucine, and valine),
aromatic amino acids (phenylalanine, tryptophan, histidine, and tyrosine), and methionine.
Past providing molecular nitrogen for anabolic reactions, the unique side chains of these
amino acids have no known biological role in the cell. Therefore, if these amino acids are not
immediately needed for biosynthesis and growth, they are de-aminated. Then, depending on
the redox state of the cell, the resulting side chains are oxidized, reduced, or combined with
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the byproducts of other metabolic reactions and released from the cell. This biochemical
pathway was first described by Ehrlich and is referred to as the Ehrlich pathway [91]. Based
on this usage pattern, adding these non-volatile amino acids in excess to the media results in
the production of a volatile signal for each nutrient as it is metabolized. For example, leucine
supplementation increases the production of isoamyl alcohol and isoamyl acetate. Similarly,
supplementation with methionine often results in the production of methionol[150].
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Appendix A

Drosophila Arena Behavior Protocol



Drosophila	  Arena	  Behavior	  Protocol	  	  
	  
This	  protocol	  can	  be	  used	  to	  test	  the	  preference	  of	  a	  population	  of	  Drosophila	  flies	  
between	  two	  different	  yeast	  fermentations.	  This	  is	  a	  3-‐day	  protocol,	  with	  the	  second	  
day	  being	  the	  most	  labor	  intensive.	  	  
	  
Materials:	  	  

• 60X15mm	  Petri	  dish	  plates	  filled	  with	  media	  of	  choice	  (often	  5%	  YPD)	  	  
• Custom-‐built	  plate-‐falcon	  adapters	  
• 50mL	  Falcon	  tubes	  (with	  bottom	  sawed	  off	  to	  create	  a	  long,	  open	  tube)	  	  
• Small	  mesh	  squares	  	  
• Large,	  clean	  bucket	  to	  wash	  traps	  
• Parafilm	  (cut	  into	  2-‐square	  X	  1-‐square	  strips)	  	  
• Whatman	  Grade	  1	  filter	  paper	  (15cm	  diameter)	  	  
• Lab	  tape	  
• Water,	  ethanol,	  paper	  towels	  to	  clean	  arenas	  
• Arenas	  (24”	  x	  12”	  diameter)	  with	  solid	  cloth	  bottom	  and	  open	  sleeve	  top	  
• Cotton	  balls	  (for	  capping	  trials)	  
• Toothpicks	  to	  plate	  yeast	  
• Sharpie	  
• Paintbrush	  (for	  sorting	  flies)	  
• Scissors	  

	  
Equipment:	  	  

• Microscope	  and	  C02	  pad	  to	  sort	  flies	  	  
• 25C	  incubator	  to	  age	  flies	  	  
• 30C	  incubator	  to	  grow	  yeast	  cultures	  
• Vacuum	  to	  clean	  flies	  out	  of	  arenas	  	  

	  
Space:	  

• The	  arenas	  need	  to	  be	  kept	  in	  a	  large	  room	  with	  consistent	  diffuse	  light	  for	  
the	  length	  of	  the	  trial	  	  

	  
Before	  Beginning:	  
You	  need	  to	  have	  started	  a	  “time	  course”	  of	  aged	  flies	  and	  have	  plated	  yeast	  stocks	  
ready	  to	  complete	  this	  experiment.	  	  
	  
To	  make	  a	  fly	  “time	  course”:	  Take	  young	  flies	  (~2-‐4	  days	  old)	  of	  the	  genotype	  of	  
interest	  and	  sort	  into	  groups	  of	  20	  flies	  (with	  about	  even	  numbers	  of	  male	  and	  
female	  flies).	  Place	  each	  group	  of	  20	  flies	  in	  vial	  filled	  with	  CSM	  media	  (or	  your	  
favorite	  standard	  Drosophila	  food)	  topped	  with	  dried	  yeast	  (Red	  Star).	  Push	  these	  
flies	  into	  fresh	  food	  vials	  every	  day,	  creating	  a	  seeded	  time	  course.	  Store	  these	  
cultures	  at	  18C.	  	  After	  about	  18	  days,	  flies	  will	  begin	  to	  emerge	  from	  the	  “day	  1”	  
vials.	  Clear	  these	  newly	  hatched	  flies	  into	  a	  fresh	  vial	  and	  date	  the	  vial	  (think	  of	  this	  



as	  the	  flies’	  birthday).	  Do	  not	  crowd	  the	  vial.	  Place	  these	  vials	  of	  flies	  in	  the	  25C	  
incubator	  to	  age.	  	  Continue	  seeding	  new	  vials	  in	  the	  time	  course	  and	  checking	  for	  
newly	  hatched	  flies	  everyday.	  Once	  the	  collected	  flies	  have	  aged	  in	  the	  incubator	  for	  
4	  days,	  they	  are	  ready	  to	  use	  in	  the	  assay.	  Each	  arena	  requires	  120	  4-‐10	  day	  old	  flies.	  	  
	  
To	  prepare	  yeast	  stocks:	  	  You	  will	  most	  likely	  need	  to	  streak	  out	  the	  yeast	  you	  want	  
to	  use	  for	  the	  experiment	  from	  the	  -‐80C	  freezer.	  To	  do	  this:	  	  

• Get	  a	  bucket	  of	  ice	  ready	  	  
• Get	  plates	  for	  each	  strain	  ready	  and	  labeled	  
• Have	  autoclaved	  toothpicks	  ready	  and	  a	  flame	  on	  
• Remove	  freezer	  box	  from	  -‐80C	  and	  set	  the	  box	  on	  the	  ice	  
• Find	  tube	  (or	  well	  of	  a	  plate)	  corresponding	  to	  your	  strains	  and	  use	  a	  

toothpick	  to	  scrape	  off	  some	  ice	  (combination	  of	  media	  and	  cells)	  from	  inside	  
the	  vial	  or	  well.	  	  

• Spread	  this	  on	  the	  pre-‐labeled	  plate	  	  
• Immediately	  return	  the	  plate	  or	  freezer	  box	  to	  -‐80C	  (its	  best	  to	  not	  let	  the	  

cultures	  thaw	  as	  a	  percentage	  of	  the	  cells	  in	  the	  stock	  die	  with	  every	  freeze-‐
thaw)	  

• Place	  the	  plates	  in	  a	  30C	  incubator	  for	  2	  days	  
• Store	  the	  grown	  up	  stocks	  at	  4C	  for	  up	  to	  1	  month	  

	  
Protocol:	  
	  
Day	  1	  (between	  3-‐5pm):	  	  
	  

1. Check	  on	  the	  aged	  fly	  stocks	  in	  the	  25C	  incubator.	  Make	  sure	  (by	  rough	  
estimate)	  that	  you	  have	  enough	  flies	  of	  proper	  age	  to	  run	  the	  experiments	  
you	  want	  

2. Take	  out	  Petri	  dishes	  for	  behavior	  trial.	  Each	  arena	  will	  have	  4	  traps.	  Label	  
each	  plate	  with	  the	  yeast	  strain	  that	  will	  be	  plated	  onto	  it.	  	  

3. Find	  needed	  yeast	  strains	  from	  the	  yeast	  stock	  plate	  box	  
4. Use	  autoclaved	  toothpicks	  to	  pick	  up	  yeast	  cells	  from	  the	  stock	  plate	  and	  

spread	  them	  evenly	  across	  the	  surface	  of	  the	  plate.	  You	  are	  looking	  to	  form	  a	  
even	  lawn	  across	  the	  surface	  of	  the	  plate	  

5. Place	  plates	  in	  30C	  incubator	  to	  grow	  up	  overnight	  
	  

Day	  2	  (Start	  by	  12pm	  at	  the	  latest):	  
	  
Clean	  and	  Air	  Dry	  Traps:	  

1. Clean	  bench	  surface	  with	  water	  and	  ethanol.	  	  
2. Clean	  re-‐usable	  trap	  pieces	  (adapters,	  falcons,	  mesh)	  with	  soap	  and	  water	  

and	  rinse	  several	  times	  (3-‐5	  rinses)	  in	  the	  large	  plastic	  bucket.	  	  
3. Layout	  paper	  towels	  on	  bench	  surface	  and	  place	  all	  of	  the	  trap	  pieces	  on	  the	  

paper	  towel	  



4. Spray	  trap	  parts	  with	  70%	  EtOH	  and	  allow	  traps	  to	  air	  dry	  for	  at	  least	  30	  
mins	  

	  
Count	  out	  flies	  for	  your	  planned	  behavioral	  trials:	  

1. Take	  box	  of	  aged	  flies	  out	  of	  the	  incubator	  	  
2. Get	  fresh	  food	  vials	  for	  the	  flies	  you	  will	  count	  out	  (1	  for	  each	  arena)	  
3. Setup	  next	  to	  the	  CO2	  scope.	  Take	  out	  your	  first	  vial	  of	  aged	  flies	  and	  use	  the	  

CO2	  gun	  to	  put	  the	  flies	  asleep	  in	  the	  vial.	  Tap	  the	  flies	  out	  of	  the	  vial	  onto	  the	  
CO2	  pad	  	  

4. Use	  the	  paintbrush	  to	  make	  12	  groups	  of	  10	  flies	  (120	  flies	  total).	  Use	  the	  
scope	  to	  quickly	  verify	  that	  you	  have	  a	  good	  mix	  of	  males	  and	  females	  across	  
the	  group.	  	  

5. Use	  the	  paintbrush	  to	  push	  these	  flies	  into	  one	  of	  the	  fresh	  vials.	  Label	  the	  
vial	  with	  the	  name	  of	  the	  fly	  line,	  number	  of	  flies,	  and	  the	  date	  of	  birth	  of	  the	  
flies	  (if	  the	  flies	  were	  born	  across	  multiple	  days	  write	  down	  the	  range).	  	  

6. Place	  the	  capped	  vial	  on	  its	  side	  while	  the	  flies	  wake	  back	  up.	  	  
7. Repeat	  steps	  1-‐6	  until	  you	  have	  enough	  vials	  for	  your	  behavioral	  

experiments.	  	  
8. Let	  all	  of	  the	  flies	  recover	  for	  at	  RT	  for	  at	  least	  2	  hours	  before	  placement	  into	  

the	  arena.	  	  
	  

Construct	  Traps	  (between	  1-‐2pm):	  
1. Wear	  gloves	  to	  keep	  all	  of	  the	  traps	  clean!	  
2. Remove	  yeast	  plates	  from	  incubator	  and	  set	  on	  bench	  
3. Use	  a	  paper	  towel	  to	  finish	  drying	  all	  of	  the	  reusable	  trap	  pieces	  
4. Once	  dry,	  assemble	  the	  three	  trap	  pieces:	  sandwich	  the	  piece	  of	  mesh	  

between	  the	  plate/tube	  adapter	  and	  the	  falcon	  tube.	  Make	  sure	  the	  mesh	  is	  
completely	  covering	  the	  base	  of	  the	  falcon	  tube	  	  

5. Cut	  parafilm	  strips	  (2	  squares)	  for	  each	  trap	  	  
6. Take	  out	  1	  piece	  of	  Whatman	  filter	  paper	  for	  every	  two	  traps.	  Cut	  each	  piece	  

of	  Whatman	  paper	  in	  half	  and	  fold	  each	  piece	  in	  half,	  and	  then	  in	  half	  again	  to	  
make	  a	  small	  funnel.	  Cut	  off	  the	  bottom	  tip	  to	  create	  an	  opening	  in	  the	  bottom	  
of	  the	  funnel.	  The	  holes	  should	  be	  even	  across	  all	  funnels	  and	  fairly	  small	  
(about	  1cm	  in	  diameter)	  

7. Connect	  the	  plates	  to	  the	  falcon	  tubes	  and	  adapters	  using	  the	  sheets	  of	  
parafilm	  

8. Place	  a	  funnel	  in	  the	  top	  of	  each	  falcon	  tube	  to	  complete	  the	  trap.	  Secure	  the	  
funnel	  in	  place	  with	  a	  small	  piece	  of	  lab	  tape	  (I	  usually	  color	  code	  the	  lab	  tape	  
to	  the	  yeast	  trap	  type).	  	  

	  
Prepare	  the	  Trials	  (between	  2:30	  and	  3:30pm):	  	  

1. Organize	  the	  traps	  for	  each	  arena	  on	  the	  bench	  top.	  Trials	  are	  usually	  run	  in	  
either	  a	  diamond	  shape	  (with	  the	  pairs	  of	  traps	  across	  from	  each	  other)	  or	  in	  
a	  2X2	  orientation	  (with	  each	  pair	  of	  traps	  next	  to	  each	  other).	  	  

2. Place	  a	  vial	  of	  flies	  next	  to	  each	  trap	  setup	  	  



3. Draw	  out	  the	  orientation	  of	  each	  arena,	  labeling	  the	  yeast	  and	  media	  of	  each	  
trap,	  in	  your	  lab	  notebook.	  Also	  make	  a	  note	  of	  the	  fly	  strain	  assigned	  to	  each	  
arena,	  the	  number	  of	  flies,	  and	  the	  birthdate(s)	  of	  the	  flies.	  	  

	  
Prepare	  the	  Arenas	  (between	  2:30	  and	  3:30pm):	  

1. Use	  vacuum	  to	  remove	  any	  remaining	  flies	  from	  the	  arenas	  from	  previous	  
trials	  

2. Combine	  a	  mixture	  of	  water	  and	  ethanol	  on	  a	  paper	  towel	  and	  use	  this	  towel	  
to	  wipe	  down	  the	  inside	  of	  each	  arena.	  Use	  a	  second	  paper	  towel	  to	  remove	  
leftover	  water.	  	  

3. Allow	  the	  arenas	  to	  air	  dry	  for	  at	  least	  5	  mins	  	  
	  
Start	  the	  Trials	  (between	  2:30	  and	  3:30pm):	  
	  

1. Bring	  the	  traps,	  gloves,	  and	  flies	  over	  to	  the	  arenas.	  	  
2. Place	  the	  traps	  in	  desired	  orientation	  in	  each	  arena.	  	  
3. Add	  the	  fly	  vials	  into	  the	  arena	  via	  the	  open	  top	  sleeve.	  Once	  all	  of	  the	  flies	  

have	  been	  transferred	  into	  the	  arena,	  gently	  shake	  sleeve	  and	  tie	  in	  a	  knot	  to	  
“seal”	  the	  trial.	  	  Be	  careful	  not	  to	  pull	  the	  mesh	  too	  hard	  (or	  the	  mesh	  tops	  
will	  fall	  off)	  

4. Place	  the	  empty	  fly	  vial	  next	  to	  the	  arena	  for	  reference	  
5. Repeat	  steps	  1-‐4	  for	  each	  arena.	  After	  setting	  up	  all	  arenas,	  make	  sure	  to	  note	  

the	  start	  time	  for	  the	  trials	  below	  the	  orientation	  and	  fly	  info	  for	  each	  arena	  
	  
Day	  3	  (between	  10	  and	  11am):	  
	  
Cap	  and	  remove	  traps	  from	  arenas:	  

1. Bring	  gloves	  and	  box	  to	  carry	  back	  traps	  
2. Split	  cotton	  balls	  in	  half	  until	  you	  have	  a	  piece	  of	  cotton	  for	  each	  trap	  
3. Open	  up	  sleeve	  on	  the	  top	  of	  the	  arena	  and	  place	  a	  cotton	  piece	  in	  each	  funnel	  

to	  block	  the	  hole	  in	  each	  trap	  
4. Carefully	  remove	  each	  trap	  and	  place	  in	  carrying	  box,	  making	  sure	  to	  

maintain	  the	  orientation	  of	  the	  traps	  in	  the	  arena.	  	  
5. Re-‐tie	  sleeve	  to	  close	  off	  arena,	  leaving	  flies	  that	  are	  not	  in	  traps	  inside	  the	  

arena	  
6. Place	  empty	  fly	  vial	  (stored	  next	  to	  arena)	  next	  to	  traps	  for	  reference.	  	  
7. Repeat	  steps	  1-‐5	  for	  each	  arena.	  After	  collecting	  traps	  from	  each	  arena,	  make	  

sure	  to	  note	  the	  end	  time	  for	  the	  trails	  next	  to	  the	  start	  time	  in	  your	  lab	  
notebook	  

8. Transfer	  traps	  to	  scope	  and	  CO2	  pad	  in	  fly	  room	  for	  counting	  
	  
Count	  trials:	  	  

1. Use	  the	  CO2	  gun	  to	  puncture	  the	  paper	  funnel	  of	  a	  trap.	  Emit	  CO2	  from	  the	  
gun	  until	  the	  flies	  are	  immobilized.	  	  

2. Remove	  the	  tape	  and	  funnel	  and	  pour	  the	  flies	  in	  the	  trap	  out	  onto	  the	  CO2	  
pad.	  	  



3. Use	  the	  microscope	  and	  paintbrush	  to	  sort	  the	  flies	  into	  males	  and	  females	  
4. Count	  the	  males,	  females,	  and	  total	  flies	  caught	  in	  the	  trap	  and	  write	  these	  

numbers	  down	  in	  your	  lab	  notebook.	  Place	  flies	  on	  pad	  in	  EtOH	  fly	  morgue	  
5. Repeat	  step	  1-‐4	  for	  all	  traps	  and	  all	  trials.	  	  

	  
Clean	  up:	  

1. Throw	  away	  empty	  fly	  vials	  in	  fly	  trash	  
2. Remove	  plates	  from	  the	  bottoms	  of	  all	  traps	  and	  place	  in	  plate	  trash	  

receptacle	  	  
3. Throw	  away	  Parafilm,	  funnels,	  cotton,	  and	  lab	  tape	  
4. Disassemble	  re-‐usable	  trap	  pieces	  and	  place	  in	  large	  cleaning	  bucket	  
5. Wash	  traps	  with	  soap	  and	  water	  and	  rinse	  thoroughly	  and	  spray	  with	  EtOH	  	  

	  
Record	  Data:	  

1. Transfer	  your	  results	  from	  your	  lab	  notebook	  into	  an	  Excel	  spreadsheet	  for	  
later	  analysis	  	  
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Appendix B

GC-MS Analysis Pipeline

B.1 GC-MS Average Replicates

1 %GC-MS pipeline: written by Kelly Schiabor

2 %Part 1:

3
4 %Start here to run through GC-MS pipeline. Place .CDF files of

biological

5 %or techinical replicates in a folder , and input the name of

the folder

6 %into the command. At least three conditions or replicates must

be compared

7 %in this pipeline. An example command is given below:

8
9 %To show how script runs:

10 %[TIC_matrix ,SD_matrix ,c_name]=GC_MS_avg_reps({’

BY4741_aux_YPD_plate_1day_n ’,’BY4742_aux_YPD_plate_1day_n ’,’

Tet3_A_YPD_plate_1day_n ’, ’T73_YPD_plate_start ’});

11 %[TIC_matrix ,SD_matrix ,c_name]=GC_MS_avg_reps({’

BY4741_aux_liquid ’,’BY4741_aux_plate_start ’,’

BY4741_aux_plate_end ’, ’BY4742_aux_liquid ’,’

BY4742_aux_plate_start ’,’BY4742_aux_plate_end ’});

12 %To show improvements with GC method improvement:

13 %[TIC_matrix ,SD_matrix ,c_name]=GC_MS_avg_reps({’

BY4741_aux_YPD_plate_1day_n ’,’BY4741_aux_YPD_plate_start_new

’,’BY4741_aux_plate_start ’});

14 %To show differences between liquid and headspace sampling:
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15 %[TIC_matrix ,SD_matrix ,c_name]=GC_MS_avg_reps({’

BY4741_aux_YPD_plate_1day_n ’,’BY4742_aux_YPD_plate_1day_n ’,’

BY4741_aux_YPD_liquid_aerobic_1day ’,’

BY4742_aux_YPD_liquid_aerobic_1day ’});

16
17
18 function[TIC_avg_matrix , TIC_std_matrix , condition_names] =

GC_MS_avg_reps(condition_names)

19
20 %condition_names= condition_names;

21 home_dir= cd();

22 list= size(condition_names ,2);

23 TIC_length= [];

24
25 for k=1: list

26 cd(condition_names{k})

27 current_dir= condition_names{k};

28 %Get a list of the .CDF files in the folder and determine the

number of

29 %files in the folder:

30
31 file_list= dir(’./*. CDF’);

32 number_of_files= size(file_list , 1);

33
34 %Get some basic data on the size of each data file to help

properly

35 %pre-allocate the storage matrix( and print the lengths to the

screen:

36 %TIC_length= [];

37 for i= 1: number_of_files

38 netCDF= file_list(i).name;

39 out = mzcdfread(netCDF);

40 current_TIC_length= size(out.total_intensity ,1);

41 TIC_length= current_TIC_length;

42 fprintf(’scan length for %s: %d \n’, file_list(i).name ,

current_TIC_length);

43 clear netCDF out current_TIC_length

44 end

45
46 %Decide if the script should continue running:

47
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48 reply= input(’Continue running given TIC lengths? (y/n)?’, ’s’)

;

49
50 if strcmp(reply ,’n’)

51 exit();

52 else

53 fprintf(’yay!ok, lets average the replicates \n’);

54 end

55
56
57 TIC_matrix= zeros(TIC_length , number_of_files);

58
59 for i = 1: number_of_files

60 netCDF= file_list(i).name;

61 out = mzcdfread(netCDF);

62 TIC= out.total_intensity;

63 TIC_matrix (:,i)= TIC;

64 clear TIC out netCDF file_number TIC_name;

65 end

66
67 %get an average value for every scan value across all of the

replicates -

68 %from my analyses it looks like the average and medain are

close here -

69 %indicating that the data is evenly distrubuted

70 avg_TIC= mean(TIC_matrix ,2);

71 %avg_TIC= median(TIC_matrix ,2);

72 std_TIC=std(TIC_matrix ,0,2);

73
74 %save the data file to use for comparisons across conditions:

75 file_name = [current_dir , ’_avg’];

76 file_name_2= [current_dir , ’_std’];

77 save(file_name , ’avg_TIC ’, ’-double ’);

78 save(file_name_2 , ’std_TIC ’, ’-double ’);

79 cd (home_dir);

80 end

81
82 %initialize matrix for number of trials:

83
84 TIC_avg_matrix= zeros(list , TIC_length);

85 TIC_std_matrix= zeros(list , TIC_length);

86 for k=1: list
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87 cd(condition_names{k})

88 current_dir= condition_names{k};

89 TIC_name= [current_dir , ’_avg.mat’];

90 TIC_std_name = [current_dir , ’_std.mat’];

91 current_TIC= open(TIC_name);

92 current_std = open(TIC_std_name);

93 current_TIC_1= current_TIC.avg_TIC;

94 current_std_1= current_std.std_TIC;

95 %keyboard();

96 TIC_avg_matrix(k,:)= current_TIC_1;

97 TIC_std_matrix(k,:)= current_std_1;

98 clear current_TIC TIC_name current_dir current_std

99 cd (home_dir);

100 end

101
102 end

B.2 GC-MS Baseline Correction

1 %GC-MS pipeline: written by Kelly Schiabor

2 %Part 2: This script takes in the matrix of average TICs and

finds what is

3 %baseline and what are peaks in each sample.

4
5 %Run below command:

6
7 %[baseline_corrected_TICs ,beta_matrix , start , cutoff_val ,

peak_windows , lowest_cutoff]=GC_MS_baseline_correction(

TIC_matrix);

8
9 function[ baseline_corrected_TICs , beta_matrix , start ,

cutoff_val , peak_windows , lowest_cutoff ]=

GC_MS_baseline_correction(TIC_matrix)

10
11
12 %sort matrix by column

13 sorted_matrix= sort(TIC_matrix ,2);

14
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15 %find the cut off values at every 5th percentile. I figure I

can use these

16 %values to figure out which value to use as a cut off for peaks

:

17 x=10:.1:100;

18 percentage_vals=zeros(size(x,2),size(TIC_matrix ,1));

19 for i=1: size(x,2)

20 per=x(i);

21 percent_value=prctile(TIC_matrix ,per ,2);

22 percentage_vals(i,:)=percent_value;

23 end

24
25 %plot to visualize:

26 subplot (1,2,1);

27 for i=1: size(percentage_vals ,2)

28 plot(log(percentage_vals (:,i)));

29 hold on;

30 end

31
32 %normalize each sample to look for trends:

33 percentage_vals_norm= zeros(size(x,2),size(TIC_matrix ,1));

34
35 for i=1: size(percentage_vals ,2)

36 per_normalized= percentage_vals (:,i) ./ max(percentage_vals

(:,i));

37 percentage_vals_norm (:,i)= per_normalized;

38 end

39
40 %plot the normalized values (pecentage bin on x axis normalized

value on y)

41 subplot (1,2,2)

42 for i=1: size(percentage_vals_norm ,2)

43 plot(log(percentage_vals_norm (:,i)), ’r’);

44 hold on;

45 end

46
47 % find the correlation between the raw and normalized values

for each TIC

48 % percentage value - i.e. how well are values at each

perecentage cutoff

49 % correlated? and produce a visual plot to inspect:

50 figure ()
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51 %For raw data:

52 [coff_r ,coff_p_vals_r ]= corrcoef(percentage_vals ’);

53 subplot (2,2,1);

54 imagesc(coff_r , [.5 1]);

55 colorbar;

56 %plot p vals (with a cut off of p= .05). Anything less than p

=.05 can be

57 %considered a significant correlation. We are looking for the

place where

58 %this correlation breaks down.

59 subplot (2,2,2)

60 imagesc(coff_p_vals_r <.05);

61 colorbar ()

62
63 %For normalized data:

64 [coff ,coff_p_vals ]= corrcoef(percentage_vals_norm ’);

65 subplot (2,2,3);

66 imagesc(coff);

67 colorbar ();

68 %plot p vals (with a cut off of p= .05). Anything less than p

=.05 can be

69 %considered a significant correlation. We are looking for the

place where

70 %this correlation breaks down.

71 subplot (2,2,4)

72 imagesc(coff_p_vals <.05);

73 colorbar ()

74
75
76 %Find an appropriate start value for the model using the

correlation

77 %matrix by looking for the first time the correlation drops

below some

78 %correlation value (for example , .98).

79
80 %for normalized values:

81 start_pos = find(coff_r (1,:) <.98,1);

82 start = percentage_vals(start_pos);

83
84 % an "anonymous" function that peter helped me write to match

the two

85 % slopes in the GC-MS data:
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86
87 fun1 = @(beta , x) (beta (1) .* x + beta (2)).*(x < beta (3)) + (

beta (4) .* (x-beta (3)) + beta (5)+beta (3)*beta (1) + beta (2))

.* (x >= beta (3));

88 %plot(1:1000, fun([1,0, 500, 10,0], 1:1000))

89
90 %make a sqaure matrix to collect the beta vals:

91
92 beta_matrix= zeros(size(sorted_matrix ,1));

93 figure ()

94 for i=1: size(sorted_matrix ,1)

95 for k=1: size(sorted_matrix ,1)

96 if k==i

97 %next();

98 else

99 %can use either percetages or the whole TIC:

100 x= percentage_vals (:,i);

101 y= percentage_vals (:,k);

102 beta =nlinfit(x,y, fun1 , [1,0, start , 1,0]);

103 beta_matrix(i,k)= beta (3);

104 %Print:

105 subplot (1,2,1);

106 out= fun1(beta , x);

107 scatter(x,y)

108 ylim ([0 max(max(x,y))]);

109 xlim ([0 max(max(x,y))]);

110 axis square;

111 hold on;

112 subplot (1,2,2);

113 scatter(x, out);

114 ylim ([0 max(max(x,out))]);

115 xlim ([0 max(max(x,out))]);

116 axis square;

117 hold on;

118 clear x y beta out

119 end

120 end

121 end

122
123 %Can use the "beta_matrix" as a way to most accurately compare

each
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124 %pairwise sample - for an all by all comparision we should

probably choose

125 %the lowest cutoff in the matrix.

126
127 %Transform zeros to inf so I can find minimum vals:

128 %%12/17- I added in a abs() because I got a negative for some

reason...

129
130 beta_matrix (~ beta_matrix) = inf;

131 lowest_cutoff= min(abs(min(beta_matrix)));

132 %lowest_cutoff= mean(min(beta_matrix));

133 cutoff_indicies=zeros(1, size(sorted_matrix ,1));

134 for i=1: size(sorted_matrix ,1)

135 cutoff_indicies(i)= find(percentage_vals (:,i)>

lowest_cutoff ,1);

136 end

137
138 %fit a line to the baseline across the sample:

139
140 segment_size= 150;

141 correction = .25;

142 start= 1;

143 local_min= zeros(1, floor(length(TIC_matrix(i,:))/segment_size)

);

144 normalized_fits= zeros(size(TIC_matrix ,1), size(TIC_matrix ,2));

145 for i=1: size(TIC_matrix ,1)

146 %pick out the lowest value every 100 scans:

147 number_of_pieces= floor(length(TIC_matrix(i,:))/

segment_size);

148 for k=1: number_of_pieces

149 end_scan= k*segment_size;

150 %disp(end_scan)

151 start_scan= end_scan - (segment_size -1);

152 %disp(start_scan)

153 if end_scan > length(TIC_matrix(i,:))

154 end_scan = length(TIC_matrix(i,:));

155 %disp(end_scan)

156 start_scan= ((k-1) * segment_size) +2 ;

157 %disp(start_scan)

158 end

159 local_min(k)= min(TIC_matrix(i,start_scan:end_scan));

160 end
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161 figure ()

162 hold on;

163 xs = 1:size(local_min , 2);

164 ys = local_min;

165 p = polyfit(xs , ys ,1);

166 yfit=polyval(p, 1:size(local_min ,2));

167 plot(local_min);

168 plot(yfit , ’g’);

169 hold off;

170 yfit_full= polyval(p, 1:size(TIC_matrix(i,:) ,2));

171 min_val= min(yfit_full);

172 y_fit_zeros= yfit_full - min_val;

173 max_val= max(y_fit_zeros);

174 yfit_norm= y_fit_zeros ./ max_val;

175 normalized_fits(i,:)= yfit_norm;

176 %plot(normalized_fits(i,:));

177 end

178
179 baseline_corrected_TICs= zeros(size(TIC_matrix ,1), size(

TIC_matrix ,2));

180
181 for i=1: size(TIC_matrix ,1)

182 figure ();

183 cutoff_val= percentage_vals(cutoff_indicies(i),i);

184 positional_cutoff= zeros(1,size(normalized_fits ,2));

185 for k=1: size(normalized_fits ,2)

186 positional_cutoff(k)= (normalized_fits(i,k) -

correction)*cutoff_val + cutoff_val;

187 end

188 TIC_peaks=TIC_matrix(i,:)> positional_cutoff;

189 TIC_peaks_real= TIC_peaks .* TIC_matrix(i,:);

190 plot(TIC_matrix(i,:),’r’);

191 hold on;

192 plot(TIC_peaks_real);

193 baseline_corrected_TICs(i,:)= TIC_peaks_real;

194 end

195
196 peak_windows= zeros(size(TIC_matrix ,1), size(TIC_matrix ,2));

197
198 for k=1: size(baseline_corrected_TICs ,1)

199 %index_list_baseline= find(baseline_corrected_TICs(k,:)==0)

;
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200 [index_list_peaks , vals , vals2]= find(

baseline_corrected_TICs(k,:) >0);

201 for i=1: size(index_list_peaks ,2)

202 current_pos= vals(i);

203 peak_windows(k,current_pos)= 1;

204 end

205 end

206 imagesc(peak_windows);

207
208 end

B.3 GC-MS Peak Finder

1 %GC-MS pipeline: written by Kelly Schiabor

2 %Part 3: This script finds peaks in a matrix baseline corrected

TICs. Can

3 %manually chnage the S/N ratio cutoff in this script

4
5 %Run command below:

6
7 % [peak_pos , start_list , end_list , smoothed_matrix ,

peak_matrix_new , peak_matrix_sn]=GC_MS_peak_finder(

TIC_matrix ,c_name , peak_windows , baseline_corrected_TICs ,

lowest_cutoff , SD_matrix , ’test ’);

8
9 function[peak_pos , start_list , end_list , smoothed_matrix ,

peak_matrix_new , peak_matrix_sn ]= GC_MS_peak_finder(

TIC_matrix , c_name , peak_windows , baseline_corrected_TICs ,

lowest_cutoff , SD_matrix , trial_name)

10
11 sum_pos=sum(peak_windows ,1);

12 %imagesc(sum_pos)

13 %colorbar()

14
15 %now define each peak position as each continous block of data

(>0) across

16 %all relevant sets:

17
18 peak_pos= sum_pos >=1;
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19 %figure()

20 %imagesc(peak_pos);

21
22 %Identify the indices for the start and ends of peak regions:

23 [~, peak_index_pos ]= find(peak_pos >= 1);

24 %sum_peaks= sum_pos >= (size(baseline_corrected_TICs , 1) -1);

25 [~, peak_index_neg ]= find(peak_pos == 0);

26 %sum_breaks= sum_pos <= 1;

27
28 subplot (2,1,1)

29 imagesc(peak_pos)

30 colorbar ();

31 subplot (2,1,2)

32 imagesc(sum_pos)

33 colorbar ();

34
35 %now, need to find a way to define each individual element:

36 %Initialize:

37 start_list=zeros(1,size(TIC_matrix ,2));

38 end_list=zeros(1,size(TIC_matrix ,2));

39 new_start_val= peak_index_pos (1);

40 new_stop_val= peak_index_neg (1);

41
42 counter = 1;

43 start_list(counter)= new_start_val;

44 end_list(counter)= new_stop_val;

45
46 %Find the right cutoff (might need to add in something for the

end values)

47
48 %Determine if the last index is a start or a stop:

49 length_start_peak_index= size(peak_index_pos ,2);

50 length_end_peak_index= size(peak_index_neg ,2);

51
52 last_start_val= peak_index_pos(length_start_peak_index);

53 last_end_val= peak_index_neg(length_end_peak_index);

54
55 %If last start position is smaller than the last stop , we just

need to find

56 %the place where the last start position is greater than the

second to last

57 %stop.
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58 %if last_start_val < last_end_val

59 %peak_cutoff= last_start_val;

60 %end

61
62 %if last_start_val > last_end_val

63 %peak_index_cutoff= find (peak_index_neg < last_start_val ,

1, ’last ’);

64 %peak_index_cutoff= find (peak_index_pos < last_end_val , 1,

’last ’);

65 %peak_cutoff = peak_index_pos(peak_index_cutoff);

66 %end

67
68 %Got rid of the above loop by adding in conditions in the while

loop below:

69
70 peak_cutoff= last_start_val;

71
72 while new_stop_val < peak_cutoff

73 %while new_stop_val <= (peak_index_neg(size(peak_index_neg ,2))

-1)

74 counter = counter +1;

75 start_val_old = new_start_val;

76 stop_val_old = new_stop_val;

77 clear new_start_val new_stop_val

78 next_start_index =find(peak_index_pos > stop_val_old , 1, ’

first’);

79 new_start_val= peak_index_pos(next_start_index);

80 if new_start_val < last_end_val

81 next_stop_index= find(peak_index_neg > new_start_val ,

1, ’first’);

82 new_stop_val= peak_index_neg(next_stop_index);

83 end

84 if new_start_val > last_end_val;

85 new_stop_val = last_start_val;

86 end

87 start_list(counter)= new_start_val;

88 end_list(counter)= new_stop_val;

89 end;

90
91 %Now trim off the trailing zeros from each list:

92
93 last_peak_start_index= find( start_list , 1, ’last’);
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94 last_peak_end_index= find( end_list , 1, ’last’);

95
96 start_list= start_list (1: last_peak_start_index);

97 end_list= end_list (1: last_peak_end_index);

98
99 %Plot the results:

100 for i=1: size(baseline_corrected_TICs ,1)

101 plot(baseline_corrected_TICs(i,:));

102 hold on;

103 end

104 y_vals= ones(1, size(start_list ,2));

105 %y_vals= y_vals .* max(baseline_corrected_TICs(1,:));

106 plot(start_list , y_vals , ’g.’)

107 hold on;

108 plot(end_list , y_vals , ’r.’);

109 title(size(start_list ,2));

110
111 %%% Smooth the peaks in each "peak" region:

112 smoothed_matrix = zeros(size(baseline_corrected_TICs ,1), size(

baseline_corrected_TICs ,2));

113 for i = 1:size(start_list ,2)

114 peak_start= start_list(i);

115 peak_end= end_list(i);

116 for k = 1:size(TIC_matrix ,1)

117 peak= baseline_corrected_TICs(k, peak_start:peak_end);

118 %if length(peak) <= 4

119 %smoothed_peak= smooth(peak , 4, ’loess ’);

120 %end

121 %if length(peak) > 4

122 smoothed_peak= smooth(peak , (.05* length(peak)), ’loess ’

);

123 %end

124 %smoothed_peak= smooth(peak , (.10*length(peak)), ’

sgolay ’);

125 smoothed_matrix(k,peak_start:peak_end)= smoothed_peak;

126 end

127 end

128
129 %replace all negative values in the smoothed with zeros:

130
131 smoothed_matrix(smoothed_matrix <0)= 0;

132
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133 %%% Now more precisely define each peak element , first find the

max point

134 %%% and the first lowest points in either direction and then

take the first

135 %%% and second derivatives in each direction:

136
137 start_list_new=zeros(size(smoothed_matrix ,1),size(

smoothed_matrix ,2));

138 end_list_new=zeros(size(smoothed_matrix ,1),size(smoothed_matrix

,2));

139 peak_top_list= zeros(size(smoothed_matrix ,1), size(

smoothed_matrix ,2));

140 start_and_end_list= zeros(size(smoothed_matrix ,1), size(

smoothed_matrix ,2));

141
142
143 for j=1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

144 for c=1: length(start_list)

145 peak1= smoothed_matrix(j,start_list(c):end_list(c));

146 peak1_d= diff(peak1);

147 %now find inflection points in each set:

148 peak_tops= zeros(1, length(peak1));

149 for i=1:( length(peak1_d) -1)

150 val_1= peak1_d(i);

151 val_2= peak1_d(i+1);

152 if (val_1*val_2) < 0 && val_1 > 0

153 peak_tops(i)=1;

154 end

155 end

156 peak_tops_in= find(peak_tops >0);

157 peak_loc= peak_tops .* peak1;

158 peak_valleys= zeros(1, length(peak1));

159 for u=1:( length(peak1_d) -1)

160 val_1= peak1_d(u);

161 val_2= peak1_d(u+1);

162 if (val_1*val_2) <= 0 && val_2 >= 0

163 peak_valleys(u)=1;

164 end

165 end

166 peak_valleys_in= find(peak_valleys >0);

167 peak_loc2= peak_valleys .* peak1;

168 %define peak boundaries:
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169 peak_start_new= 1;

170 peak_TIC_context=start_list(c):end_list(c);

171 for i = 1: length(peak_tops_in);

172 peak_top=peak_tops_in(i);

173 if peak_top < max(peak_valleys_in)

174 %i

175 peak_endpoint_in=find(peak_valleys_in >

peak_top , 1, ’first ’);

176 peak_end_new=peak_valleys_in(peak_endpoint_in);

177 start_in_context= peak_TIC_context(

peak_start_new);

178 top_in_context= peak_TIC_context(peak_top);

179 end_in_context= peak_TIC_context(peak_end_new);

180 start_list_new(j,start_in_context)= 1;

181 start_and_end_list(j,start_in_context)= 1;

182 start_and_end_list(j,end_in_context)= 1;

183 end_list_new(j,end_in_context) = 1;

184 peak_top_list(j,top_in_context) =1;

185 peak_start_new= peak_end_new;

186 else

187 %peak_top

188 start_in_context= peak_TIC_context(

peak_start_new);

189 top_in_context= peak_TIC_context(peak_top);

190 end_in_context= end_list(c);

191 start_list_new(j,start_in_context)= 1;

192 start_and_end_list(j,start_in_context)= 1;

193 start_and_end_list(j,end_in_context)= 1;

194 end_list_new(j,end_in_context) = 1;

195 peak_top_list(j,top_in_context) =1;

196 peak_start_new= end_list(c);

197 %peak_start_new= peak_end_new;

198 end

199 end

200 end

201 %visualize

202 figure ()

203 plot(peak_top_list(j,:) .* smoothed_matrix(j,:))

204 hold on;

205 plot(( start_and_end_list(j,:) .* smoothed_matrix(j,:)), ’g’

)

206 plot(smoothed_matrix(j,:), ’r’)
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207 shg

208 end

209
210 %subplot(3,1,1)

211 %imagesc(start_list_new)

212 %subplot(3,1,2)

213 %imagesc(end_list_new)

214 %subplot(3,1,3)

215 %imagesc(peak_top_list)

216
217 %trying to get a new start and end list( not working right now

!)

218
219 %figure out the number of peaks im working with:

220 peak_numbers= zeros(1, size(smoothed_matrix ,1));

221 for i=1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

222 peak_numbers(i)= size((find(peak_top_list(i,:) >0)), 2);

223 end

224
225 peak_matrix_new= zeros(max(peak_numbers),7, size(

smoothed_matrix ,1));

226 %end_list_new_index = zeros(size(start_list_new ,1), size(

start_list_new ,2));

227
228 for i=1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

229 local_start_list_in= find(start_list_new(i,:) >0);

230 local_end_list_in= find(end_list_new(i,:) >0);

231 local_peak_top_list = find(peak_top_list(i,:) >0);

232 for j=1: peak_numbers(i)

233 local_start= local_start_list_in(j);

234 local_end= local_end_list_in(j);

235 local_peak_pos= local_peak_top_list(j);

236 base_TIC_sum= sum(baseline_corrected_TICs(i,

local_start:local_end));

237 smoothed_TIC_sum= sum(smoothed_matrix(i,local_start

:local_end));

238 SD_TIC_sum= sum(SD_matrix(i,local_start:local_end))

;

239 peak_background_ratio= smoothed_matrix(i,

local_peak_pos)/lowest_cutoff;

240 peak_matrix_new(j,1,i)= local_start;

241 peak_matrix_new(j,2,i)= local_end;
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242 peak_matrix_new(j,3,i)= local_peak_pos;

243 peak_matrix_new(j,4,i)= base_TIC_sum;

244 peak_matrix_new(j,5,i)= smoothed_TIC_sum;

245 peak_matrix_new(j,6,i)= SD_TIC_sum;

246 peak_matrix_new(j,7,i)= peak_background_ratio;

247 end

248 end

249
250 %Make an alternative matrix using a signal to noise ratio:

251
252 peak_matrix_sn= zeros(max(peak_numbers) ,7, size(smoothed_matrix

,1));

253 %end_list_new_index = zeros(size(start_list_new ,1), size(

start_list_new ,2));

254
255 for i=1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

256 local_start_list_in= find(start_list_new(i,:) >0);

257 local_end_list_in= find(end_list_new(i,:) >0);

258 local_peak_top_list = find(peak_top_list(i,:) >0);

259 for j=1: peak_numbers(i)

260 local_start= local_start_list_in(j);

261 local_end= local_end_list_in(j);

262 local_peak_pos= local_peak_top_list(j);

263 base_TIC_sum= sum(baseline_corrected_TICs(i,

local_start:local_end));

264 smoothed_TIC_sum= sum(smoothed_matrix(i,local_start

:local_end));

265 SD_TIC_sum= sum(SD_matrix(i,local_start:local_end))

;

266 peak_background_ratio= smoothed_matrix(i,

local_peak_pos)/lowest_cutoff;

267 %start_stop(1)= smoothed_matrix(i,local_start);

268 %start_stop(2)= smoothed_matrix(i,local_end);

269 %peak_background_ratio= smoothed_matrix(i,

local_peak_pos)/(mean(start_stop)+1);

270 %peak_background_ratio= smoothed_matrix(i,

local_peak_pos)/(min(start_stop)+1);

271 if peak_background_ratio > 5

272 peak_matrix_sn(j,1,i)= local_start;

273 peak_matrix_sn(j,2,i)= local_end;

274 peak_matrix_sn(j,3,i)= local_peak_pos;

275 peak_matrix_sn(j,4,i)= base_TIC_sum;
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276 peak_matrix_sn(j,5,i)= smoothed_TIC_sum;

277 peak_matrix_sn(j,6,i)= SD_TIC_sum;

278 peak_matrix_sn(j,7,i)= peak_background_ratio;

279 end

280 if peak_background_ratio < 5

281 peak_matrix_sn(j,1,i)= 0;

282 peak_matrix_sn(j,2,i)= 0;

283 peak_matrix_sn(j,3,i)= 0;

284 peak_matrix_sn(j,4,i)= 0;

285 peak_matrix_sn(j,5,i)= 0;

286 peak_matrix_sn(j,6,i)= 0;

287 peak_matrix_sn(j,7,i)= peak_background_ratio;

288 end

289 end

290 end

291
292
293 %cool way to visualize the results:

294 %figure();

295 %scatter(peak_matrix_new(:,3,1), peak_matrix_new(:,4,1));

296 %hold on;

297 %scatter(peak_matrix_new(:,3,2), peak_matrix_new(:,4,2));

298 %hold on;

299 %scatter(peak_matrix_new(:,3,3), peak_matrix_new(:,4,3));

300 %hold on;

301 %scatter(peak_matrix_new(:,3,4), peak_matrix_new(:,4,4));

302 %legend(c_name)

303
304 %Save data:

305 dlmwrite( trial_name , peak_matrix_new);

306 end

B.4 GC-MS Combine Peaks

1 %GC-MS pipeline: written by Kelly Schiabor

2 %Part 4: This script aligns called peaks across files.

3 %Run one of the two options:

4
5 % Use full matrix:
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6 %[peak_matrix , peak_matrix_combined , peak_matrix_combined_vals ,

peak_matrix_combined_pos ,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros , normalized_peaks]=

GC_MS_combine_peaks(smoothed_matrix , peak_matrix_new , c_name

,’test_full ’);

7 %Use S/N corrected matrix:

8 %[peak_matrix , peak_matrix_combined , peak_matrix_combined_vals ,

peak_matrix_combined_pos ,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros , normalized_peaks]=

GC_MS_combine_peaks(smoothed_matrix , peak_matrix_sn , c_name

,’test ’, TIC_matrix);

9
10 function[peak_matrix , peak_matrix_combined ,

peak_matrix_combined_vals , peak_matrix_combined_pos ,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros , normalized_peaks ]=

GC_MS_combine_peaks(smoothed_matrix , peak_matrix_new , c_name

, matrix_name , TIC_matrix)

11
12 %Find all of the unique peak positions found in the dataset:

13 starting_list= unique(peak_matrix_new (:,3,:));

14
15 %Now figure out which samples have each of these peaks:

16 peak_matrix= zeros(size(starting_list ,1), (size(peak_matrix_new

,3) +1));

17 peak_matrix (:,(size(peak_matrix_new ,3)+1))= starting_list;

18
19 for i=1: size(starting_list ,1)

20 current_peak_pos= starting_list(i);

21 if current_peak_pos > 0

22 for j= 1:size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

23 current_matrix_peak_pos= find(starting_list(i)==

peak_matrix_new (:,3,j));

24 if current_matrix_peak_pos > 0

25 peak_matrix(i,j)= 1;

26 end

27 end

28 end

29 end

30
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31 %Now figure out a way to collapse the same peak that is called

slightly

32 %differently across files:

33 peak_matrix_combined=zeros(size(starting_list ,1), (size(

peak_matrix_new ,3) +1));

34 peak_matrix_combined (:,(size(peak_matrix_new ,3) +1))=

starting_list;

35
36 for i=2: size(peak_matrix ,1)

37 %for i=134:134

38 current_peak= peak_matrix(i,(size(peak_matrix_new ,3)+1))

39 if ( sum(peak_matrix(i,1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1))) < size(

smoothed_matrix ,1))

40 %return the indicies (if any) have a peak present at

the current

41 %location( might be worth considering a local alignment

or a

42 %corrlation of mass profiles?)

43 pos_hits= find(peak_matrix(i,1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1))

);

44 start_outerbound = size(smoothed_matrix ,2);

45 end_outerbound = 0;

46 for k=1: size(pos_hits ,2)

47 current_matrix= pos_hits(k);

48 %add positive hits to the matrix at their current

postion:

49 peak_matrix_combined(i, current_matrix)=

current_peak;

50 %now assess the start and stop associated with the

peak:

51 current_peak_line= find(peak_matrix_new (:,3,

current_matrix) == current_peak);

52 peak_start_pos= peak_matrix_new(current_peak_line

,1, current_matrix);

53 peak_end_pos= peak_matrix_new(current_peak_line ,2,

current_matrix);

54 if peak_start_pos < start_outerbound

55 start_outerbound = peak_start_pos;

56 end

57 if peak_end_pos > end_outerbound

58 end_outerbound = peak_end_pos;

59 end
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60 end

61 %Now look for peaks in the other files within the peak

range:

62 neg_hits=find(peak_matrix(i,1: size(smoothed_matrix))

==0);

63 for j=1: size(neg_hits ,2)

64 current_matrix= neg_hits(j);

65 %potential_match_indices= find(peak_matrix_new((find

(peak_matrix_new(:,3,current_matrix) >

start_outerbound)),3, current_matrix) <

end_outerbound);

66 potential_match_indices= zeros(1, size(

peak_matrix_new ,1));

67 for p= 1:size(peak_matrix_new ,1)

68 current_potentail_replacement = peak_matrix_new

(p,3, current_matrix);

69 if current_potentail_replacement >=

start_outerbound &&

current_potentail_replacement <=

end_outerbound;

70 potential_match_indices(p)= 1;

71 end

72 end

73 if sum(potential_match_indices == 1) == 1

74 peak_matrix_combined(i, current_matrix)=

peak_matrix_new ((find(

potential_match_indices)),3,current_matrix);

75 end

76 %Need to decide between the two peaks:

77 if sum(potential_match_indices == 1) > 1

78 possible_matches= find(potential_match_indices

== 1);

79 possible_matches_peak_pos= zeros(1, size(

possible_matches ,2));

80 possible_matches_start= zeros(1, size(

possible_matches ,2));

81 possible_matches_end= zeros(1, size(

possible_matches ,2));

82 for q=1: size(possible_matches ,2)

83 possible_matches_peak_pos (1, q)=

peak_matrix_new(possible_matches(q),3,

current_matrix);
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84 possible_matches_start (1, q)=

peak_matrix_new(possible_matches(q),1,

current_matrix);

85 possible_matches_end (1, q)= peak_matrix_new

(possible_matches(q) ,2,current_matrix);

86 end

87 difference_from_peak= abs(

possible_matches_peak_pos - current_peak);

88 [peak_val , peak_in ]= sort(difference_from_peak)

;

89 if peak_val (1) < peak_val (2)

90 peak_matrix_combined(i, current_matrix)=

peak_matrix_new(possible_matches(peak_in

(1)),3,current_matrix);

91 end

92 if peak_val (1) == peak_val (2)

93 total_differences=zeros(1, size(

possible_matches ,2));

94 for s=1: size(possible_matches ,2)

95 start_diff= abs(possible_matches_start

(1,s) - peak_start_pos);

96 end_diff= abs(possible_matches_end (1,s)

- peak_end_pos);

97 total_differences (1,s)= start_diff +

end_diff + difference_from_peak(s);

98 end

99 [peak_val_2 , peak_in_2] = sort(

total_differences);

100 if peak_val_2 (1) < peak_val_2 (2)

101 peak_matrix_combined(i, current_matrix)

= peak_matrix_new(possible_matches(

peak_in_2 (1)),3,current_matrix);

102 end

103 end

104 end

105 end

106 end

107 clear start_outerbound end_outerbound

108 if ((sum(peak_matrix(i,1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)))) == size

(smoothed_matrix ,1));

109 for r=1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

110 peak_matrix_combined(i,r) = current_peak;
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111 end

112 end

113 end

114
115
116 % now put the relevant values next to eachother:

117
118 peak_matrix_combined_vals = zeros(size(starting_list ,1), size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2));

119 peak_matrix_combined_pos = zeros(size(starting_list ,1), size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2));

120 accounted_vals= zeros(size(starting_list ,1), 1);

121 counter= 1;

122 for i=2: size(starting_list ,1)

123 current_peak = starting_list(i)

124 have_yet= sum(current_peak == accounted_vals)

125 if have_yet == 0

126 current_peak_key = peak_matrix_combined(i,1: size(

smoothed_matrix ,1));

127 peak_matrix_combined_pos(i,1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1))=

current_peak_key;

128 peak_matrix_combined_pos(i,size(peak_matrix_combined ,2)) =

current_peak;

129 peak_matrix_combined_vals(i,size(peak_matrix_combined ,2))=

peak_matrix_combined(i,size(peak_matrix_combined ,2));

130 %Replace peak key with value:

131 for k=1: size(smoothed_matrix ,1)

132 peak_key= current_peak_key(k);

133 if peak_key > 0

134 position_index= find (peak_key == peak_matrix_new

(:,3,k));

135 peak_matrix_combined_vals(i,k)= peak_matrix_new(

position_index ,5,k);

136 end

137 if peak_key == 0

138 peak_matrix_combined_vals(i,k)= 0;

139 end

140 end

141 %Now add the peak indicies to the list of ’accounted vals ’

142 vals_to_add=unique(current_peak_key);

143 for j=1: length(vals_to_add)

144 if vals_to_add(j) > 0
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145 accounted_vals(counter)= vals_to_add(j);

146 counter= counter +1;

147 end

148 end

149 end

150 end

151
152
153 %This will end up getting rid of a lot of peaks if you are

using the s/n

154 %corrected matrix:

155
156 %delete rows with all zeros (ie extra rows):

157 collapsed_matrix_size= sum(( sum(peak_matrix_combined_vals

(: ,1:( size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)) ,2) >0));

158 %peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros= zeros(

collapsed_matrix_size , size(peak_matrix_combined ,2));

159 peak_index_pos= find(sum(peak_matrix_combined_vals (: ,1:( size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)) ,2));

160
161 %now add the revelvant incides:

162 peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros= zeros(collapsed_matrix_size

, size(peak_matrix_combined ,2));

163 peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros= zeros(collapsed_matrix_size

, size(peak_matrix_combined ,2));

164
165 for i=1: collapsed_matrix_size

166 reference_index= peak_index_pos(i);

167 peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,:)=

peak_matrix_combined_vals(reference_index ,:);

168 peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i,:)=

peak_matrix_combined_pos(reference_index ,:);

169 end

170
171 imagesc(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (: ,1:( size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)));

172
173 %delete rows with all zeros (ie extra rows):

174 %collapsed_matrix_size= sum(peak_matrix_combined_vals(:,size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2)) > 0);

175
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176 %peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros= zeros(

collapsed_matrix_size , size(peak_matrix_combined ,2));

177 %peak_index_pos= find(peak_matrix_combined_vals(:, (size(

peak_matrix_combined_vals ,2))));

178
179 %now add the revelvant incides:

180 %peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros= zeros(

collapsed_matrix_size , size(peak_matrix_combined ,2));

181
182 %for i=1: collapsed_matrix_size

183 %reference_index= peak_index_pos(i);

184 %peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,:)=

peak_matrix_combined_vals(reference_index ,:);

185 %end

186
187 %imagesc(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (:,1:(size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)));

188
189 %save matrix:

190
191 dlmwrite( matrix_name , peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros , ’

delimiter ’, ’\t’);

192
193 %figure form:

194
195 %figure()

196 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,1));

197 %hold on;

198 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,2));

199 %hold on;

200 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,3));

201 %hold on;

202 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,4));

203 %hold on;

204 %legend(c_name);

205
206 %normalized peak matrix for visualization with 2 extra columns

for variance and range:
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207 normalized_peaks= zeros(collapsed_matrix_size , ((size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)+3));

208
209 for i=1: collapsed_matrix_size

210 normalized_peaks(i,1:( size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1))=

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,1:( size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)) ./ max(

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,1:( size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)));

211 %Calculate variance across each peak to find the most

interesting cases:

212 %peak_var= var(normalized_peaks(i,1:(size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)) ,0,2);

213 peak_var= var(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,1:( size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)) ,0,2);

214 normalized_peaks(i,(( size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1) +1))=

peak_var;

215 %now look at the difference between the maximum and minimum

of a sample:

216 peak_range= range(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,1:(

size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)) ,2);

217 normalized_peaks(i,(( size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1) +2))=

peak_range;

218 %what about the mean?

219 peak_mean= mean(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,1:(

size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1)));

220 normalized_peaks(i,(( size(peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1) +3))=

peak_mean;

221 end

222
223 % Sort the peaks by their variance:

224 normalized_peaks_sorted= sortrows(normalized_peaks , ((size(

peak_matrix_combined ,2) -1) +1));

225
226 figure ()

227 colormap(’summer ’);

228 imagesc(normalized_peaks_sorted ,[0 1])

229 colorbar ();

230 shg

231
232 figure ()

233 %colormap(’paruly ’);
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234 map = brewermap (40,’GnBu’);

235 %map= flipud(map);

236 colormap(map (10:40 ,:));

237 imagesc(normalized_peaks (:,1:( size(normalized_peaks ,2) -3)) ,[0

1]);

238 colorbar ();

239 %title (’unsorted ’)

240 set(gca , ’XTick ’, 1:size(normalized_peaks ,2));

241 set(gca ,’XTickLabel ’, 1:size(normalized_peaks ,2));

242 xlabel(’TICs’);

243 ylabel(’Peaks’);

244 shg

245
246 dlmwrite( ’norm_tet18 ’, normalized_peaks , ’delimiter ’, ’\t’);

247 dlmwrite( ’peak_pos_tet18 ’, peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros

(:,size(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,2)), ’delimiter ’,

’\t’);

248 dlmwrite( ’peak_all_pos_tet18 ’,

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros , ’delimiter ’, ’\t’);

249 dlmwrite( ’peak_all_vals_tet18 ’,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros , ’delimiter ’, ’\t’);

250
251
252 %%% Visualization of peak matrix:

253
254 %peak dot visualization figure for the first four samples(might

be the same

255 %as above:

256 %figure()

257 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

normalized_peaks(:,1));

258 %hold on;

259 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

normalized_peaks(:,2));

260 %hold on;

261 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

normalized_peaks(:,3));

262 %hold on;

263 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

normalized_peaks(:,4));

264 %hold on;

265 %legend(c_name);
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266 %non-normalized version( scale feels a little better)

267 %figure()

268 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,1));

269 %hold on;

270 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,2));

271 %hold on;

272 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,3));

273 %hold on;

274 %scatter(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,5),

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,4));

275 %hold on;

276 %legend(c_name);

277
278
279 %To evenly space all peaks:

280
281 y_pos= 1:size(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros , 1);

282 figure ()

283 scatter(y_pos , peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (:,1));

284 hold on;

285 scatter(y_pos , peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (:,2));

286 hold on;

287 scatter(y_pos , peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (:,3));

288 hold on;

289 %scatter(y_pos , peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(:,4));

290 hold on;

291 %legend(c_name);

292
293 %Boxplot showing peak by peak variation - x labels are peak

positions:

294 figure ();

295 boxplot( peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (: ,1:3) ’,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros (:,4));

296
297
298
299 %New thing - make a plot of the variance or ranges across the

chromatogram -

300 %can compare these traces across conditions:
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301
302 plotting_matrix= zeros ((size(TIC_matrix ,1)+3), size(TIC_matrix

,2));

303
304 for i= 1:size(peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,1)

305 peak_location= peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros(i,size(

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,2));

306 plotting_matrix (:, peak_location)= normalized_peaks(i,:);

307 end

308 figure ();

309 %to plot variance:

310 plot(plotting_matrix ((size(plotting_matrix ,1) -1) ,:), ’-ko’,’

LineWidth ’,.5,’MarkerFaceColor ’ ,[.49 1 .63],’MarkerSize ’ ,7);

B.5 GC-MS Parse Double Calls

1 %GC-MS pipeline: written by Kelly Schiabor

2 %Part 5: This script fixes any lines where the same peak in a

given sample

3 %is assigned to two peak groups.

4
5 %[parsed_matrix , parsed_matrix_no_repeats ,

parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats ,

parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats]=GC_MS_parse_double_calls2

(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,normalized_peaks);

6
7 function[parsed_matrix , parsed_matrix_no_repeats ,

parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats ,

parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats ]= GC_MS_parse_double_calls2

(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros ,normalized_peaks)

8
9 parsed_matrix= zeros( size(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,1)

, size(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros , 2));

10
11 rows_to_trim= ones(1, size(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,1)

);

12
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13 for j=1:( size(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,2) -1)

14 for i= 1:size(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,1)

15 current_val= peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i,j);

16 current_line= peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i,:);

17 if i < size(peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,1)

18 if current_val == sum(current_line (1: size(

current_line ,2) -1));

19 next_val= peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i+1, j)

;

20 if current_val == next_val

21 rows_to_trim(i)= 0;

22 current_line(j)= 0;

23 next_line=

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i+1,:)

;

24 %get rid of the peak call value so this

column isnt added

25 %together

26 next_line(size(current_line ,2))= 0;

27 %combine the lines:

28 new_line = current_line + next_line;

29 parsed_matrix(i,:)= new_line;

30 end

31 if current_val ~= next_val

32 parsed_matrix(i,:)= current_line;

33 end

34 end

35 if current_val ~= sum(current_line (1: size(

current_line ,2) -1))

36 next_val= peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i

+1, j);

37 if current_val == next_val

38 if current_val + next_val ==0;

39 parsed_matrix(i,:)= current_line;

40 end

41 if current_val + next_val > 0

42 %current_val

43 current_line_ref=

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i,

size(

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,2)

);
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44 next_line_ref=

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i

+1,size(

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros ,2)

);

45 difference_from_current= abs(

current_line_ref - current_val);

46 different_from_next= abs(next_line_ref

-current_val);

47 if difference_from_current <

different_from_next

48 parsed_matrix(i,:)= current_line;

49 next_line=

peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros

(i+1,:);

50 next_line(j)= 0;

51 %next_line

52 parsed_matrix(i+1,:)=next_line;

53 peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i

+1,:)=next_line;

54 end

55 if difference_from_current >

different_from_next

56 current_line(j)=0;

57 %current_line

58 parsed_matrix(i,:)= current_line;

59 peak_matrix_combined_pos_no_zeros(i

,:) = current_line;

60 end

61 end

62 end

63 if current_val ~= next_val

64 parsed_matrix(i,:)= current_line;

65 end

66 end

67 end

68 parsed_matrix(i,:)= current_line;

69 end

70 end

71
72 %Delete repeat rows from martix:

73
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74 index_of_non_unique_peaks= find(rows_to_trim ==0);

75 number_of_non_unique_peaks= size(index_of_non_unique_peaks ,2);

76
77 parsed_matrix_no_repeats= parsed_matrix;

78
79 parsed_matrix_no_repeats(index_of_non_unique_peaks , :)= [];

80
81 %Make a reference matrix to use to update the value matrix:

82 reference_matrix= parsed_matrix_no_repeats >0;

83
84 %Delete repeat rows from values matrix:

85
86 parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats=

peak_matrix_combined_vals_no_zeros;

87 parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats(index_of_non_unique_peaks , :)=

[];

88
89 parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats= parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats .*

reference_matrix;

90
91 parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats= normalized_peaks;

92 parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats(index_of_non_unique_peaks , :)

= [];

93
94 parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats (: ,1:( size(

parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats ,2) -2)) =

parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats (: ,1:( size(

parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats ,2) -2)).* reference_matrix;

95
96 dlmwrite( ’parsed_matrix_current ’,parsed_matrix , ’delimiter ’,

’\t’);

97 dlmwrite( ’parsed_matrix_no_repeats_current ’,

parsed_matrix_no_repeats , ’delimiter ’, ’\t’);

98 dlmwrite( ’parsed_vals_no_repeats_current ’,

parsed_vals_matrix_no_repeats , ’delimiter ’, ’\t’);

99 dlmwrite( ’parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats_current ’,

parsed_vals_normalized_no_repeats , ’delimiter ’, ’\t’);

100
101 end
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Appendix C

Significant Genes from RNA
Expression Analyses

C.1 YNB and SC compared to YPD



gene_name T73_SC T73_YNB I14_SC I14_YNB PW5_SC PW5_YNBYPS163_SCYPS163_YNBT73_YPD I14_YPD PW5_YPDYPS163_YPDMean1	  (YNB	  and	  SC) Mean2	  (YPD) Difference Gene	  Description

ADH4 501.98 69.799 1777.9 894.4 2389.7 780.29 1379.4 1176.3 134.38 91.386 131.86 61.078 1121.2 104.68 1016.52

Alcohol	  dehydrogenase	  isoenzyme	  type	  IV;	  dimeric	  enzyme	  demonstrated	  to	  be	  zinc-‐
dependent	  despite	  sequence	  similarity	  to	  iron-‐activated	  alcohol	  
dehydrogenases;While	  ADH4	  is	  often	  expressed	  at	  only	  low	  levels	  in	  laboratory	  
strains,	  it	  is	  often	  highly	  expressed	  in	  brewing	  strains

YNR014W 958.62 606.8 437.5 1464.2 2290.9 977.64 1489.1 1463.5 312.98 238.01 343.33 276.89 1211 292.8 918.2
Putative	  protein	  of	  unknown	  function;	  expression	  is	  cell-‐cycle	  regulated,	  Azf1p-‐
dependent,	  and	  heat-‐inducible

VHT1 851.14 725.74 993.06 1076.6 1049 975.97 832.28 723.32 217.2 79.794 32.036 28.064 903.39 89.273 814.117
High-‐affinity	  plasma	  membrane	  H+-‐biotin	  (vitamin	  H)	  symporter;	  mutation	  results	  in	  
fatty	  acid	  auxotrophy

BIO2 1265.2 307.58 1224.9 652.55 1465.3 1107.2 1469.9 829.69 385.56 185.25 297.07 76.583 1040.3 236.11 804.19
Biotin	  synthase;	  catalyzes	  the	  conversion	  of	  dethiobiotin	  to	  biotin,	  which	  is	  the	  last	  
step	  of	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis	  pathway;

BIO4 352.51 257.2 725.85 890.89 421.69 682.94 436.35 1140.4 119.31 45.218 25.37 11.158 613.48 50.265 563.215 Dethiobiotin	  synthetase;	  catalyzes	  the	  third	  step	  in	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis	  pathway

BIO3 380.3 199.64 555.76 237.96 482.32 393.13 614.07 365.45 86.439 34.615 23.153 4.2543 403.58 37.115 366.465
7,8-‐diamino-‐pelargonic	  acid	  aminotransferase	  (DAPA);	  catalyzes	  the	  second	  step	  in	  
the	  biotin	  biosynthesis	  pathway

BIO5 344.04 266.42 305.67 298.84 733.41 383.66 462.21 265.36 81.697 26.935 16.881 5.7013 382.45 32.804 349.646
Putative	  transmembrane	  protein	  involved	  in	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis;	  responsible	  for	  
uptake	  of	  7-‐keto	  8-‐aminopelargonic	  acid

TSL1 549.53 300.08 291.94 538.33 465.37 414.17 415.87 457.43 133.12 168.66 121.96 172.64 429.09 149.1 279.99 Large	  subunit	  of	  trehalose	  6-‐phosphate	  synthase/phosphatase	  complex
YJR154W 172.04 121.17 104.44 124.28 166.28 153.7 140.13 83.019 35.999 15.203 2.5417 8.7481 133.13 15.623 117.507 Unknown	  function;	  localizes	  to	  cytoplasm

CRD1 193.8 68.375 187.02 122.82 207.65 134.26 135.99 147.15 37.63 46.151 51.867 44.618 149.63 45.066 104.564

Cardiolipin	  synthase;	  produces	  cardiolipin,	  which	  is	  a	  phospholipid	  of	  the	  
mitochondrial	  inner	  membrane	  that	  is	  required	  for	  normal	  mitochondrial	  membrane	  
potential	  and	  function

YNL179C 215.21 78.771 138.87 154.29 202.07 132.98 190.78 154.81 76.089 40.795 57.104 50.204 158.47 56.048 102.422 Unknown	  function

BPL1 106.23 73.457 92.398 96.074 72.847 99.42 77.564 51.885 15.406 21.41 11.796 13.418 83.734 15.507 68.227
Biotin:apoprotein	  ligase;	  covalently	  modifies	  proteins	  with	  the	  addition	  of	  biotin,	  
required	  for	  acetyl-‐CoA	  carboxylase	  (Acc1p)	  holoenzyme	  formation

YOR387C 24.553 7.8204 126.99 51.069 75.411 24.208 126.93 71.078 5.2938 3.0335 6.2621 3.0999 63.508 4.4223 59.0857 Unknown	  function;	  regulated	  by	  Aft1p

ARG7 71.193 78.989 76.576 61.982 104.23 83.991 104.54 116.89 26.423 44.82 38.323 21.919 87.3 32.871 54.429
Mitochondrial	  ornithine	  acetyltransferase;	  catalyzes	  the	  fifth	  step	  in	  arginine	  
biosynthesis

YOR345C 6.7754 8.1711 7.4523 4.6566 0.19326 7.859 7.0864 21.521 0 0.040335 1.7054 0 7.9644 0.43643 7.52797 Unknown	  function
MUM3 11.658 6.8329 10.838 6.9052 6.2782 9.9018 7.8607 15.074 2.3237 1.9024 4.1562 3.113 9.4185 2.8738 6.5447 Protein	  of	  unknown	  function	  involved	  in	  outer	  spore	  wall	  organization
YIL066W-‐A 8.0242 10.167 4.1224 5.4111 2.239 12.526 3.0354 9.4543 0.81789 2.7778 0 1.967 6.8724 1.3907 5.4817 Unknown	  function
YEL010W 1.6624 1.5733 7.6178 4.6686 4.8062 7.4781 8.5937 3.9187 2.0902 0.31756 0.00021498 1.9412 5.0399 1.0873 3.9526 Unknown	  function
SRO9 1.0553 1.8657 2.2387 1.4299 0.46557 0.69949 2.7877 1.2821 12.978 15.354 11.639 6.3551 1.4781 11.581 -‐10.1029 Cytoplasmic	  RNA-‐binding	  protein

YDR089W 5.3132 9.1067 6.0906 11.834 10.224 11.366 6.3118 11.747 30.309 22.68 19.757 24.212 8.9992 24.239 -‐15.2398
Protein	  of	  unknown	  function;	  deletion	  confers	  resistance	  to	  nickel;	  contains	  an	  SPX	  
domain,	  which	  is	  found	  in	  proteins	  involved	  in	  phosphate	  homeostasis

YDL240C-‐A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28.647 25.619 25.11 0 0 19.844 -‐19.844 Unknown	  function

PDR11 8.1015 6.4948 11.363 5.4538 4.4181 5.5677 5.1798 5.3684 32.078 47.302 26.354 13.643 6.4934 29.844 -‐23.3506
ATP-‐binding	  cassette	  (ABC)	  transporter;	  multidrug	  transporter	  involved	  in	  multiple	  
drug	  resistance;	  mediates	  sterol	  uptake	  when	  sterol	  biosynthesis	  is	  compromised

YDR509W 0 0 4.85 1.7692 4.0099 1.8003 6.4326 1.7148 38.176 39.197 19.879 10.568 2.5721 26.955 -‐24.3829 Unknown	  function
SET4 7.2562 4.0776 13.496 9.5892 4.2901 13.356 6.4357 3.6439 47.736 58.627 38.166 23.418 7.768 41.987 -‐34.219 Unknown	  function
HES1 2.8345 19.569 7.3537 16.583 0.93507 24.441 3.8018 8.9106 34.169 41.999 79.428 31.727 10.553 46.831 -‐36.278 Protein	  implicated	  in	  the	  regulation	  of	  ergosterol	  biosynthesis
YML089C 1.7469 4.8246 7.96 6.9753 21.247 5.6191 3.7854 5.6497 96.233 55.703 40.351 14.898 7.2259 51.796 -‐44.5701 Unknown	  function
YGL039W 13.777 31.261 37.543 35.901 4.3344 21.083 20.22 16.16 72.052 40.203 106.57 71.888 22.535 72.678 -‐50.143 Aldehyde	  reductase;	  reduces	  aliphatic	  aldehyde	  substrates	  using	  NADH	  as	  cofactor
GNP1 13.015 2.3584 4.7045 2.4989 2.6457 1.3645 9.1433 0.69532 76.935 91.023 49.545 39.996 4.5532 64.375 -‐59.8218 High-‐affinity	  glutamine	  permease;	  also	  transports	  Leu,	  Ser,	  Thr,	  Cys,	  Met	  and	  Asn
TAT2 8.1967 9.7669 4.2967 5.9831 26.177 28.314 6.0484 2.7776 66.46 99.574 68.364 69.794 11.445 76.048 -‐64.603 High	  affinity	  tryptophan	  and	  tyrosine	  permease
YPR014C 10.896 8.6615 47.471 27.769 21.236 10.075 22.632 6.3922 103.43 75.515 126.39 34.888 19.392 85.056 -‐65.664 Unknown	  function

CEM1 26.948 27.88 33.111 24.658 70.222 17.715 34.107 19.904 140.57 94.032 108.13 58.198 31.818 100.23 -‐68.412
Mitochondrial	  beta-‐keto-‐acyl	  synthase;	  possible	  role	  in	  fatty	  acid	  synthesis;	  required	  
for	  mitochondrial	  respiration

FUI1 20.149 23.241 38.095 25.103 20.986 14.764 54.917 8.4352 121.12 73.188 143.81 71.264 25.711 102.35 -‐76.639 High	  affinity	  uridine	  permease
YLR413W 8.5863 22.05 73.414 37.674 10.194 35.017 60.149 20.036 142.64 145.75 134.71 60.6 33.39 120.93 -‐87.54 Unknown	  function

TAT1 2.5838 1.7053 6.8413 4.1084 1.5614 0.88711 2.6706 0.33459 122.12 122.49 104.54 101.26 2.5865 112.61 -‐110.0235
Amino	  acid	  transporter	  for	  valine,	  leucine,	  isoleucine,	  and	  tyrosine;	  low-‐affinity	  
tryptophan	  and	  histidine	  transporter

YFL019C 26.451 7.0099 70.126 27.699 24.163 18.22 6.0512 22.681 221.75 106.97 176.39 46.885 25.3 138 -‐112.7 Unknown	  function

MEP3 21.137 41.471 17.082 23.922 11.154 61.606 27.568 29.19 164.83 144.72 179.69 148.08 29.141 159.33 -‐130.189
Ammonium	  permease	  of	  high	  capacity	  and	  low	  affinity;	  belongs	  to	  a	  ubiquitous	  
family	  of	  cytoplasmic	  membrane	  proteins	  that	  transport	  only	  ammonium	  (NH4+)

GCV1 28.769 69.975 45.791 38.659 77.665 54.564 31.709 42.181 235.03 284.49 211.02 92.317 48.664 205.71 -‐157.046 T	  subunit	  of	  the	  mitochondrial	  glycine	  decarboxylase	  complex
YJR146W 62.913 62.117 38.456 79.654 33.498 40.634 11.399 25.832 295.08 310.33 152.02 70.629 44.313 207.02 -‐162.707 Unknown	  function
YOR343C 43.423 50.931 30.064 34.746 85.369 32.818 19.24 7.5961 167.66 313.2 164.04 229.25 38.024 218.54 -‐180.516 Unknown	  function

YJL045W 63.338 2.214 81.806 11.902 120.48 10.363 42.578 7.5892 257.14 382.92 173.66 96.245 42.534 227.49 -‐184.956
Minor	  succinate	  dehydrogenase	  isozyme;	  participates	  in	  oxidation	  of	  succinate	  and	  
transfer	  of	  electrons	  to	  ubiquinone

MUP1 51.171 31.418 13.633 43.98 16.13 16.366 18.318 15.401 277.86 91.922 294.31 286.03 25.802 237.53 -‐211.728 High	  affinity	  methionine	  permease
PTR2 28.933 43.78 40.13 12.669 19.444 14.058 48.782 19.641 272.17 152.1 497.7 125.96 28.43 261.98 -‐233.55 Integral	  membrane	  peptide	  transporter;	  mediates	  transport	  of	  di-‐	  and	  tri-‐peptides

ARO9 41.88 27.393 39.898 6.0599 30.179 43.382 77.246 60.507 380.91 184.34 364.09 180.38 40.818 277.43 -‐236.612
Aromatic	  aminotransferase	  II;	  catalyzes	  the	  first	  step	  of	  tryptophan,	  phenylalanine,	  
and	  tyrosine	  catabolism

MTD1 32.876 83.735 40.416 56.791 85.231 90.73 34.87 78.683 443.39 281.1 400.39 143.54 62.917 317.11 -‐254.193 NAD-‐dependent	  5,10-‐methylenetetrahydrafolate	  dehydrogenase
PHO3 19.825 29.343 31.353 21.928 39.893 65.918 81.056 41 237.6 565.54 189.95 200.64 41.289 298.43 -‐257.141 Constitutively	  expressed	  acid	  phosphatase	  similar	  to	  Pho5p
PLB2 106.09 66.383 210.84 159.12 27.392 51.401 79.987 49.147 529.77 321.24 284.9 315.3 93.795 362.8 -‐269.005 Phospholipase	  B	  (lysophospholipase)	  involved	  in	  lipid	  metabolism

BAP2 125.16 44.276 65.856 45.327 21.177 21.586 24.096 23.965 371.4 463.4 221.75 311.18 46.43 341.93 -‐295.5
High-‐affinity	  leucine	  permease;	  functions	  as	  a	  branched-‐chain	  amino	  acid	  permease	  
involved	  in	  uptake	  of	  leucine,	  isoleucine	  and	  valine

YBL100W-‐C 53.235 39.829 85.104 90.038 329.69 32.912 137.5 71.632 406.96 499.33 470.75 336.97 104.99 428.5 -‐323.51 Unknown	  function
YPR013C 80.164 30 154.78 49.402 67.65 25.192 129.45 26.693 584.61 242.25 587.25 241.63 70.416 413.94 -‐343.524 Putative	  zinc	  finger	  protein

ARO10 36.781 42.481 63.459 12.522 27.949 19.388 72.359 34.409 564.87 444.5 391.78 155.5 38.668 389.16 -‐350.492
Phenylpyruvate	  decarboxylase;	  catalyzes	  decarboxylation	  of	  phenylpyruvate	  to	  
phenylacetaldehyde,	  which	  is	  the	  first	  specific	  step	  in	  the	  Ehrlich	  pathway

TIR3 18.823 17.3 89.513 120.63 35.793 78.585 96.619 34.318 248.83 195.18 783.44 463.1 61.447 422.64 -‐361.193
Cell	  wall	  mannoprotein;	  member	  of	  Srp1p/Tip1p	  family	  of	  serine-‐alanine-‐rich	  
proteins;	  expressed	  under	  anaerobic	  conditions	  and	  required	  for	  anaerobic	  growth

PHM6 42.355 29.628 30.281 21.031 41.362 32.37 72.065 12.017 323.31 357.31 489.04 467.67 35.139 409.33 -‐374.191 Protein	  of	  unknown	  function;	  expression	  is	  regulated	  by	  phosphate	  levels

IZH4 175 59.964 276.88 197.31 9.1522 203.56 126.95 169.69 590.83 899.84 525.5 284.8 152.31 575.24 -‐422.93
Membrane	  protein	  involved	  in	  zinc	  ion	  homeostasis;	  member	  of	  the	  four-‐protein	  IZH	  
family;	  expression	  induced	  by	  fatty	  acids	  and	  altered	  zinc	  levels

PHO89 5.4916 8.4155 3.6284 1.8534 8.6288 6.0304 2.8234 1.9269 597.17 590.48 735.8 139.13 4.8498 515.65 -‐510.8002 Plasma	  membrane	  Na+/Pi	  cotransporter;

GIT1 38.979 355.84 7.4955 69.179 18.126 165.17 5.5451 218.01 451.18 982.35 437.97 904.28 109.79 693.95 -‐584.16
Plasma	  membrane	  permease;	  mediates	  uptake	  of	  glycerophosphoinositol	  and	  
glycerophosphocholine	  as	  sources	  of	  the	  nutrients	  inositol	  and	  phosphate

AGP1 223.48 291.27 31.693 120.05 156.5 408.67 116.92 275.81 769.25 488.67 959.93 997.91 203.05 803.94 -‐600.89
Low-‐affinity	  amino	  acid	  permease	  with	  broad	  substrate	  range;	  involved	  in	  uptake	  of	  
asparagine,	  glutamine,	  and	  other	  amino	  acids

PCS60 192.92 318.96 168.83 453.2 87.723 344.84 173.02 309.93 1005.8 1350.8 829.78 535.35 256.18 930.43 -‐674.25 Oxalyl-‐CoA	  synthetase;	  capable	  of	  catalyzing	  conversion	  of	  oxalate	  to	  oxalyl-‐CoA;

FAA4 274.1 173.99 353.76 219.32 165.63 298.36 478.96 135.13 1044.1 821.63 1381.2 668.49 262.41 978.84 -‐716.43

Long	  chain	  fatty	  acyl-‐CoA	  synthetase;	  activates	  imported	  fatty	  acids	  with	  a	  preference	  
for	  C12:0-‐C16:0	  chain	  lengths;	  functions	  in	  long	  chain	  fatty	  acid	  import;	  important	  for	  
survival	  during	  stationary	  phase

DAN1 11.122 2.3402 187.84 26.324 2.7377 36.416 37.547 12.502 794.75 707.33 1357.5 250.62 39.604 777.54 -‐737.936
Cell	  wall	  mannoprotein;	  has	  similarity	  to	  Tir1p,	  Tir2p,	  Tir3p,	  and	  Tir4p;	  expressed	  
under	  anaerobic	  conditions,	  completely	  repressed	  during	  aerobic	  growth

GCV3 206.15 168.52 381.26 212.05 445.02 213.21 258.25 197.14 1103.2 1870.9 1364.3 346.19 260.2 1171.1 -‐910.9 H	  subunit	  of	  the	  mitochondrial	  glycine	  decarboxylase	  complex;

SPL2 211.27 201.37 48.025 94.411 159.63 443.76 27.859 101.34 748.02 1694.6 1068.8 996.87 160.96 1127.1 -‐966.14

Protein	  with	  similarity	  to	  cyclin-‐dependent	  kinase	  inhibitors;	  downregulates	  low-‐
affinity	  phosphate	  transport	  during	  phosphate	  limitation	  by	  targeting	  Pho87p	  to	  the	  
vacuole

SPS100 371.47 53.338 187.69 11.264 16.642 10.896 29.404 15.647 3166.3 131.54 1013.8 1547.3 87.044 1464.7 -‐1377.656
Protein	  required	  for	  spore	  wall	  maturation;	  expressed	  during	  sporulation;	  may	  be	  a	  
component	  of	  the	  spore	  wall

PHO5 22.705 24.119 21.591 89.702 22.606 93.543 25.865 129.62 1949.1 1499.8 1489.3 842.05 53.719 1445.1 -‐1391.381 Repressible	  acid	  phosphatase

RHR2 405.97 388.74 748.41 93.926 124.22 127 564.46 120.83 2634.5 2375.2 1252.1 926.53 321.69 1797.1 -‐1475.41
Constitutively	  expressed	  DL-‐glycerol-‐3-‐phosphate	  phosphatase;	  also	  known	  as	  
glycerol-‐1-‐phosphatase;	  involved	  in	  glycerol	  biosynthesis

ADH2 678.65 894.61 550.38 844.02 301.46 269.18 451.4 298.18 3248.7 2378.1 2484.1 1544.4 535.99 2413.8 -‐1877.81
Glucose-‐repressible	  alcohol	  dehydrogenase	  II;	  catalyzes	  the	  conversion	  of	  ethanol	  to	  
acetaldehyde

CHA1 28.805 5.4535 330.29 63.459 57.661 10.661 259.62 23.149 2633.8 3063.4 2520.3 868.62 97.388 2271.6 -‐2174.212
Catabolic	  L-‐serine	  (L-‐threonine)	  deaminase;	  catalyzes	  the	  degradation	  of	  both	  L-‐
serine	  and	  L-‐threonine

PHO84 190.52 453.95 348.15 288.89 358.5 861.7 116.28 251.2 2563.8 2672.5 2688.4 2436.5 358.65 2590.3 -‐2231.65 High-‐affinity	  inorganic	  phosphate	  (Pi)	  transporter

ADH1 1652.8 2732.4 1924 2017.3 2035.4 2050.8 1559.2 1652.1 4232.6 8023.4 6057.3 4723.5 1953 5759.2 -‐3806.2

Alcohol	  dehydrogenase;	  fermentative	  isozyme	  active	  as	  homo-‐	  or	  heterotetramers;	  
required	  for	  the	  reduction	  of	  acetaldehyde	  to	  ethanol,	  the	  last	  step	  in	  the	  glycolytic	  
pathway;

HSP30 2662.2 332.35 2503.8 280.26 119.45 1258.4 461.64 72.52 3182.2 5471.9 4631.3 6914.6 961.32 5050 -‐4088.68 Negative	  regulator	  of	  the	  H(+)-‐ATPase	  Pma1p;	  stress-‐responsive	  protein;
PCK1 448.85 206.96 833.28 642.7 3468.2 990.93 1782.1 535.97 5480.9 7745.3 6687.7 1190.2 1113.6 5276 -‐4162.4 Phosphoenolpyruvate	  carboxykinase;	  key	  enzyme	  in	  gluconeogenesis,
YKL065W-‐A 1441.9 65.396 772.55 120.05 828.72 598.35 515.79 489.87 1504.5 8592.5 8891.6 2356.1 604.08 5336.2 -‐4732.12 Unknown	  function

THI4 902.81 1255.7 794.03 1780.3 1088.1 4727.5 965.27 2266.4 8877.3 7362.5 10826 4201.2 1722.5 7816.8 -‐6094.3
Thiazole	  synthase;	  abundant	  protein	  involved	  in	  the	  formation	  of	  the	  thiazole	  moiety	  
of	  thiamine	  during	  thiamine	  biosynthesis

TIP1 4358 1193.6 2092.7 917.57 92.937 762.23 694.72 1129.2 8534.1 8046 6289.4 8259.7 1405.1 7782.3 -‐6377.2 Major	  cell	  wall	  mannoprotein	  with	  possible	  lipase	  activity

GRE1 9185 299.57 3853.1 476.46 570.89 185.01 589.02 338.29 16147 3883 11878 13062 1937.2 11242 -‐9304.8
Hydrophilin	  essential	  in	  desiccation-‐rehydration	  process;	  stress	  induced	  (osmotic,	  
ionic,	  oxidative,	  heat	  shock	  and	  heavy	  metals)
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C.2 YNB compared to YPD



gene_name T73_SC T73_YNB I14_SC I14_YNB PW5_SC PW5_YNBYPS163_SCYPS163_YNBT73_YPD I14_YPD PW5_YPDYPS163_YPDMean	  1(	  YNB)Mean2(YPD) Difference
INO1 113.78 3151.1 102.75 8375.4 228.9 4645.5 670.79 7269.4 203.9 52.572 279.91 108.1 5860.4 161.12 5699.28
YLR120W-‐A 744.75 9104.3 53.417 3042.3 62.999 4021.3 302.75 1994.6 298.14 409.55 277.44 1409.3 4540.6 598.62 3941.98
YBR056W-‐A 1064.5 4857.2 937.65 6781.6 253.2 3756 734.63 5824 1583.1 2250.7 1736.7 1280.6 5304.7 1712.8 3591.9
YBR056C-‐B 375.4 3029.9 201 3196.1 122.04 3621.2 446.64 6423.1 743.9 809.4 718.49 677.42 4067.6 737.3 3330.3
SCW10 378.62 3927.2 83.439 4715.9 45.092 2080 99.258 2478.7 272 177.19 110.44 754.33 3300.5 328.49 2972.01
YMR304C-‐A 200.52 1837.5 49.619 2032.2 28.86 1011.2 43.806 1253.7 126.67 80.277 66.642 402.41 1533.7 169 1364.7
CIS3 181.05 1800.1 144.67 1777.3 98.89 1411 185.26 1806.7 402.59 252.81 310.81 635.25 1698.8 400.37 1298.43
HMX1 596.28 638.03 439.21 1936.9 210.91 791.23 691.99 2403.6 241.66 104.86 250.73 175.46 1442.4 193.18 1249.22
YLR194C 74.133 1194.8 62.005 1737 35.95 539.7 108.87 995.08 163.13 277.57 203.38 165.08 1116.7 202.29 914.41
YNR014W 958.62 606.8 437.5 1464.2 2290.9 977.64 1489.1 1463.5 312.98 238.01 343.33 276.89 1128 292.8 835.2
VHT1 851.14 725.74 993.06 1076.6 1049 975.97 832.28 723.32 217.2 79.794 32.036 28.064 875.41 89.273 786.137
PRY2 122.02 1122.8 29.393 627.59 38.77 1115.8 90.504 1008.8 113.13 166.66 124.08 425.82 968.74 207.42 761.32
YOR248W 214.94 1320.6 145.8 698.66 44.59 479.27 102.54 835.5 106 60.608 25.11 165.32 833.51 89.26 744.25
TOS6 59.666 690.72 130.34 968.95 43.653 806.96 155.19 975.25 231.82 227.61 61.136 125.62 860.47 161.54 698.93
BIO4 352.51 257.2 725.85 890.89 421.69 682.94 436.35 1140.4 119.31 45.218 25.37 11.158 742.86 50.265 692.595
SRL1 209.86 1007.5 91.192 725.59 42.958 398.93 120.92 848.02 87.336 63.141 38.794 189.29 745.01 94.641 650.369
YIP3 148.91 740.77 132.6 970.89 138.64 604.85 186.4 823.79 139.66 186.85 153.86 128.08 785.08 152.11 632.97
ADH4 501.98 69.799 1777.9 894.4 2389.7 780.29 1379.4 1176.3 134.38 91.386 131.86 61.078 730.19 104.68 625.51
CRH1 48.713 678.35 45.116 783.48 36.57 708.85 89.567 771.53 113.4 123.61 95.775 126.71 735.55 114.87 620.68
YKR075C 184.85 646.84 164.88 1312.6 533.65 526.63 887.09 901.16 396.8 236.81 189.65 103.03 846.8 231.57 615.23
SVS1 48.692 482.15 31.088 875.14 33.193 428.24 48.663 331.7 80.931 49.005 32.696 80.257 529.31 60.722 468.588
YNL043C 143.95 598.54 210.33 713.21 151.76 467.26 231.51 531.48 170.25 196.67 156.48 67.822 577.62 147.81 429.81
ARG4 620.04 857.51 607.44 703.57 193.95 238.4 380.21 477.54 234.97 55.067 130.08 164.85 569.26 146.24 423.02
YJL171C 131.89 656.1 131.65 666.41 56.117 316.38 176.97 389.06 183.6 135.67 109.29 98.581 506.99 131.79 375.2
TIS11 30.247 676.7 38.408 651.06 30.665 125.92 102.17 123.28 32.572 6.047 41.699 12.137 394.24 23.114 371.126
YBR071W 138.42 303.84 43.389 532.33 19.862 525.17 38.872 408.94 109.57 179.53 83.969 91.376 442.57 116.11 326.46
YKR012C 23.469 230.78 10.471 208.95 22.017 476.14 20.607 418.48 24.373 37.153 22.607 73.39 333.59 39.381 294.209
TSL1 549.53 300.08 291.94 538.33 465.37 414.17 415.87 457.43 133.12 168.66 121.96 172.64 427.5 149.1 278.4
BIO5 344.04 266.42 305.67 298.84 733.41 383.66 462.21 265.36 81.697 26.935 16.881 5.7013 303.57 32.804 270.766
BIO3 380.3 199.64 555.76 237.96 482.32 393.13 614.07 365.45 86.439 34.615 23.153 4.2543 299.04 37.115 261.925
YJR061W 117.79 413.21 39.764 323.76 14.962 119.4 39.322 168.03 32.684 12.303 11.036 118.26 256.1 43.571 212.529
LYS21 150.66 289.62 158.38 369.04 211.7 290.98 219.68 358.81 97.099 145.18 156.12 98.078 327.11 124.12 202.99
SIM1 64.872 171.85 35.61 380.66 21.115 198.45 42.172 218.72 71.681 63.117 39.232 75.679 242.42 62.427 179.993
PSD1 54.114 116.21 59.898 258.31 145.32 221.88 106.31 272.14 41.974 29.905 51.352 28.071 217.13 37.826 179.304
YPS3 62.515 361.89 53.398 186.56 21.257 199.76 38.674 179.3 48.983 57.248 51.739 71.038 231.88 57.252 174.628
YOR073W-‐A 16.006 144.23 5.0404 262.86 10.968 225.99 42.897 147.12 50.107 64.778 13.265 33.563 195.05 40.428 154.622
YKL036C 71.133 92.399 79.807 238.8 90.006 149.36 79.616 256.62 50.286 30.867 35.709 26.368 184.29 35.808 148.482
GIC2 20.571 227.8 7.368 185.38 6.9524 131.47 10.779 62.713 12.192 23.341 2.9411 41.117 151.84 19.898 131.942
HBN1 153.94 234.62 56.48 152.15 33.124 74.18 77.407 181.11 21.813 23.581 16.712 82.562 160.52 36.167 124.353
PCL1 6.7881 193.36 10.809 92.878 6.4753 178.64 18.549 155.2 31.808 46.334 21.926 26.491 155.02 31.64 123.38
YPL278C 66.399 218.31 67.847 172.51 28.34 73.441 44.242 83.666 28.788 23.002 8.9076 32.057 136.98 23.189 113.791
YJR154W 172.04 121.17 104.44 124.28 166.28 153.7 140.13 83.019 35.999 15.203 2.5417 8.7481 120.54 15.623 104.917
DAK2 15.914 17.209 41.151 94.951 47.828 221.14 12.38 135.46 29.477 16.262 6.4109 8.2703 117.19 15.105 102.085
ARI1 19.643 105.21 92.911 114.1 15.763 120.75 49.218 134.41 21.915 20.957 15.626 12.523 118.62 17.755 100.865
SMP1 15.367 206.22 10.171 93.884 7.556 75.052 17.724 69.065 8.5491 17.904 3.9069 20.838 111.05 12.8 98.25
CDC28 43.84 106.76 51.295 177.87 32.188 110.32 42.401 113.37 34.05 35.422 19.127 31.394 127.08 29.998 97.082
YBR178W 27.913 70.09 22.775 125.36 31.553 102.83 38.749 192.54 36.226 33.663 25.581 10.632 122.7 26.526 96.174
CDC3 38.26 133.07 32.156 118.47 73.877 129.56 66.284 135.74 26.46 53.415 27.705 49.029 129.21 39.152 90.058
YMD8 22.291 165.66 23.78 136.7 21.476 74.196 46.642 84.905 25.513 29.241 36.818 29.135 115.36 30.177 85.183
ERD2 81.314 169.01 67.671 133.14 69.498 103.44 55.813 148.51 45.464 51.24 42.476 75.318 138.53 53.624 84.906
ODC2 26.156 128.65 54.597 110.29 36.247 96.325 52.371 105.09 28.469 25.226 31.111 25.28 110.09 27.521 82.569
YBR200W-‐A 30.516 91.332 81.344 76.813 19.007 41.499 43.481 175.91 0 4.6637 55.212 0 96.39 14.969 81.421
CLN1 18.762 146.81 10.77 87.125 6.8741 88.255 13.664 82.428 24.035 28.948 9.3481 27.319 101.15 22.413 78.737
PCL2 24.774 98.811 13.53 117.01 12.597 101.53 17.972 73.71 19.098 24.004 9.6805 23.863 97.764 19.162 78.602
CPT1 39.824 113.69 41.084 92.671 45.394 95.999 59.947 111.34 30.351 32.794 22.806 20.773 103.43 26.681 76.749
CLN2 8.0487 81.103 6.6975 118.42 10.959 104.43 14.291 80.066 18.574 26.966 7.8907 27.023 96.004 20.114 75.89
YML057C-‐A 49.536 52.755 22.422 131.96 79.332 100.3 83.211 134.42 41.168 22.158 36.055 28.205 104.86 31.897 72.963
YCR043C 40.846 128.52 115.61 136.36 104.45 116.84 97.373 84.067 50.307 47.006 30.276 48.727 116.45 44.079 72.371
YPL277C 38.274 128.75 13.696 104.22 20.072 57.713 22.518 37.544 12.173 11.245 4.8601 19.737 82.057 12.004 70.053
YOL019W 37.226 114.3 14.459 99.7 8.9189 76.659 79.518 91.206 20.813 13.648 17.547 49.776 95.467 25.446 70.021
MET13 98.03 73.022 24.188 102.75 117.96 117.5 79.503 113.94 26.173 32.064 29.475 40.807 101.8 32.13 69.67
YFR032C-‐B 38.77 88.275 52.465 59.901 11.664 102.22 57.015 138.76 19.583 23.742 50.874 33.583 97.29 31.946 65.344
BPL1 106.23 73.457 92.398 96.074 72.847 99.42 77.564 51.885 15.406 21.41 11.796 13.418 80.209 15.507 64.702
YDR348C 44.712 84.856 38.688 138.46 51.679 92.177 64.093 92.655 29.867 49.01 31.102 44.23 102.04 38.552 63.488
YNL170W 42.696 68.18 78.09 108.69 54.514 84.221 43.156 91.642 21.96 22.785 32.048 28.637 88.182 26.357 61.825
WSC2 40.403 98.32 22.356 114.46 24.586 56.887 21.712 64.941 21.737 23.453 14.444 30.607 83.653 22.56 61.093
SKM1 17.654 56.211 20.31 89.719 13.371 81.413 18.043 91.925 16.972 23.821 17.844 17.595 79.817 19.058 60.759
DOA1 64.22 117.97 41.237 94.735 70.167 88.042 43.52 91.504 38.798 42.26 35.402 46.74 98.064 40.8 57.264
UBP11 42.625 52.262 34.747 100.59 103.61 73.183 65.358 107.9 22.869 29.11 36.524 21.174 83.484 27.419 56.065
YGR139W 12.188 107.72 29.203 60.746 3.5636 34.267 6.2312 52.719 10.24 18.745 3.9856 12.826 63.864 11.449 52.415
YGR151C 10.922 100.11 27.039 53.745 0.17203 31.411 24.844 68.997 10.41 11.458 16.697 10.485 63.565 12.263 51.302
AVT1 83.928 65.234 59.638 90.135 86.512 93.046 96.439 96.868 30.313 34.064 39.565 38.391 86.321 35.583 50.738
PRR1 24.053 60.036 17.461 88.665 17.191 53.492 23.45 40.739 15.279 14.767 10.197 17.957 60.733 14.55 46.183
YOR389W 12.537 46.88 8.5748 38.946 21.501 67.102 27.552 59.458 5.24 13.358 6.6156 6.6187 53.096 7.9582 45.1378
ERP3 44.532 58.435 44.977 90.598 48.966 65.036 25.537 59.27 20.203 33.811 15.602 26.611 68.335 24.057 44.278
PGM1 29.23 81.174 20.509 53.794 22.101 50.329 23.623 65.678 17.162 27.605 12.693 18.754 62.744 19.054 43.69



YGR242W 29.419 53.303 14.49 64.74 95.417 79.052 78.478 52.848 20.172 21.884 6.7671 26.624 62.486 18.862 43.624
YOL107W 12.959 44.531 13.92 47.593 12.273 35.748 26.217 69.797 8.908 7.3805 7.9108 4.7754 49.417 7.2437 42.1733
AFT1 24.613 89.186 14.412 48.402 57.967 52.879 48.236 45.929 14.638 17.96 20.607 17.281 59.099 17.621 41.478
DBF2 15.055 42.041 18.501 55.617 9.4938 66.062 15.059 64.688 18.686 25.727 9.2236 13.739 57.102 16.844 40.258
NDD1 29.292 48.172 14.563 52.92 21.793 54.943 36.981 81.958 19.02 23.332 15.735 21.987 59.498 20.018 39.48
YLR132C 16.122 42.035 10.118 65.662 22.302 41.969 12.963 55.507 11.018 7.9002 14.803 19.377 51.293 13.275 38.018
YOR114W 25.739 37.32 14.697 63.106 11.477 63.976 10.549 57.404 20.267 27.557 9.5605 13.358 55.451 17.686 37.765
GAS3 12.332 64.112 13.002 33.032 18.143 56.375 23.551 52.186 13.915 20.385 8.2019 16.667 51.426 14.792 36.634
CSI2 11.171 46.721 9.2687 54.185 6.1175 51.873 11.887 43.274 13.128 18.225 6.9293 15.367 49.014 13.412 35.602
YOR387C 24.553 7.8204 126.99 51.069 75.411 24.208 126.93 71.078 5.2938 3.0335 6.2621 3.0999 38.544 4.4223 34.1217
DAL3 12.252 38.464 69.003 58.904 19.712 47.981 21.184 34.248 22.62 8.1092 15.461 2.4049 44.899 12.149 32.75
ACM1 14.865 36.121 16.635 43.419 10.04 57.682 12.624 46.948 15.046 21.026 5.0327 14.285 46.043 13.847 32.196
PDS1 15.088 55.556 15.305 47.145 12.263 42.357 16.919 40.697 14.353 23.259 7.748 14.473 46.439 14.958 31.481
TOS4 4.9269 39.732 4.9648 46.74 2.927 34.886 5.2612 36.348 8.6581 12.163 3.8956 8.3779 39.426 8.2735 31.1525
FRK1 16.803 40.49 6.4778 55.584 10.416 33.069 10.079 38.114 16.49 19.101 6.1204 8.6639 41.814 12.594 29.22
YOR050C 9.5529 31.448 8.5754 25.57 4.4645 30.404 6.6199 39.569 2.0371 6.1487 3.5209 3.993 31.748 3.9249 27.8231
YMR144W 3.2869 33.539 4.7287 30.294 2.3447 28.722 7.8992 34.892 3.8248 11.721 2.9213 6.7884 31.862 6.3138 25.5482
BUD7 13.309 45.053 11.454 36.852 19.303 31.603 22.008 26.047 9.3413 11.703 8.0635 11.865 34.889 10.243 24.646
YJL150W 14.804 23.25 7.7585 41.697 18.731 13.312 11.562 38.947 9.2301 3.3002 5.6337 5.8549 29.301 6.0047 23.2963
STD1 19.444 47.117 17.637 33.798 6.2014 28.009 20.6 30.665 13.323 18.783 8.0625 11.517 34.897 12.922 21.975
YBR138C 14.239 26.26 10.035 28.845 13.037 18.917 11.128 44.843 10.275 10.368 4.5959 6.1256 29.716 7.8411 21.8749
EXO1 12.428 35.93 15.567 36.122 11.906 33.313 15.419 29.997 8.2849 16.908 12.19 11.817 33.841 12.3 21.541
PXL1 9.6266 35.875 6.286 32.367 3.9352 28.491 8.9177 18.025 6.0092 10.495 3.413 8.6769 28.689 7.1484 21.5406
IRR1 7.1596 37.57 4.5813 29.7 4.9976 23.432 6.7804 23.292 8.2209 11.742 4.3618 6.9917 28.499 7.829 20.67
YOR376W 26.941 42.002 43.37 29.66 7.4701 20.136 10.186 25.99 12.602 7.7298 10.893 8.593 29.447 9.9544 19.4926
ALK2 4.5363 27.8 7.8567 38.41 7.7894 26.137 17.155 19.908 10.129 10.67 7.8209 7.9732 28.064 9.1483 18.9157
YIL100C-‐A 6.3171 27.353 4.2396 34.74 20.183 27.925 9.9142 10.241 11.809 7.7607 5.7291 2.7748 25.065 7.0183 18.0467
GIN4 5.3802 36.815 2.098 27.461 2.8475 20.238 4.7013 18.762 8.5726 10.941 3.595 9.4315 25.819 8.1349 17.6841
NRM1 4.0838 26.689 5.6979 21.346 5.0797 23.36 8.3971 25.528 7.425 12.155 4.2492 2.7048 24.231 6.6336 17.5974
SPC29 7.3632 23.296 5.1909 17.054 5.5854 24.478 10.562 24.304 5.1675 9.4385 4.6034 5.0655 22.283 6.0687 16.2143
YDR269C 0 21.833 1.0737 23.716 14.884 9.9762 26.661 14.765 8.2259 4.7865 0 0 17.573 3.2531 14.3199
CBF2 6.2762 32.312 4.9408 18.514 2.8978 15.265 5.9403 11.401 4.375 5.6721 2.2175 8.0606 19.373 5.0813 14.2917
CTS2 20.041 22.348 14.191 23.56 14.155 19.193 9.971 20.913 8.3041 5.0303 5.7843 11.599 21.503 7.6795 13.8235
YLR412C-‐A 0 3.4663 6.8101 10.614 0 16.636 6.8999 24.578 0 3.9399 0 0 13.823 0.98498 12.83802
YBR277C 11.899 13.684 2.8237 20.934 8.0325 16.645 3.6205 14.226 3.9412 4.1871 1.5062 6.0898 16.372 3.9311 12.4409
STU2 3.6116 20.212 3.2308 17.219 2.391 13.767 4.7749 11.474 4.1398 8.1417 2.4898 3.8439 15.668 4.6538 11.0142
YOR345C 6.7754 8.1711 7.4523 4.6566 0.19326 7.859 7.0864 21.521 0 0.040335 1.7054 0 10.552 0.43643 10.11557
DPB2 3.1878 21.065 3.1677 14.137 6.2781 11.938 5.0164 9.63 3.8842 7.1878 2.0171 4.7768 14.192 4.4665 9.7255
YNL028W 2.4846 16.654 5.603 14.924 2.1441 7.579 7.97 9.6058 3.6319 4.0533 1.5809 4.9269 12.191 3.5483 8.6427
YGL217C 6.4857 9.4815 0 12.643 7.879 17.566 8.115 6.1345 5.4879 3.1362 4.5058 0 11.456 3.2825 8.1735
YIL066W-‐A 8.0242 10.167 4.1224 5.4111 2.239 12.526 3.0354 9.4543 0.81789 2.7778 0 1.967 9.3895 1.3907 7.9988
VIK1 5.9784 11.141 9.1771 16.075 4.4041 6.7181 9.2853 10.41 3.7429 4.5643 2.5346 2.352 11.086 3.2984 7.7876
YMR230W-‐A 0 11.223 17.676 12.69 0 0 3.8413 10.136 0 0 3.2294 0 8.5126 0.80734 7.70526
RTT109 4.0053 14.859 5.9096 11.162 2.7023 14.687 3.8596 11.422 5.4762 6.1371 4.3841 5.7624 13.032 5.44 7.592
YNL205C 3.9506 6.0536 16.585 11.621 3.5673 11.677 8.7048 11.05 2.5361 2.5874 4.9384 1.6746 10.101 2.9341 7.1669
MUM3 11.658 6.8329 10.838 6.9052 6.2782 9.9018 7.8607 15.074 2.3237 1.9024 4.1562 3.113 9.6784 2.8738 6.8046
SHE1 3.0643 10.92 3.2744 4.2694 2.2066 7.9471 2.7145 9.3152 1.6897 3.967 1.4028 2.617 8.113 2.4191 5.6939
YGL182C 3.9571 10.539 3.3471 8.0497 5.0452 5.878 1.4417 2.7878 2.7709 1.8478 0.60103 0 6.8137 1.3049 5.5088
PPM2 4.3235 3.6021 4.059 3.1106 8.0698 3.0536 10.269 1.3776 13.79 7.3296 7.5269 9.9678 2.786 9.6537 -‐6.8677
DHR2 3.9209 6.2937 18.259 2.4127 7.7475 4.9807 15.885 3.6512 14.967 9.5095 11.5 14.011 4.3346 12.497 -‐8.1624
YPS5 8.4275 2.1762 9.2767 2.643 8.5637 1.41 5.2307 0 18.868 6.9698 8.7959 7.0338 1.5573 10.417 -‐8.8597
SRO9 1.0553 1.8657 2.2387 1.4299 0.46557 0.69949 2.7877 1.2821 12.978 15.354 11.639 6.3551 1.3193 11.581 -‐10.2617
YML083C 6.9153 1.1319 12.525 6.2329 13.57 7.6067 3.8274 2.391 16.567 39.757 21.353 11.822 4.3406 22.375 -‐18.0344
ENA5 15.03 3.9354 19.437 6.0567 26.934 1.4423 59.938 1.7673 21.783 20.537 40.387 4.5602 3.3004 21.817 -‐18.5166
NRP1 13.222 11.187 38.034 3.8315 17.39 7.8544 36.139 5.9665 34.913 24.296 26.785 22.161 7.2098 27.039 -‐19.8292
YDL240C-‐A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28.647 25.619 25.11 0 0 19.844 -‐19.844
AGA2 12.479 1.9705 35.453 6.0736 14.05 1.6216 31.096 14.322 30.973 18.315 23.718 32.293 5.997 26.325 -‐20.328
ASG1 17.31 13.827 18.216 14.492 19.736 17.457 46.758 13.521 43.97 33.817 33.566 31.09 14.824 35.611 -‐20.787
TBS1 21.734 14.93 7.0629 8.6842 14.66 10.686 17.014 5.9696 44.684 40.541 26.216 21.832 10.068 33.318 -‐23.25
WTM2 21.695 11.533 23.167 8.564 38.361 11.482 33.751 8.2805 24.299 25.449 47.798 37.173 9.9649 33.68 -‐23.7151
PDR11 8.1015 6.4948 11.363 5.4538 4.4181 5.5677 5.1798 5.3684 32.078 47.302 26.354 13.643 5.7212 29.844 -‐24.1228
YDR509W 0 0 4.85 1.7692 4.0099 1.8003 6.4326 1.7148 38.176 39.197 19.879 10.568 1.3211 26.955 -‐25.6339
SGE1 34.755 19.99 20.662 21.108 17.901 21.221 35.052 16.105 53.012 48.945 39.574 42.22 19.606 45.938 -‐26.332
YDL241W 8.5505 3.1445 13.563 2.4444 11.618 2.0423 24.058 0 18.245 60.202 21.085 17.456 1.9078 29.247 -‐27.3392
SPB1 18.053 20.875 41.822 7.1603 28.252 12.876 61.215 10.121 50.144 35.849 41.488 35.177 12.758 40.664 -‐27.906
YBR028C 11.819 15.183 29.561 11.431 29.793 14.126 43.41 15.965 49.084 49.584 45.047 27.397 14.176 42.778 -‐28.602
DUG3 25.593 20.891 25.075 15.13 31.934 20.723 38.105 12.155 53.66 30.2 57.807 52.168 17.225 48.459 -‐31.234
YGL258W-‐A 22.218 2.2829 13.926 22.221 48.253 1.768 60.947 11.809 33.458 41.721 69.392 22.101 9.5201 41.668 -‐32.1479
MAK5 25.748 26.026 27.551 15.755 39.362 18.818 52.509 9.176 61.451 42.069 54.361 47.094 17.444 51.244 -‐33.8
SET4 7.2562 4.0776 13.496 9.5892 4.2901 13.356 6.4357 3.6439 47.736 58.627 38.166 23.418 7.6666 41.987 -‐34.3204
AQR1 6.8725 4.9668 34.062 4.1643 9.4652 11.117 24.643 5.1806 67.977 49.485 39.476 16.537 6.3572 43.369 -‐37.0118
PDR12 21.419 17.92 20.759 4.5419 41.89 8.9917 36.167 6.7983 69.757 63.125 15.472 39.689 9.563 47.011 -‐37.448
ARE1 21.561 18.564 26.284 21.223 25.224 17.587 32.89 12.739 49.698 59.224 72.054 41.298 17.528 55.568 -‐38.04
UTP23 41.793 33.4 132.84 20.629 58.768 26.652 100.19 18.664 57.338 52.021 80.24 64.698 24.836 63.574 -‐38.738
CWC24 47.872 23.241 50.383 32.137 43.919 23.912 41.711 15.225 60.031 80.214 61.931 48.596 23.629 62.693 -‐39.064
RRP12 29.322 32.908 48.013 11.525 43.755 19.899 73.594 15.526 70.361 51.08 58.799 57.003 19.965 59.311 -‐39.346
BMS1 33.771 28.803 56.453 17.157 51.541 20.281 81.783 13.643 65.652 50.602 68.735 52.288 19.971 59.319 -‐39.348



SOF1 35.293 32.336 78.223 19.849 75.471 28.003 99.794 14.657 69.564 52.75 80.398 57.263 23.711 64.994 -‐41.283
YML089C 1.7469 4.8246 7.96 6.9753 21.247 5.6191 3.7854 5.6497 96.233 55.703 40.351 14.898 5.7672 51.796 -‐46.0288
PRP43 25.988 33.647 64.056 13.191 37.209 24.499 81.323 15.857 89.837 71.045 62.652 55.766 21.798 69.825 -‐48.027
OPT1 60.331 29.142 35.393 33.996 225.78 26.475 118.16 29.185 90.397 79.087 63.645 80.466 29.699 78.399 -‐48.7
NOP4 43.189 41.274 92.399 21.556 51.513 24.976 96.546 17.016 83.21 44.694 100.28 78.475 26.206 76.664 -‐50.458
ADF1 32.182 11.885 136.74 5.4645 77.738 23.753 80.997 3.9433 44.424 47.374 91.945 63.73 11.262 61.868 -‐50.606
YDR336W 22.517 20.713 48.194 28.577 31.04 40.422 32.772 25.662 76.83 102.35 87.67 51.145 28.843 79.498 -‐50.655
ENP1 34.763 43.093 112.56 21.192 58.392 33.219 95.208 22.83 110.94 62.636 100.19 67.916 30.083 85.42 -‐55.337
GPI2 50.335 22.04 112.86 27.238 35.488 15.678 28.231 21.355 101.88 92.485 70.516 46.185 21.578 77.765 -‐56.187
EFG1 36.587 45.49 125.53 23.042 72.676 36.395 79.456 32.159 96.962 117.07 94.4 70.404 34.272 94.71 -‐60.438
SDP1 97.65 19.955 98.709 23.762 97.105 13.63 42.286 34.845 109.75 93.185 83.95 54.143 23.048 85.256 -‐62.208
GNP1 13.015 2.3584 4.7045 2.4989 2.6457 1.3645 9.1433 0.69532 76.935 91.023 49.545 39.996 1.7293 64.375 -‐62.6457
RRP8 58.366 33.97 102.28 28.58 72.055 40.923 107.77 24.954 113.65 62.225 130.01 77.545 32.107 95.859 -‐63.752
TAT2 8.1967 9.7669 4.2967 5.9831 26.177 28.314 6.0484 2.7776 66.46 99.574 68.364 69.794 11.71 76.048 -‐64.338
NEW1 40.588 36.195 120.89 24.719 57.162 34.559 148.44 19.006 124.69 85.387 87.494 76.776 28.62 93.586 -‐64.966
TMA23 48.318 34.206 105.19 20.778 86.447 24.641 66.201 23.734 99.373 132.21 82.722 65.485 25.84 94.948 -‐69.108
YPR014C 10.896 8.6615 47.471 27.769 21.236 10.075 22.632 6.3922 103.43 75.515 126.39 34.888 13.225 85.056 -‐71.831
KTI12 52.024 41.073 56.038 12.439 49.896 45.659 66.728 26.01 71.739 136.19 108.41 104.19 31.295 105.13 -‐73.835
AIM33 40.529 6.431 75.136 16.64 80.877 25.837 59.327 16.618 103.27 96.068 90.78 78.034 16.382 92.038 -‐75.656
RMT2 54.653 55.762 114.24 41.723 104.55 40.818 126.64 28.93 124.59 107.86 134.28 104.77 41.808 117.87 -‐76.062
MAK16 56.486 53.374 194.19 24.875 108.91 35.82 176.36 30.092 123.57 80.863 142.35 102.44 36.04 112.31 -‐76.27
CEM1 26.948 27.88 33.111 24.658 70.222 17.715 34.107 19.904 140.57 94.032 108.13 58.198 22.539 100.23 -‐77.691
SKN1 203.21 27.888 101.73 38.941 151.59 48.926 148.12 46.44 108.25 99.321 128.93 139.94 40.549 119.11 -‐78.561
CCT5 64.989 57.314 104.53 43.779 118.22 70.294 110.73 39.718 123.6 158.31 142.73 109.79 52.776 133.61 -‐80.834
ERC1 83.906 29.891 93.154 30.555 143.12 34.82 220.29 21.631 125.78 108.45 107.3 104.1 29.224 111.41 -‐82.186
FUI1 20.149 23.241 38.095 25.103 20.986 14.764 54.917 8.4352 121.12 73.188 143.81 71.264 17.886 102.35 -‐84.464
NOG2 39.89 46.053 159.93 29.979 76.546 42.453 175.19 28.592 138.4 81.853 164.39 108.3 36.769 123.24 -‐86.471
PDE2 25.698 48.999 58.505 32.862 47.467 55.37 99.922 32.872 157.34 152.33 120.21 87.503 42.526 129.35 -‐86.824
YLR413W 8.5863 22.05 73.414 37.674 10.194 35.017 60.149 20.036 142.64 145.75 134.71 60.6 28.694 120.93 -‐92.236
SYG1 90.794 75.246 68.038 57.019 82.347 49.686 90.185 41.403 188.13 153.31 121.02 138.44 55.839 150.22 -‐94.381
RRP14 44.463 38.438 105.04 27.329 98.032 38.297 121.74 27.351 169.54 98.782 148.94 123.69 32.854 135.24 -‐102.386
RAS1 83.451 29.506 114.16 34.649 228.25 26.359 114.32 24.199 177.44 83.802 170.46 120.8 28.678 138.12 -‐109.442
TAT1 2.5838 1.7053 6.8413 4.1084 1.5614 0.88711 2.6706 0.33459 122.12 122.49 104.54 101.26 1.7588 112.61 -‐110.8512
NRG2 409.09 38.229 110.99 34.661 65.048 45.363 203.97 13.512 119.84 53.521 224.77 186.52 32.941 146.16 -‐113.219
YOR342C 52.007 60.208 147.65 48.464 241.05 68.077 232.49 34.948 183.77 228.94 149.84 105.9 52.924 167.12 -‐114.196
ALD2 116.29 29.192 142.29 37.767 70.382 32.298 60.258 28.23 245.91 168.13 45.261 137.73 31.871 149.26 -‐117.389
FYV7 75.39 39.543 172.06 50.265 201.35 44.566 129.01 42.37 140.25 204.25 201.14 102.18 44.186 161.96 -‐117.774
YFL019C 26.451 7.0099 70.126 27.699 24.163 18.22 6.0512 22.681 221.75 106.97 176.39 46.885 18.903 138 -‐119.097
MEP3 21.137 41.471 17.082 23.922 11.154 61.606 27.568 29.19 164.83 144.72 179.69 148.08 39.047 159.33 -‐120.283
STL1 461.5 60.014 154.95 15.552 164.42 13.199 698.64 13.267 159.94 82.597 141 223.46 25.508 151.75 -‐126.242
YCL049C 84.16 12.201 113.83 25.982 168.27 48.389 132.79 29.256 122.54 291.22 177.67 57.184 28.957 162.16 -‐133.203
PXR1 118.41 33.366 218.36 70.892 153.03 62.093 214.58 78.553 207.89 153.33 288.74 129.98 61.226 194.98 -‐133.754
RPC19 55.989 82.951 141.18 42.607 72.332 64.57 121.63 47.608 202.43 141.41 226.29 203.05 59.434 193.3 -‐133.866
HXT17 107.34 7.5927 209.84 34.987 752.95 33.498 316.5 60.922 239.03 126.64 230.38 80.274 34.25 169.08 -‐134.83
KNH1 141.26 8.5638 47.906 14.113 77.301 35.887 68.716 15.004 105.71 79.906 225.05 234.14 18.392 161.2 -‐142.808
NAR1 111.04 34.333 118.68 74.078 215.16 48.032 122.92 39.422 242 264.93 180.58 90.353 48.967 194.47 -‐145.503
IMD3 183.21 91.921 285.63 58.341 331.38 99.601 313.53 61.636 262.65 225.02 233.12 207.6 77.875 232.1 -‐154.225
GCV1 28.769 69.975 45.791 38.659 77.665 54.564 31.709 42.181 235.03 284.49 211.02 92.317 51.345 205.71 -‐154.365
NOG1 85.612 79.779 203.97 54.794 164.82 72.213 283.4 48.921 247.69 192.26 290.33 153.81 63.927 221.02 -‐157.093
YOR186C-‐A 240.49 7.5146 243.86 61.902 125.36 65.072 200.92 92.538 74.892 235.47 314.7 233.02 56.757 214.52 -‐157.763
PMA2 268.96 23.745 218.74 32.294 59.444 18.609 188.72 36.164 304.43 101.22 247.96 180.95 27.703 208.64 -‐180.937
YGR160W 55.267 101.77 235.9 46.504 70.081 67.496 313.52 30.334 384.44 160.61 244.89 190.36 61.525 245.07 -‐183.545
YOR343C 43.423 50.931 30.064 34.746 85.369 32.818 19.24 7.5961 167.66 313.2 164.04 229.25 31.523 218.54 -‐187.017
HMT1 63.179 80.334 249.77 56.84 149.67 94.49 322.4 47.575 304.93 174.16 315.82 241.75 69.81 259.16 -‐189.35
BUD20 281.56 121.77 457.19 158.15 320.7 150.05 385.16 100.31 319.07 300.46 371.25 328.48 132.57 329.82 -‐197.25
MUP1 51.171 31.418 13.633 43.98 16.13 16.366 18.318 15.401 277.86 91.922 294.31 286.03 26.791 237.53 -‐210.739
YJL045W 63.338 2.214 81.806 11.902 120.48 10.363 42.578 7.5892 257.14 382.92 173.66 96.245 8.0171 227.49 -‐219.4729
YLR164W 781.56 93.67 355.04 132.05 159.98 84.49 126.43 155.45 433.98 279.17 306.63 347.57 116.41 341.84 -‐225.43
PTR2 28.933 43.78 40.13 12.669 19.444 14.058 48.782 19.641 272.17 152.1 497.7 125.96 22.537 261.98 -‐239.443
MTD1 32.876 83.735 40.416 56.791 85.231 90.73 34.87 78.683 443.39 281.1 400.39 143.54 77.485 317.11 -‐239.625
ARO9 41.88 27.393 39.898 6.0599 30.179 43.382 77.246 60.507 380.91 184.34 364.09 180.38 34.336 277.43 -‐243.094
LIA1 166.58 125.31 289.99 99.909 338.98 123.04 483.25 140.04 370.61 294.37 524.38 298.98 122.07 372.08 -‐250.01
HEM1 134.37 83.067 202.9 145.25 224.65 111.07 194.07 119.9 502.56 359.47 377.77 221.17 114.82 365.24 -‐250.42
DBP2 122.6 162.33 458.64 96.003 255.72 159.07 708.58 72.66 488.21 400.79 361.06 262.46 122.52 378.13 -‐255.61
PHO3 19.825 29.343 31.353 21.928 39.893 65.918 81.056 41 237.6 565.54 189.95 200.64 39.547 298.43 -‐258.883
PUT4 507.81 118.63 414.51 92.825 666.17 74.416 846.07 48.78 346.5 185.02 440.1 399.47 83.663 342.77 -‐259.107
YOR338W 63.281 37.478 165.22 57.156 89.84 80.924 356.44 43.974 384.17 390.27 369.35 115.12 54.883 314.73 -‐259.847
YGL041C 270.84 157.59 290.31 151.61 249.24 97.091 245.57 137.72 503.64 443.92 416.22 254.01 136 404.45 -‐268.45
NOP16 185.19 118.25 362.51 130.41 274.04 108.61 273.26 109.42 432.64 522.23 331.72 282.06 116.67 392.16 -‐275.49
YNL115C 300.67 47.195 241.97 137.14 245.52 143.79 176.25 171.26 554.16 330.5 411.86 322.98 124.85 404.88 -‐280.03
PLB2 106.09 66.383 210.84 159.12 27.392 51.401 79.987 49.147 529.77 321.24 284.9 315.3 81.514 362.8 -‐281.286
BAP2 125.16 44.276 65.856 45.327 21.177 21.586 24.096 23.965 371.4 463.4 221.75 311.18 33.788 341.93 -‐308.142
FCY1 136.53 75.415 260.61 100.89 254.81 100.64 258.51 97.069 349.34 438.95 568.67 264.5 93.501 405.36 -‐311.859
COX19 275.73 108.22 348.09 121.17 487.77 100.45 361.82 83.84 539.41 341.84 525.11 275.95 103.42 420.58 -‐317.16
GAC1 287.66 58.925 241.26 146.92 474.17 151.79 429.45 147.7 552.93 565.79 474.9 209.87 126.33 450.87 -‐324.54
YHR032C-‐A 513.67 216.51 1326.4 75.743 499.51 218.86 798.19 87.722 545.99 310.11 578.12 463.37 149.71 474.4 -‐324.69
TIR3 18.823 17.3 89.513 120.63 35.793 78.585 96.619 34.318 248.83 195.18 783.44 463.1 62.708 422.64 -‐359.932



ARO10 36.781 42.481 63.459 12.522 27.949 19.388 72.359 34.409 564.87 444.5 391.78 155.5 27.2 389.16 -‐361.96
YPR012W 141.76 69.053 220.99 71.458 81.868 29.962 98.874 46.039 736.3 222.43 524.58 196.62 54.128 419.98 -‐365.852
YBL100W-‐C 53.235 39.829 85.104 90.038 329.69 32.912 137.5 71.632 406.96 499.33 470.75 336.97 58.603 428.5 -‐369.897
YPR013C 80.164 30 154.78 49.402 67.65 25.192 129.45 26.693 584.61 242.25 587.25 241.63 32.822 413.94 -‐381.118
REG2 567.73 156.95 237.25 152.58 436.93 85.666 259.04 169.13 481.24 604.56 649.3 367.94 141.08 525.76 -‐384.68
PHM6 42.355 29.628 30.281 21.031 41.362 32.37 72.065 12.017 323.31 357.31 489.04 467.67 23.762 409.33 -‐385.568
IZH4 175 59.964 276.88 197.31 9.1522 203.56 126.95 169.69 590.83 899.84 525.5 284.8 157.63 575.24 -‐417.61
YMR118C 507.57 25.918 637.38 41.514 199.81 51.869 152.83 26.229 479.42 567.26 415.11 357.64 36.383 454.86 -‐418.477
YHR033W 359.98 144.9 44.246 33.595 166.64 104.39 57.464 27.652 333.15 461.06 328.39 908.1 77.635 507.68 -‐430.045
PDC6 380.43 49.098 172.88 48.108 53.281 26.77 152.79 30.482 624.45 136.06 801.17 314.01 38.615 468.92 -‐430.305
AIM46 578.17 301.52 381.61 247.19 382.32 193.87 294.52 170.91 606.28 852.83 567.2 608.9 228.37 658.8 -‐430.43
YHR032W-‐A 464.5 125.94 840.76 167.66 923.15 185.06 910.16 121.92 658.54 522.22 749.3 404.27 150.14 583.58 -‐433.44
FCY2 193.65 190.88 510.19 118.9 397.64 146.66 681.59 85.826 725.95 326.94 760.7 522.94 135.56 584.13 -‐448.57
NSR1 135.13 197.8 636.91 95.844 188.93 124.28 659.55 86.572 729.68 416.99 627.54 546.57 126.12 580.19 -‐454.07
GIT1 38.979 355.84 7.4955 69.179 18.126 165.17 5.5451 218.01 451.18 982.35 437.97 904.28 202.05 693.95 -‐491.9
STP4 471.36 106.07 408.73 98.409 417.76 239.82 433.91 176.42 657.93 622.45 773.16 535.48 155.18 647.26 -‐492.08
YDR262W 630.59 255.59 522.79 208.13 368.18 207.48 367.76 308.68 912.75 717.05 845.14 496.87 244.97 742.95 -‐497.98
PHO89 5.4916 8.4155 3.6284 1.8534 8.6288 6.0304 2.8234 1.9269 597.17 590.48 735.8 139.13 4.5566 515.65 -‐511.0934
AGP1 223.48 291.27 31.693 120.05 156.5 408.67 116.92 275.81 769.25 488.67 959.93 997.91 273.95 803.94 -‐529.99
YNL190W 469.78 288.47 466.62 126.26 367.92 228.67 369.49 177.45 801.06 953.88 643.61 629.96 205.21 757.13 -‐551.92
DIP5 165.84 114.11 217.01 162.82 300.53 30.685 921.73 105.87 837.89 398.57 1024.4 486.92 103.37 686.94 -‐583.57
YPR123C 67.808 27.031 122.7 75.368 1243.3 193.8 461.58 173.94 440.44 1300.1 925.13 304.47 117.53 742.54 -‐625.01
YJL067W 301.86 149.95 415.39 142.17 565.42 217.67 321.56 252.96 790.06 1265.2 933.47 409.86 190.69 849.65 -‐658.96
HAP4 236.38 129.56 398.34 260.78 357.92 228.02 761.61 328.03 1147.3 632.58 1462.8 590.72 236.6 958.35 -‐721.75
YKL187C 288.75 54.779 594.22 240.13 287.78 93.678 438.31 174.09 1363.5 288.4 1403.1 530.09 140.67 896.25 -‐755.58
DAN1 11.122 2.3402 187.84 26.324 2.7377 36.416 37.547 12.502 794.75 707.33 1357.5 250.62 19.396 777.54 -‐758.144
FAA4 274.1 173.99 353.76 219.32 165.63 298.36 478.96 135.13 1044.1 821.63 1381.2 668.49 206.7 978.84 -‐772.14
YRO2 1078.8 463.17 786.97 233.37 164.21 504.89 295.79 724.7 1352 1269.9 1123 1785.5 481.53 1382.6 -‐901.07
YFR010W-‐A 718.99 190.5 1739.1 409.1 1625.4 495.06 849.26 501.67 1281.6 1451.4 1796.9 686.22 399.08 1304 -‐904.92
SPL2 211.27 201.37 48.025 94.411 159.63 443.76 27.859 101.34 748.02 1694.6 1068.8 996.87 210.22 1127.1 -‐916.88
CTR1 135.38 56.353 310.2 112.95 1548.2 249 471.47 229.44 735.72 1754.7 1600.9 448.26 161.93 1134.9 -‐972.97
GCV3 206.15 168.52 381.26 212.05 445.02 213.21 258.25 197.14 1103.2 1870.9 1364.3 346.19 197.73 1171.1 -‐973.37
SSA3 338.12 31.93 795.05 76.396 172 118.61 279.84 110.88 1155.6 2368.4 846.78 579.91 84.455 1237.7 -‐1153.245
PHO5 22.705 24.119 21.591 89.702 22.606 93.543 25.865 129.62 1949.1 1499.8 1489.3 842.05 84.247 1445.1 -‐1360.853
SPS100 371.47 53.338 187.69 11.264 16.642 10.896 29.404 15.647 3166.3 131.54 1013.8 1547.3 22.786 1464.7 -‐1441.914
CTR3 297.14 33.01 883.36 129.79 2058.3 230.61 710.07 180.1 1437 2797.7 1640.5 754.4 143.38 1657.4 -‐1514.02
GLN1 566.42 667.64 1413.1 353.52 689.98 807.37 1509.6 596.19 2075.7 1541.3 2734.8 2491.7 606.18 2210.9 -‐1604.72
RHR2 405.97 388.74 748.41 93.926 124.22 127 564.46 120.83 2634.5 2375.2 1252.1 926.53 182.62 1797.1 -‐1614.48
YGR201C 1092 115.26 1879 312.28 921.4 247.32 808.47 545.98 2163.3 3011.5 2118.5 1036.5 305.21 2082.4 -‐1777.19
ADH2 678.65 894.61 550.38 844.02 301.46 269.18 451.4 298.18 3248.7 2378.1 2484.1 1544.4 576.5 2413.8 -‐1837.3
HXT5 5153.6 1130.7 1782.9 1092.2 953.83 408.96 592.34 301.56 4181.7 2214.8 1515.2 2590.4 733.35 2625.5 -‐1892.15
COX6 2240 643.85 1723 593.98 2504.8 1020 1263.2 1214.1 2575.8 3637.2 2814.5 2881.8 868 2977.3 -‐2109.3
PHO84 190.52 453.95 348.15 288.89 358.5 861.7 116.28 251.2 2563.8 2672.5 2688.4 2436.5 463.93 2590.3 -‐2126.37
CHA1 28.805 5.4535 330.29 63.459 57.661 10.661 259.62 23.149 2633.8 3063.4 2520.3 868.62 25.681 2271.6 -‐2245.919
HSP30 2662.2 332.35 2503.8 280.26 119.45 1258.4 461.64 72.52 3182.2 5471.9 4631.3 6914.6 485.87 5050 -‐4564.13
PCK1 448.85 206.96 833.28 642.7 3468.2 990.93 1782.1 535.97 5480.9 7745.3 6687.7 1190.2 594.14 5276 -‐4681.86
YKL065W-‐A 1441.9 65.396 772.55 120.05 828.72 598.35 515.79 489.87 1504.5 8592.5 8891.6 2356.1 318.41 5336.2 -‐5017.79
YMR175W-‐A 4362.9 633.89 3150.2 124.54 1547.2 982.4 784.38 1611.9 1709.5 7602.8 9500 5238.2 838.18 6012.6 -‐5174.42
FMP16 10095 483.73 15140 2191.5 4627.3 1546.8 5779.7 2800.9 7902 8153 7245.5 4867.5 1755.7 7042 -‐5286.3
YGR174W-‐A 5411.2 1728.7 7690.9 1175.4 3676.2 1592 2024.1 2169.1 6103.8 11721 7252.1 5310.6 1666.3 7596.9 -‐5930.6
ZEO1 5416.9 2601.4 7787.7 4178.8 3257.1 3193.6 4445.2 3740 7763.6 10078 12124 7551.4 3428.4 9379.2 -‐5950.8
SPG1 4143.2 556.75 4691.9 2940.5 1551.7 1307.6 677.25 3222.6 11289 11395 5906.8 3460.2 2006.9 8012.8 -‐6005.9
TIP1 4358 1193.6 2092.7 917.57 92.937 762.23 694.72 1129.2 8534.1 8046 6289.4 8259.7 1000.7 7782.3 -‐6781.6
FBA1 7344.5 5554.6 11075 6323.9 4681.4 5609 6497.4 5695.7 14032 13834 12350 11628 5795.8 12961 -‐7165.2
PAI3 6472.1 275.61 11377 1640.3 5151.1 1603.8 2994.2 2043.1 11415 13977 9321.4 5049.2 1390.7 9940.6 -‐8549.9
GRE1 9185 299.57 3853.1 476.46 570.89 185.01 589.02 338.29 16147 3883 11878 13062 324.84 11242 -‐10917.16
SIP18 25937 1940.8 1.14E+05 2645.6 20209 6982.9 16432 8940.3 89474 76364 1.02E+05 32041 5127.4 74856 -‐69728.6
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C.3 SC compared to YPD



gene_name T73_SC T73_YNB I14_SC I14_YNB PW5_SC PW5_YNBYPS163_SCYPS163_YNBT73_YPD I14_YPD PW5_YPDYPS163_YPDMean	  SCMean	  YPD Difference Gene	  Description
BDH2 2066.9 397.66 2626.1 1818.9 3649.2 1059.5 2628.5 1293.8 836.89 429.86 812.66 413.57 2742.7 623.24 2119.46 Putative	  medium-‐chain	  alcohol	  dehydrogenase	  with	  similarity	  to	  BDH1

GAP1 1130.9 491.08 1099.9 382.18 2262.5 493.95 2571.7 294.15 321.57 140.99 483.2 378.4 1766.3 331.04 1435.26
General	  amino	  acid	  permease;	  Gap1p	  senses	  the	  presence	  of	  amino	  acid	  
substrates	  to	  regulate	  localization	  to	  the	  plasma	  membrane	  when	  needed;

TMA17 2232.5 829.43 2085.2 1999.4 2442.7 1550.3 2080.5 1931.2 690.6 657 975.99 800.98 2210.2 781.14 1429.06

ATPase	  dedicated	  chaperone	  that	  adapts	  proteasome	  assembly	  to	  stress;	  
Tma17p	  is	  induced	  upon	  stress;	  interacts	  with	  Rpt6p	  to	  assist	  its	  pairing	  to	  
Rpt3p	  and	  early	  steps	  in	  proteasome	  biogenesis

ADH4 501.98 69.799 1777.9 894.4 2389.7 780.29 1379.4 1176.3 134.38 91.386 131.86 61.078 1512.2 104.68 1407.52

Alcohol	  dehydrogenase	  isoenzyme	  type	  IV;	  dimeric	  enzyme	  demonstrated	  to	  
be	  zinc-‐dependent	  despite	  sequence	  similarity	  to	  iron-‐activated	  alcohol	  
dehydrogenases

BIO2 1265.2 307.58 1224.9 652.55 1465.3 1107.2 1469.9 829.69 385.56 185.25 297.07 76.583 1356.3 236.11 1120.19
Biotin	  synthase;	  catalyzes	  the	  conversion	  of	  dethiobiotin	  to	  biotin,	  which	  is	  
the	  last	  step	  of	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis	  pathway

YGR035C 1015.8 76.061 1925.6 159.04 1135.9 211.51 2109.7 114.56 442.27 308.02 776.24 185.14 1546.8 427.92 1118.88 Putative	  protein	  of	  unknown	  function

TPS1 1310.7 726.66 1458 1551.6 1911.2 1217.5 1350.7 2213.5 486.83 715.3 546.71 414.5 1507.7 540.83 966.87
Synthase	  subunit	  of	  trehalose-‐6-‐P	  synthase/phosphatase	  complex;	  
synthesizes	  the	  storage	  carbohydrate	  trehalose

PNS1 821.55 91.61 670.04 252.97 1838.6 310.65 1273 223.87 258.99 149.28 234.07 161.33 1150.8 200.92 949.88 Unknown	  function

VHT1 851.14 725.74 993.06 1076.6 1049 975.97 832.28 723.32 217.2 79.794 32.036 28.064 931.37 89.273 842.097
High-‐affinity	  plasma	  membrane	  H+-‐biotin	  (vitamin	  H)	  symporter;	  mutation	  
results	  in	  fatty	  acid	  auxotrophy

MEP2 752.67 281.27 700.25 108.23 429.57 114.54 968.91 89.261 206.5 146.31 97.31 111.19 712.85 140.33 572.52

Ammonium	  permease	  involved	  in	  regulation	  of	  pseudohyphal	  growth;	  
belongs	  to	  a	  ubiquitous	  family	  of	  cytoplasmic	  membrane	  proteins	  that	  
transport	  only	  ammonium	  (NH4+)

SOL4 1064 133.69 924.31 190.46 764.4 236.56 405.49 406.61 247.66 305.35 236.79 166.27 789.56 239.02 550.54
6-‐phosphogluconolactonase;	  protein	  abundance	  increases	  in	  response	  to	  
DNA	  replication	  stress;	  pentose	  phosphate	  pathway

BIO3 380.3 199.64 555.76 237.96 482.32 393.13 614.07 365.45 86.439 34.615 23.153 4.2543 508.11 37.115 470.995
7,8-‐diamino-‐pelargonic	  acid	  aminotransferase	  (DAPA);	  catalyzes	  the	  second	  
step	  in	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis	  pathway

YDR406W-‐A 219.09 80.724 788.81 212.85 627.46 207.56 541.56 355.31 94.439 87.174 161.88 21.27 544.23 91.19 453.04 Unknown	  function

BIO4 352.51 257.2 725.85 890.89 421.69 682.94 436.35 1140.4 119.31 45.218 25.37 11.158 484.1 50.265 433.835
Dethiobiotin	  synthetase;	  catalyzes	  the	  third	  step	  in	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis	  
pathway

BIO5 344.04 266.42 305.67 298.84 733.41 383.66 462.21 265.36 81.697 26.935 16.881 5.7013 461.33 32.804 428.526
Putative	  transmembrane	  protein	  involved	  in	  the	  biotin	  biosynthesis;	  
responsible	  for	  uptake	  of	  7-‐keto	  8-‐aminopelargonic	  acid

RHO5 764.28 205.08 511.42 336.56 629 360.45 554.53 413.39 272.32 141.59 258.49 176.81 614.81 212.3 402.51
Non-‐essential	  small	  GTPase	  of	  the	  Rho/Rac	  family	  of	  Ras-‐like	  proteins;	  RAC1	  
ortholog;	  regulated	  by	  phosphorylation	  and	  ubiquitination

DUR3 557.36 98.878 270.48 16.832 33.168 26.398 835.83 20.379 16.007 21.805 11.751 54.124 424.21 25.922 398.288

Plasma	  membrane	  transporter	  for	  both	  urea	  and	  polyamines;	  expression	  is	  
highly	  sensitive	  to	  nitrogen	  catabolite	  repression	  and	  induced	  by	  
allophanate,	  the	  last	  intermediate	  of	  the	  allantoin	  degradative	  pathway

YNR003W-‐A 381.25 0 600.61 0 419.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350.46 0 350.46 Unknown	  function

PDR15 166.58 56.734 256.05 223.09 734.33 164.49 545.35 215.5 89.486 97.541 83.516 33.604 425.58 76.037 349.543

Plasma	  membrane	  ATP	  binding	  cassette	  (ABC)	  transporter;	  multidrug	  
transporter	  and	  general	  stress	  response	  factor	  implicated	  in	  cellular	  
detoxification

LEU2 169.83 346.18 605.12 119.62 474.83 137.84 311.75 125.82 71.971 72.866 91.37 97.828 390.38 83.509 306.871
Beta-‐isopropylmalate	  dehydrogenase	  (IMDH);	  catalyzes	  the	  third	  step	  in	  the	  
leucine	  biosynthesis	  pathway

TSL1 549.53 300.08 291.94 538.33 465.37 414.17 415.87 457.43 133.12 168.66 121.96 172.64 430.68 149.1 281.58

Large	  subunit	  of	  trehalose	  6-‐phosphate	  synthase/phosphatase	  complex;	  
Tps1p-‐Tps2p	  complex	  converts	  uridine-‐5'-‐diphosphoglucose	  and	  glucose	  6-‐
phosphate	  to	  trehalose

TNA1 283.08 140.94 455.41 244.77 460.86 116.35 462.31 129.47 208.63 97.838 149.15 123.94 415.41 144.89 270.52

High	  affinity	  nicotinic	  acid	  plasma	  membrane	  permease;	  responsible	  for	  
uptake	  of	  low	  levels	  of	  nicotinic	  acid;	  expression	  of	  the	  gene	  increases	  in	  the	  
absence	  of	  extracellular	  nicotinic	  acid	  or	  para-‐aminobenzoate	  (PABA

OPT2 68.664 32.827 236.22 9.0989 491.62 13.221 368 5.0767 44.472 56.045 19.211 47.192 291.13 41.73 249.4

Oligopeptide	  transporter;	  localized	  to	  peroxisomes	  and	  affects	  glutathione	  
redox	  homeostasis;	  also	  localizes	  to	  the	  plasma	  membrane	  (PM)	  and	  to	  the	  
late	  Golgi

DAL80 270.56 60.97 312.26 36.597 190.36 23.998 293.37 24.937 37.674 21.934 17.511 9.9187 266.64 21.76 244.88
Negative	  regulator	  of	  genes	  in	  multiple	  nitrogen	  degradation	  pathways;	  
expression	  is	  regulated	  by	  nitrogen	  levels	  and	  by	  Gln3p

EEB1 378.47 300.12 122.05 84.826 508.04 310.85 252.68 69.675 38.694 91.9 89.708 63.964 315.31 71.067 244.243

Acyl-‐coenzymeA:ethanol	  O-‐acyltransferase;	  responsible	  for	  the	  major	  part	  of	  
medium-‐chain	  fatty	  acid	  ethyl	  ester	  biosynthesis	  during	  fermentation;	  
possesses	  short-‐chain	  esterase	  activity;	  may	  be	  involved	  in	  lipid	  metabolism	  
and	  detoxification

YGR066C 249.64 78.817 390.17 273.95 172.47 116.32 311.69 75.619 100.01 16.231 51.523 38.303 280.99 51.517 229.473 Unknown	  function
YKL202W 277.67 150.16 376.94 87.111 270.62 224.66 375.9 656.38 66.044 93.791 163.14 97.252 325.28 105.06 220.22 Unknown	  function

DAL4 199.09 7.1687 176.43 8.5798 6.526 5.8214 448.01 4.2244 6.0577 4.9384 3.6446 9.1232 207.51 5.941 201.569
Allantoin	  permease;	  expression	  sensitive	  to	  nitrogen	  catabolite	  repression	  
and	  induced	  by	  allophanate,	  an	  intermediate	  in	  allantoin	  degradation

LEU1 156.98 63.893 220 31.467 232.54 69.394 231.25 40.681 71.087 79.312 66.743 67.966 210.19 71.277 138.913
Isopropylmalate	  isomerase;	  catalyzes	  the	  second	  step	  in	  the	  leucine	  
biosynthesis	  pathway

CRD1 193.8 68.375 187.02 122.82 207.65 134.26 135.99 147.15 37.63 46.151 51.867 44.618 181.11 45.066 136.044

Cardiolipin	  synthase;	  produces	  cardiolipin,	  which	  is	  a	  phospholipid	  of	  the	  
mitochondrial	  inner	  membrane	  that	  is	  required	  for	  normal	  mitochondrial	  
membrane	  potential	  and	  function

YNL179C 215.21 78.771 138.87 154.29 202.07 132.98 190.78 154.81 76.089 40.795 57.104 50.204 186.73 56.048 130.682 Unknown	  function
YJR154W 172.04 121.17 104.44 124.28 166.28 153.7 140.13 83.019 35.999 15.203 2.5417 8.7481 145.72 15.623 130.097 Unknown	  function

DPP1 145.24 42.124 219.41 62.746 188.84 111.48 237.59 121.63 62.032 77.917 101.66 70.997 197.77 78.152 119.618

Diacylglycerol	  pyrophosphate	  (DGPP)	  phosphatase;	  zinc-‐regulated	  vacuolar	  
membrane-‐associated	  lipid	  phosphatase,	  dephosphorylates	  DGPP	  to	  
phosphatidate	  (PA)	  and	  Pi,	  then	  PA	  to	  diacylglycerol;	  involved	  in	  lipid	  
signaling	  and	  cell	  metabolism

DUR1%2C2 102.31 34.285 127.87 31.656 33.633 27.41 262.24 24.627 14.282 10.692 12.275 21.89 131.51 14.785 116.725

Urea	  amidolyase;	  contains	  both	  urea	  carboxylase	  and	  allophanate	  hydrolase	  
activities,	  degrades	  urea	  to	  CO2	  and	  NH3;	  expression	  sensitive	  to	  nitrogen	  
catabolite	  repression	  and	  induced	  by	  allophanate

YIR030W-‐A 84.211 27.416 174.82 6.4584 13.091 4.1848 170.52 4.91 0 11.362 6.9002 7.2361 110.66 6.3746 104.2854 Unknown	  function
YHR022C-‐A 120.85 0 94.374 0 0 0 131.38 0 0 0 0 0 86.651 0 86.651 Unknown	  function
YOR387C 24.553 7.8204 126.99 51.069 75.411 24.208 126.93 71.078 5.2938 3.0335 6.2621 3.0999 88.471 4.4223 84.0487 Unknown	  function
YNL234W 100.48 103.05 126.82 114.59 122.58 46.918 130.95 119.72 56.882 54.882 35.222 25.894 120.21 43.22 76.99 Unknown	  function

BPL1 106.23 73.457 92.398 96.074 72.847 99.42 77.564 51.885 15.406 21.41 11.796 13.418 87.259 15.507 71.752

Biotin:apoprotein	  ligase;	  covalently	  modifies	  proteins	  with	  the	  addition	  of	  
biotin,	  required	  for	  acetyl-‐CoA	  carboxylase	  (Acc1p)	  holoenzyme	  formation;	  
comparative	  analysis	  suggests	  that	  a	  mitochondrially	  targeted	  form	  may	  
result	  from	  translation	  starting	  at	  a	  non-‐canonical	  codon	  upstream	  of	  the	  
annotated	  start	  codon

YKR033C 70.421 7.3671 36.597 11.222 42.765 18.393 102.71 2.3992 4.7894 4.8839 0 2.7103 63.124 3.0959 60.0281 Unknown	  function

ARG7 71.193 78.989 76.576 61.982 104.23 83.991 104.54 116.89 26.423 44.82 38.323 21.919 89.135 32.871 56.264

Mitochondrial	  ornithine	  acetyltransferase;	  catalyzes	  the	  fifth	  step	  in	  arginine	  
biosynthesis;	  also	  possesses	  acetylglutamate	  synthase	  activity,	  regenerates	  
acetylglutamate	  while	  forming	  ornithine

UPS3 72.864 37.8 65.624 56.283 78.252 64.562 63.627 35.507 23.74 25.747 30.933 25.079 70.092 26.375 43.717

Mitochondrial	  protein	  of	  unknown	  function;	  similar	  to	  Ups1p	  and	  Ups2p	  
which	  are	  involved	  in	  regulation	  of	  mitochondrial	  cardiolipin	  and	  
phosphatidylethanolamine	  levels

DAL1 38.673 16.129 60.21 3.7224 13.988 3.4821 78.171 2.559 2.7611 3.0314 1.4573 12.236 47.76 4.8715 42.8885
Allantoinase;	  converts	  allantoin	  to	  allantoate	  in	  the	  first	  step	  of	  allantoin	  
degradation;	  expression	  sensitive	  to	  nitrogen	  catabolite	  repression

YPL264C 22.795 8.2828 38.983 18.308 52.869 22.292 82.036 24.297 6.9806 20.124 7.9363 3.4114 49.171 9.6131 39.5579 Unknown	  function
YML122C 22.406 4.2328 34.31 4.2899 66.591 9.6175 56.812 3.9055 8.0787 4.7321 12.493 4.4669 45.03 7.4426 37.5874 Unknown	  function
YLR444C 66.084 27.002 50.619 23.449 35.871 61.953 28.549 23.33 12.445 15.553 12.243 12.377 45.281 13.155 32.126 Unknown	  function

FIT1 26.175 6.4775 21.751 9.1069 27.723 7.1123 39.455 10.661 8.4493 5.1993 10.86 6.7345 28.776 7.8109 20.9651

Mannoprotein	  that	  is	  incorporated	  into	  the	  cell	  wall;	  incorporated	  via	  a	  
glycosylphosphatidylinositol	  (GPI)	  anchor;	  involved	  in	  the	  retention	  of	  
siderophore-‐iron	  in	  the	  cell	  wall

IMD2 26.25 12.383 13.752 0.59982 4.9884 0.5709 23.813 4.012 2.128 1.0436 5.0401 6.4466 17.201 3.6646 13.5364

Inosine	  monophosphate	  dehydrogenase;	  catalyzes	  the	  rate-‐limiting	  step	  in	  
GTP	  biosynthesis,	  expression	  is	  induced	  by	  mycophenolic	  acid	  resulting	  in	  
resistance	  to	  the	  drug,	  expression	  is	  repressed	  by	  nutrient	  limitation

YOL024W 19.279 4.2243 14.133 9.8493 10.159 7.3971 14.918 10.561 7.2335 2.7318 5.1082 3.1457 14.622 4.5548 10.0672 Unknown	  function



MUM3 11.658 6.8329 10.838 6.9052 6.2782 9.9018 7.8607 15.074 2.3237 1.9024 4.1562 3.113 9.1587 2.8738 6.2849 Unknown	  function
YOR345C 6.7754 8.1711 7.4523 4.6566 0.19326 7.859 7.0864 21.521 0 0.040335 1.7054 0 5.3768 0.43643 4.94037 Unknown	  function
YEL010W 1.6624 1.5733 7.6178 4.6686 4.8062 7.4781 8.5937 3.9187 2.0902 0.31756 0.00021498 1.9412 5.67 1.0873 4.5827 Unknown	  function
YAR075W 6.1875 6.6367 6.1597 0.30749 1.8023 0 8.7952 2.2198 1.0212 0.21867 1.5415 2.5039 5.7362 1.3213 4.4149 Unknown	  function

SSP1 3.7731 1.6253 7.322 1.5616 5.3961 0.69696 6.4352 1.621 1.5232 2.6665 0.74212 1.1407 5.7316 1.5181 4.2135
Protein	  involved	  in	  the	  control	  of	  meiotic	  nuclear	  division;	  also	  involved	  in	  
the	  coordination	  of	  meiosis	  with	  spore	  formation

MER1 2.0471 19.748 0.21443 12.377 1.2159 5.8442 3.8098 8.4528 8.9532 8.614 4.8183 7.5689 1.8218 7.4886 -‐5.6668
mRNA-‐binding	  protein	  required	  for	  meiosis-‐specific	  mRNA	  splicing;	  required	  
for	  chromosome	  pairing	  and	  meiotic	  recombination

SRO9 1.0553 1.8657 2.2387 1.4299 0.46557 0.69949 2.7877 1.2821 12.978 15.354 11.639 6.3551 1.6368 11.581 -‐9.9442

Cytoplasmic	  RNA-‐binding	  protein;	  shuttles	  between	  nucleus	  and	  cytoplasm	  
and	  is	  exported	  from	  the	  nucleus	  in	  an	  mRNA	  export-‐dependent	  manner;	  
associates	  with	  translating	  ribosomes;	  involved	  in	  heme	  regulation	  of	  Hap1p	  
as	  a	  component	  of	  the	  HMC	  complex

YJR054W 4.2331 17.484 5.855 5.8273 2.822 10.231 5.3324 5.6585 27.483 15.886 10.372 16.714 4.5606 17.614 -‐13.0534
Potassium	  transporter	  that	  mediates	  K+	  influx;	  activates	  high-‐affinity	  Ca2+	  
influx	  system	  (HACS)	  during	  mating	  pheromone	  response

YDR089W 5.3132 9.1067 6.0906 11.834 10.224 11.366 6.3118 11.747 30.309 22.68 19.757 24.212 6.985 24.239 -‐17.254
UPC2 3.5784 15.774 4.7647 10.069 2.8897 11.041 8.4688 6.3476 25.885 23.648 32.391 15.492 4.9254 24.354 -‐19.4286
YDL240C-‐A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28.647 25.619 25.11 0 0 19.844 -‐19.844
YIL166C 11.824 68.71 5.7932 14.924 16.832 30.171 9.6749 17.947 20.513 31.893 34.774 40.59 11.031 31.942 -‐20.911
PDR11 8.1015 6.4948 11.363 5.4538 4.4181 5.5677 5.1798 5.3684 32.078 47.302 26.354 13.643 7.2657 29.844 -‐22.5783
YDR509W 0 0 4.85 1.7692 4.0099 1.8003 6.4326 1.7148 38.176 39.197 19.879 10.568 3.8231 26.955 -‐23.1319
GDE1 10.707 14.061 9.9705 23.077 10.595 24.324 9.4129 18.255 35.9 40.393 25.606 32.378 10.171 33.569 -‐23.398
YBR209W 2.5093 7.0493 2.0347 21.833 2.376 12.152 0.68932 14.331 25.577 49.882 15.695 14.749 1.9023 26.476 -‐24.5737
SET4 7.2562 4.0776 13.496 9.5892 4.2901 13.356 6.4357 3.6439 47.736 58.627 38.166 23.418 7.8694 41.987 -‐34.1176
PLC1 19.119 27.693 12.596 15.386 23.412 36.689 26.181 16.088 62.472 53.145 87.692 42.801 20.327 61.527 -‐41.2
HES1 2.8345 19.569 7.3537 16.583 0.93507 24.441 3.8018 8.9106 34.169 41.999 79.428 31.727 3.7313 46.831 -‐43.0997
YML089C 1.7469 4.8246 7.96 6.9753 21.247 5.6191 3.7854 5.6497 96.233 55.703 40.351 14.898 8.6847 51.796 -‐43.1113
YGL039W 13.777 31.261 37.543 35.901 4.3344 21.083 20.22 16.16 72.052 40.203 106.57 71.888 18.969 72.678 -‐53.709
GNP1 13.015 2.3584 4.7045 2.4989 2.6457 1.3645 9.1433 0.69532 76.935 91.023 49.545 39.996 7.3771 64.375 -‐56.9979
TAT2 8.1967 9.7669 4.2967 5.9831 26.177 28.314 6.0484 2.7776 66.46 99.574 68.364 69.794 11.18 76.048 -‐64.868
BAP3 11.589 99.827 2.4304 7.0228 4.2938 10.073 3.0868 1.6538 31.757 108.53 49.418 124.14 5.35 78.46 -‐73.11
YEL020C 59.795 78.775 43.869 64.093 34.089 57.231 44.123 50.153 144.27 127.76 109.57 123.46 45.469 126.26 -‐80.791
TAT1 2.5838 1.7053 6.8413 4.1084 1.5614 0.88711 2.6706 0.33459 122.12 122.49 104.54 101.26 3.4143 112.61 -‐109.1957
YLR194C 74.133 1194.8 62.005 1737 35.95 539.7 108.87 995.08 163.13 277.57 203.38 165.08 70.24 202.29 -‐132.05
YER064C 35.704 84.915 20.761 177.63 61.977 127.25 74.69 64.732 184.93 156.66 210.68 185.99 48.283 184.56 -‐136.277
MEP3 21.137 41.471 17.082 23.922 11.154 61.606 27.568 29.19 164.83 144.72 179.69 148.08 19.235 159.33 -‐140.095
ADE5%2C7 47.057 150.06 38.807 64 107.63 87.418 54.959 59.229 246.6 194.57 194.12 175.95 62.114 202.81 -‐140.696
VTC3 59.103 107.81 34.008 68.842 49.128 141.62 33.945 67.2 168.37 246.16 128.27 198.97 44.046 185.44 -‐141.394
GCV1 28.769 69.975 45.791 38.659 77.665 54.564 31.709 42.181 235.03 284.49 211.02 92.317 45.984 205.71 -‐159.726
MAF1 97.147 92.967 92.845 117.6 61.206 103.72 74.691 124.61 308.4 257.08 262.12 150.71 81.472 244.58 -‐163.108
YJR146W 62.913 62.117 38.456 79.654 33.498 40.634 11.399 25.832 295.08 310.33 152.02 70.629 36.566 207.02 -‐170.454
YOR343C 43.423 50.931 30.064 34.746 85.369 32.818 19.24 7.5961 167.66 313.2 164.04 229.25 44.524 218.54 -‐174.016
YBR296C-‐A 0 26.827 26.282 40.008 30.672 63.639 18.013 117.26 277.09 256.68 266.65 0 18.742 200.11 -‐181.368
ADE13 104.29 259.18 71.265 152.41 168.54 170.65 97.636 198.49 311.4 242.42 408.94 274.8 110.43 309.39 -‐198.96
VTC4 62.074 102.87 64.038 67.878 82.377 150.27 96.487 71.571 297.51 413.37 216.47 179.6 76.244 276.74 -‐200.496
BOP2 38.229 131.5 38.661 261.63 30.449 89.885 20.785 75.272 285.37 293.73 192.82 196.01 32.031 241.98 -‐209.949
MUP1 51.171 31.418 13.633 43.98 16.13 16.366 18.318 15.401 277.86 91.922 294.31 286.03 24.813 237.53 -‐212.717
PTR2 28.933 43.78 40.13 12.669 19.444 14.058 48.782 19.641 272.17 152.1 497.7 125.96 34.322 261.98 -‐227.658
ARO9 41.88 27.393 39.898 6.0599 30.179 43.382 77.246 60.507 380.91 184.34 364.09 180.38 47.301 277.43 -‐230.129
PHO3 19.825 29.343 31.353 21.928 39.893 65.918 81.056 41 237.6 565.54 189.95 200.64 43.032 298.43 -‐255.398
MTD1 32.876 83.735 40.416 56.791 85.231 90.73 34.87 78.683 443.39 281.1 400.39 143.54 48.348 317.11 -‐268.762
BAP2 125.16 44.276 65.856 45.327 21.177 21.586 24.096 23.965 371.4 463.4 221.75 311.18 59.071 341.93 -‐282.859
GDH2 143.37 166.54 83.56 287.05 140.56 200.16 92.007 252.29 516.76 466.9 415.19 327.51 114.87 431.59 -‐316.72
CIT3 11.764 35.325 15.64 102.22 19.454 88.863 14.417 101.82 578.54 497.86 228.73 33.991 15.319 334.78 -‐319.461
ARO10 36.781 42.481 63.459 12.522 27.949 19.388 72.359 34.409 564.87 444.5 391.78 155.5 50.137 389.16 -‐339.023
TIR3 18.823 17.3 89.513 120.63 35.793 78.585 96.619 34.318 248.83 195.18 783.44 463.1 60.187 422.64 -‐362.453
PHM6 42.355 29.628 30.281 21.031 41.362 32.37 72.065 12.017 323.31 357.31 489.04 467.67 46.516 409.33 -‐362.814
PDH1 39.196 76.49 66.174 217.24 43.989 172.37 141.83 300.02 700.09 535.48 531.54 100.5 72.797 466.9 -‐394.103
IZH4 175 59.964 276.88 197.31 9.1522 203.56 126.95 169.69 590.83 899.84 525.5 284.8 147 575.24 -‐428.24
PHO89 5.4916 8.4155 3.6284 1.8534 8.6288 6.0304 2.8234 1.9269 597.17 590.48 735.8 139.13 5.1431 515.65 -‐510.5069
SER3 57.008 114.32 89.87 134.82 156.87 139.46 107.35 269.27 1024 1264.4 440.99 245.67 102.77 743.77 -‐641
FAA4 274.1 173.99 353.76 219.32 165.63 298.36 478.96 135.13 1044.1 821.63 1381.2 668.49 318.11 978.84 -‐660.73
AGP1 223.48 291.27 31.693 120.05 156.5 408.67 116.92 275.81 769.25 488.67 959.93 997.91 132.15 803.94 -‐671.79
GIT1 38.979 355.84 7.4955 69.179 18.126 165.17 5.5451 218.01 451.18 982.35 437.97 904.28 17.536 693.95 -‐676.414
DAN1 11.122 2.3402 187.84 26.324 2.7377 36.416 37.547 12.502 794.75 707.33 1357.5 250.62 59.812 777.54 -‐717.728
PCS60 192.92 318.96 168.83 453.2 87.723 344.84 173.02 309.93 1005.8 1350.8 829.78 535.35 155.62 930.43 -‐774.81
PGI1 546.37 615.23 474.31 557.9 204.53 728.41 417.09 631.59 1009.3 1538.5 950.37 1256.9 410.58 1188.8 -‐778.22
OYE2 340.59 1331 396.11 431.78 116.24 442.85 213.56 261.29 992.15 1187.5 449.25 1796.5 266.63 1106.4 -‐839.77
SPL2 211.27 201.37 48.025 94.411 159.63 443.76 27.859 101.34 748.02 1694.6 1068.8 996.87 111.7 1127.1 -‐1015.4
PST1 248.35 740.03 350.54 1238.6 44.684 1371.6 241.03 1243.8 1862.4 563.37 1691.2 1604.4 221.15 1430.3 -‐1209.15
RHR2 405.97 388.74 748.41 93.926 124.22 127 564.46 120.83 2634.5 2375.2 1252.1 926.53 460.76 1797.1 -‐1336.34
ENO2 515.97 1537.2 413.07 175.34 290.12 580.01 461.23 730.37 1418.2 1708 1490.2 2751.2 420.1 1841.9 -‐1421.8
PHO5 22.705 24.119 21.591 89.702 22.606 93.543 25.865 129.62 1949.1 1499.8 1489.3 842.05 23.192 1445.1 -‐1421.908
ADH2 678.65 894.61 550.38 844.02 301.46 269.18 451.4 298.18 3248.7 2378.1 2484.1 1544.4 495.47 2413.8 -‐1918.33
CHA1 28.805 5.4535 330.29 63.459 57.661 10.661 259.62 23.149 2633.8 3063.4 2520.3 868.62 169.1 2271.6 -‐2102.5
PHO84 190.52 453.95 348.15 288.89 358.5 861.7 116.28 251.2 2563.8 2672.5 2688.4 2436.5 253.36 2590.3 -‐2336.94
ICY1 1052.5 1846.9 1113.8 1723.2 1099.6 1556.6 1337.8 2236.1 2470.7 7300.4 7001.4 3482.2 1150.9 5063.7 -‐3912.8
ADH1 1652.8 2732.4 1924 2017.3 2035.4 2050.8 1559.2 1652.1 4232.6 8023.4 6057.3 4723.5 1792.8 5759.2 -‐3966.4
TIP1 4358 1193.6 2092.7 917.57 92.937 762.23 694.72 1129.2 8534.1 8046 6289.4 8259.7 1809.6 7782.3 -‐5972.7
THI4 902.81 1255.7 794.03 1780.3 1088.1 4727.5 965.27 2266.4 8877.3 7362.5 10826 4201.2 937.55 7816.8 -‐6879.25
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